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Secjrities,

PlICENiX Insurance Co., of Hartford.
r
Hanover Insurance Co., of
New York.
r
New Hampshire Insurance Co.,
S
of New Hampshire.
jEtna Insurance Co., of Hartford.
Home Insurance Co., of New v
York.
£
Imperial Insurance Co., of
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American Insurance

taincd

Money

Travelers Life and Accident
Insurance Co., of Hartford.
Penn Mutual Life Insurance
Co., of Philadelphia.
our
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Insuring Elsewhere.
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BURRIEL
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for insurance at our expense.

telephone

ELLSWORTH,.MAINE.
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are

will be in
in Ellsworth

assessors

1.

democratic county convention will
be held at Hancock hall this (Thursday)
morning at 11 o’clock.
The county commissioners were in session at the court house Tuesday, transacting routine business.

BUY OUR SHOES.

Mrs. A. R. Phillips and Miss Ella Ferspent Tuesday at North Ellsworth,
the guests of Mrs. L. D. Patten.
Dr. L. S. Chilcott and family, of Bangor,were in Ellsworth last week on a visit
nald
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2;c. to $1.25.
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Right.

Guards from 25c.

WA1.SII,

E. J.

Ellsworth, Me.

Main St.,

to 75c.
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Main

You Won't Half

Enjoy

GREELY,

Street.

Rev. C. S. McLearn, who has been called
the pastorate of the Baptist church,
has rented the Abram Lord homestead on
Water street.
Edward Moore has moved his family
inland to Ellsworth.
Mr.
Moore was in the market business here
M.

ing

her vacation with her friend Mrs. A

W.

Packard, of this city.
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-Men and

Boys.

I have fine lines of Spring and Summer
Suit* which will be sold For Cash at a very
(•mull margin.
up.
lioy*' School Suit*,
5.00
Men'* Suit*,
*50 *'
Men'* Working Pant*,
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OWEN BYItN.

his

spring,

cmiea

mile in 2:22

and

months’salaries of City
Marshal Holmes and Policeman Silvy,
whose bills were approved by the aiderOrders ior two

men, await the signature <>f Mayor (Jerry.
The mayor has issued orders for the two

1

be postweather of .Sep- j

policemen appointed by him, whose bills
were not approved by the aldermen, but
the orders have not been honored by the
city treasurer.
A party of young ladies and gentlemen,
chaperoned by Mrs. Harry Rogers, have
been spending a week at the Wyman cot-

Miss Helen Adams left this week for !
Calais to be present at the wedding of her I
cousin, Miss Carrie Lord, daughter of ! tage, Contention cove. In the party are
George Lord, who has many friends in the Misses Annie Langley, Lura Beckwith,
this city.
Marion Bartlett, Bertine Stevens, Velma
Rogers, Anna Crippen, and Messrs. Harry
Rev. Fr. Collins, a
professor in St.
Elmer Davis, Ernest Moore,
Mary’s college. Van Ruren, will have Stratton,
Harry Walker.
charge of the Catholic church in this city
Hall & Donnelly's minstrels drew a good
in the absence of Fr. O’Brien at Bar Harhouse at Hancock hall Friday evening.
bor during the summer.
Mrs. A. S. Treat, of Rutherford, N. J..
with her two daughters, Misses Evelyn
and Marion, and son Wesley, is spending
the summer with her father, J. W.
Coombs, at Labrador farm.

Ellsworth’s city marshalship question
on record in the Maine Register, just
issued. In the names of city officers, following that of marshal, appears in parenthesis the word (contested).

They

gave an excellent performance. The
band concerts at noon and preceding the

have taken their teams and- many of the
attacheea of the show’ have deserted.

Sunday,

at Green

Lake, twenty-six

The fish were
caught at the narrows, in deep water,
with live bait.
They were of good size.
Many fishermen continue to make the
mistake of trolling, when it is well known
were

landed.

S. Cleaves, Charles H. Wood, A.
L. Moran and wife, F. E. Roberts, D. A.
Bunker, John E. Bunker, jr., Bar Harbor;
W. A. Ricker, Charles R. Perkins, A. G.
Morey, Canine; F. M. Watson, S. G.
Stevens, C. i-. Hutchins, Brooklin; William Cain. North Brooksvllle; E. R. Conners, Sorrento.

a

furnished and refreshments

were

“Rambles
in
E. F. Redman.
The scenery through which the travellers
The third and last
were taken was grand.
lecture in the course will he given this
Subject, “The
(Thursday) evening.
Italian Lakes.” The musical programme
will consist of organ selection by Miss
Nancy Dutton and vocal selection by
Miss Georgia Hastings. The stereopticon
prelude of local views will show a “Maple
Scenes”
and
Sugar Camp,” “Snow

Norway,”

served.

and

lecture,

The

shown.

bride and groom, with bridesmaids

The

violin solo “Home Sweet Home” with

variations, by Mrs. E. P. Morris with
organ accompaniment by Mr. Yale. Both
selections were much enjoyed.
The
stereopticon prelude to the lecture, “The
Eagle’s Nest,” was very interesting. The
description of a visit to the eagle’s nest, in
the woods near Ellsworth, was written
by Mr. Yale, and was read by A. VV. King,
while views taken along the trip were

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Kief celebrated
the twenty-fifth amrversary of their
marriage at their home on Water street
last Wednesday. About fifty friends were
present. Among the guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Ezra Williams, of Great Pond.
Mr.
and Mrs. Kief received many tokens of
esteem.
Musical
entertainment was

valuation of real estate
£1,270,761; personal estate.
£188,160, total real and personal, £1,759,221.
The number of polls is 1,455, an increase
of 101 over last year. The tax rate this
£1,313.03.
in the

The

city

is

year is 21 mills on
last year was 23U
for the higher rate
in

valuation of

a

dollar.

The

rate

vessel

property

was

read

by

shipping.
Ellsworth

vessel

property was £66,200;
while this year it is only £26,739, areduet ion of nearly £40,000.
roi.

11.

ureaser biui

r.

u.

\V.

wsgooa
of 11.

purchased tlie market business
Carr, on Water street, and will

have

con-

stand. Mr. Dresser has
resigned the position of principal of the
high school, and will devote his entire attention to the market business.
The
name of the Hrm will be Osgood A Dresser, but the market will continue for the

tinue it at the

same

present under the name of Carr’s market.
Mr. Dresser’s resignation of t he principalship was a surprise to the people of Ellsworth, and much regret is expressed. He
has been in the school four years and
proved an efficient and faithful instructor.
When he took the school the attendance
was ninety;
the attendance at the last
term

was

Last
ceived

124.

Thursday City
from

Marshal Holmes

re-

Chief-of-Police Clark, Bar

Harbor, the description of a man wanted
for stealing a watch and a meerschaum
pipe at Bar Harbor. Marshal Holmes was
near

Gould’s

market

when

he

spied

his

Orono to Amherst across the “Whale’s
Back” to Washington county.
They
came to Ellsworth from Cherry Held.

Among visitors to the city during the
past week were A. S. Penney, Mariaville;
F. P. Merrill, N. P. Merrill, E. F. Herrick,
S. C. Johnson, C. C. Leach, Judge E. E.
Chase, W. J. Grady, Bluehill; N. Noyes,

The second in the course of stereopticon
the Congregational
travel lectures at
church was given last Thursday evening.
The musical programme consisted of an
organ voluntary by Kev. D. L. Vale, and

were

President

Colby

and

G.

Harris and Profs. D. W.
H. Hamlin, of the Maine

State

and our syrup is
oranges,
made from the best of materials.
Fresh syrup means syrup made not
longer than the day before you
taste it.
fresh

G. A. PARCHER,
APOTHECARY.

under

1895, enacted for l bn relief in
In
of
1895 the
valuation

the law of

j

One reason
mills.
is the reduction in

standing on the Coombs corner.
The fellow evidently knew that the police had been notified to arrest him, or
was suspicious, and as the marshal walked
toward him he started on a run.
When
Mr. Holmes reached the corner he had
disappeared around the corner to the mill
road. He w as a long-legged fellow and a
sprinter; Marshal Holmes was no match
for him in a race. The fellow ran through
the mill road to Central street, across
to School street, and through Park street
toward Senator Hale’s place, where he
After two hours’
took to the woods.
hard work in the heat. Officer Holmes
was compelled to give up the search.

much enjoyed. The troupe
carried a tine band ami orchestra with
them, which is more than can be said for
the average traveling show.
Hall and
Donneljy are above the average.
show

college, Orono; M. Green, of Cambridge, Mass., J. R. Harris, of PhiladelThe Great Eastern circus, which was in phia, and A. Hanscom, of Orono, were in
Ellsworth on the Fourth, is reported t<> Ellsworth Monday night. The party is
be stranded at Castine.
The teamsters making a trip by team, driving from

salmon

UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.

“Leavitt” has

good judges think he a ill
get well down in the ’JO's before the close
oft he season.

tenuis tournament, for w hich arare being made by the Ells-

poned

On

ELLSWORTH,

school-

sight.
E. H. (Jreei.y’s two-year-old Kentucky
colt “Leavitt” was shipped from Ellsworth to Boston last week to go in George
Leavitt’s string, lie will be handled by
t lie well-known horseman, “Samp” Wilt

e\-

is

Particular attention given t*» forms of policy
and the interest of the assured In case of loss.
Parties desiring any kind of Insurance will
find it to their advantage to talk with uie before

new

public buildings

in

son.

of this

The

excellent

rnmiuni,

I

rangements

sumni'T

of t he lire 'st

K.

Whiteomb, of Reddington, form
city, was one of the secretaries at the Washington county republican
convention held in Machias last
week.

<x

one

years ago.

H. 1'.

the

an

house is

in that town.”
But the Commercial forgot to say that the item was written by
Oakes, from the It. I. In- i ne American's
Sullivan correspondent,
stitute for tin* Deaf, Providence, is spend- j
Ellsworth’s new school-house is not yet
some

erly

...

American says the

worth

from (iott’s

are

afford-

New

visiting

Rev. Emerson L. Hunt, of Ellsworth
halls, will prea< h at the Congregational

Silver Novelties.
Silver Plated Ware.
Austrian China Ware.
Cut Glass Ware.

hardly

the

is

recent-

jr., Dr. L.

and “Delicious'

Germany on a bicycle, arrived
home Sunday.
He covered 3,500 miles on
his wheel while in Europe.

I have some rare bargains in holiday goods
not sold
during the
season.
Among them

I

of

day

ABSOLUTELY PURE

Refreshing"

Lewiston Journal.

parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. It. Burnham.
The announcement is made of the engagement of Miss Caroline Madelle Somes,
of Mt. Desert, -to l>r..I. Albert Lethiecq,
of Brewer.

a

W.

race.

her

.M'uri-.

A.

hose

Dr. Mary L. Burnham,
England hospital, Boston,

Mrs.

Have you Seen the New Style
Bracelet?-

a

to

price.

Hat Bins,

Pretty

They

Them.

to 75c.

10c.

chance at

Fit.

Because

line of Bei.TS at al-

beauty

most one’s own

A

to

Mrs. J. C. Chilcott.

The Ellsworth “Senators” won’t be perfectly happy till they have another

Because

20c.

mother,

his

to

Why?

Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

in

best man, again went through the
wedding ceremony, at which Mrs. S. J.
The bride was
Trew’orgy officiated.
There have been nearly forty applicahandsomely dressed.
tions for the principalship of the EllsWhat might have proved a disastrous “Studies from Life.”
worth high school, left vacant by the
was
narrowly averted
resignation of Prof. W. H. Dresser. conflagration
Washington County Politics.
last Saturday evening
by the timely
the
are
two
Ellsworth
Among
applicants
The Washington county
republican
of a fire in
the
cellar of
discovery
Bartlett
and
Ernest
boys- Percy
Osgood. Hamor’s
convention was held at Machias last Wedstore. About ten o’clock
variety
The services of the Forty Hours’ DeFred. I. Campbell, of Cherryin the evening, Mr. Hamor’s family, who nesday.
votion were held at the Catholic church
was chairman, H. F. Whitcomb, of
occupy apartments above the store, were field,
this week, beginning Sunday and ending
and B. W. Hewes, of Danalarmed by smoke which filled the rooms Beddington,
Tuesday. The pastor, Rev. J. D. O’Brien, and the store. The fire was located in a forth, secretaries.
W’as assisted in the services by Fr. Collins,
Nominations were made as follows:
barrel of straw in the cellar, and was exof Van Buren, and Fr. Gauthier, of BanA. Wyman, Milbridgc, senator;
tinguished before any damage resulted. Edgar
Isaac P. Longfellow, Machias, sheriff;
gor.
The tire is supposed to have resulted from
The picnic of the Congregational Sun- spontaneous combustion, as no one had Fred I. Campbell, Cherryfield, attorney;
Phineas H. Longfellow, Machias, clerk of
day school to Hancock Point last Thurs- been in the cellar.
courts; George R. Gardner, Calais, judge
day was a delightful occasion. A pleasCapt. George Kay, of the schooner of probate; William H. Bradbury, Maant sail about the hay was enjoyed before
“Express,” missed several articles from ch ias, register of probate; Austin Harris,
the excursionists landed at the Point.
Perhis schooner which had been hauled up East Machias, treasurer; J. B. Nutt,
commissioner.
Here the boys entered heartily in the
while he was on a fishing trip. Suspicion ry,
field sports.
was directed to Holt Cousins,
who lives
Utitattsnnnits.
Extensive improvements are soon to be at the mouth of the river on the west
made on Dr. \V. M. Haines’ building, oc- side. Cousins does not bear an enviable
cupied by C. L. Morang. A handsome reputation.
A search warrant was seplate-glass front is to be put in the store. cured, and Deputy Sheriff Cushman found
The building will be enlarged by an ex- the stolen goods at Cousins’ house.
tension of twenty feet in the rear, the Cousins was not at home, but Mr. Cushfull size of the building.
man traced him to the house of relatives
Mayor Gerry has placed the insurance at North Orland, where he was arrested.
He was brought before Judge Dutton
on Hancock hall, *10,000 for three years,
through the agency of C. C. Burrill & who sentenced him to thirty days, and
Son. The insurance is placed in live dif- costs amounting to about £20.
ferent companies, ?2,000 each, at 2.70 per
The baric “Henry Norwell,” Capt.
cent., making tlie total amount of preHorace Lord, of this city, was wrecked at
mium, which has been paid, £270.
Gull Beach, North Carolina, in a gale
The vessel was light,
There will be an ice-cream sociable at Sunday, July 5.
tu. Methodist vestry this
(Thursday) land being caught on the lee shore could
“
evening, under the auspices of the Ep- ! not keep off. The crew was taken off by
worth League.
As all the entertainments the life-saving crew.
Capt. Lord’s wife
given by this society have been most en- was with him. The vessel went to pieces.
joyable, it is reasonable to suppose that Capt. Lord’s father, Capt. John A. Lord,
of this city, received a letter from his son
this will he no exception to the rule.
we often hear after
are words that
this morning saying that both he and his
people have tried
Among the young doctors who successwife were well, and were being well taken
fully passed the medical examination beCapt. ORANGE PHOSPHATE
fore the State registration committee at care of at the life saving station.
Portland last Wednesday, was Rowland Lord will remain there several days to
at our fountain. Orange phosphate
He does not say
.1. Wasgatt, son of Charles W. Wasgatt, look after the wreck.
is so common that it takes somewhether
saved
their
effects.
the}'
personal
thing extra to cal! forth such reof North Ellsworth.
Mr. Wasgatt gradmarks. The secret of ours is that
The total amount of tax to be raised in
uated from the Hahnemann homeopathic
we use nothing but
Ellsworth this year is £16,586.38, divided
hospital at Philadelphia this year.
as follows: City tax, £38,070.00; state tax,
Blue Hill Mineral Water
It
sounds
pleasant to read in tin
Bangor Comynercial that “The Ells- £1,333 95; county tax. £2.839.10; overlays,
in our soda, are careful to have nice

The

=

one

The Unitarian Sunday school will hold
picnic at Newbury Neck next
week, either Wednesday, Thursday or
Friday, provided a suitable vessel can
be obtained. The exact day will be announced by posters early next week.

Miss Abbie Padelford, of Waltham,
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. A. M.
Hopkins.
Mrs.
Hattie Cousins, of Waltham,
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. E. E. Bonsey
in this city.
F. E. Hartshorn, of New Haven, who
is summering at Hancock Point, was in
Ellsworth Monday.
the court house

experience

its annual

visit.

summer

an

she does not care to repeat.
So
did a yellow dog.
The dog and bicycle
met on the bridge and got all tangled up.
As for the fair bicyclist-!

very ill.
Reuben Smith, one of Ashville’s veteran
citizens, was in the city last Thursday on
business.

Saturday, August

God Bless them!

=

had

ly which

iu

stopping
a few days.
Benjamin Stone, Harvard ’98, of Worcester, Mass., is the guest of R. E. Mason.
Mrs. A. K. Woodward, who was severely injured by a fall two weeks ago, is still

The state board of

3lmcrtisrinrtits.

2tjijrrtiscmcnts.

his annual

Rev. nnd Mrs. MeLearn
with Mrs. Aide McFarland

session at

To the Ladies,

One of Ellsworth’s expert young wheel-

County Attorney E. S. Clark, of Bar
Harbor, was in the city Saturday.
Hamilton Campbell, of Boston, is in
Ellsworth

loan

to

mcrcial paper.

before

Terms
or

of customers collect-

(Marine),

Bangor.

Get

legality.

collateral, and approved

of New York.
p
of North Amer- £
ica, of Philadelphia.

I

and

will

Miss Addie Austin, who has been Mrs.
Brimmer’s assistant at the Western Union
telegraph office in this city, is in charge
of the olfice at Waterville for three
months during the summer in the absence
of the regular operator.
William Garvin, William Wart and
“Nate’’ Sargent were discharged from
the county jail this week, having served
their time the two first named for drunkenness, and Sargent for forgetting to pay
his board in Bar Harbor.
women

ed free.

v

Co

of

strength

Coupons

Insurance Co.

Union Insurance Co.

Probate mil ice—Petition to soli real estate.
A'lmr t:otfre- K-t .loim Henry Reynolds.
Admr notice—Kst Naomi K Hutching*.
A'lmr notice -K-t Israel Webber.
Atlmr notice— Kst Abide L Carter.
Kxec notice— Kst Henry L Murch.
Kxcc notice—Kst Kugene II Richards.
I nsolvency court Notices of second meeting.
Kxec notice—Kst William A Mtlltkcn.
Convention of towns of Illuchlll, Surry and
Dedham.
Probate notice—Wills tiled for probate.
Admr m>tic —K-t \brain Cord.
Probate notice—Petition tiled for settlement
of balance of estate of Mary .1 Gray.
G A Parcher— Apothecary.
K .! Walsh—Shoe store.
Insolvency court—Petitions tiled for dlacharge from debts.
Probate notice —Accounts tiled for settlement,
Probate notice— Petition filed for an allowance out of personal estate.
Court of County Commissioners—Commissioners’ notice.
Kxec notice— Est Cummings M Holden.
North Lamoink
A C Holt—Horses strayed.
was

Highest of all

the salmon seek
not rise to the

season

and

troll.
The general topic for the Epwortb
league prayer meeting for July is “The
Disciples of Our Lord.” The subject for
next Tuesday evening is “The Groups and
Characteristics of the Twelve.” Annie
Stevens.

wkkk.

this

Mrs. W. K. Blaisdell, of,Trentoii,

f

England.

ai>yi:uti.ni;mi:nts

deeper water,

United States Bonds, State of Ellsworth last week.
Maine Bonds, City Bonds,
Capt. and Mrs. John W. Kane, of Bluewere in the city Monday.
Water Works Bonds, and hill,
Miss Frances Crouch, of New York, is
Railroad Bonds, of ascer- the guest of Mrs. S. D. Wiggin.

£

German
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#

Companies

Insurance

••

In the heated

that

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
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INSURANCE.
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man

ME.

IXI.sWOUTlI.

COMING EVENTS.
I

[

Thursday, Juty 10,

Methodist

at

vestry

by Kpvvorth League.
including refreshment* 15

Icecream sociable

Admission,
cents.

Thursday, July 10,
church.

Third

stereopt icon lectures.
The
Italian Lakes.”
bv

Congregational

at

and

la?

in

of

course

••abject,
lecture

Che

will

be

programme and
local view*. Single ticket-. bit ents. For
sale by F. A. Coombs and George t\.
Parcher.

preceded

n

musical

Atsucrtiscmcnts.

inspect our goods before
going elsewhere.

and

WE 1*AV SPOT ( ASH
for every dollar’s worth of
good-we buy, and gain the
advantage of the big <11**
counts thereby offered; ami
not alone do we gain but our
customers
gain this much,
since we give them the advantage ot these reduction-. We.
(gilt sell as good an article for
as little or les- money than
any concern in the State. I>o
not take our word but call
It
and satisfy yourselves.
costs you nothing to look and
you may be sure of the most
courteous attention whether
you buy or simply inspect.

LEWIS FRIEND & CO.,
Manning

Block,

Ellsworth.

Cathartic Piffs
BILIOUSNESS

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
the Week Beginning July
19—Comment by Rev. s. H. Doyle.

Topic for
Topi
;
tin

-B

gvt

•>

g»»

iv, 13.
Ia ach f
f( rences there
\
is an » x!i r— n r* rt.i.ning t<> wisluin
—Is tlw
ion of the 1
ings v Iji.-’i tri*- wtsd m brings, in the
tori, ling, which
other
gives wxl m.
The imp rtamv and value f wisdom,
and in t simply r» ligi us wisdom, cannot b- overeatimatod.
Solomon, the
wisest man of his age, 1 *>ked upon the
1
man as happy who had kn< wledge
understanding and declared wisdom tc
be more preei- us than rubies and xcellent above all things that could be desired. The same is true t day. Knowledge add^ greatly to a man’s happiness.
He who has cultivated a taste for go«>d
literature nay fairly revi 1 in his enj y
incut in tin-.*- days of books without
number.
Wisdom comes largely from reading
T * be wise, therefore, we
and study.
must read.
What we read and how v
read is a very important question, f
the books, magazine s and papers which
we select as *»nr companions not only
determine largely the amount and char
actor of < ur mental education, bat thf,y
also largely influence our moral and
religious characters.
f books and reading
The quest i n
is particularly pertinent t-> young people, because it is while wo an- young
that what we read mak*-s the most lastI

r

...

t

•

: ii,

:« r

1-.,
-■

;

A

I T.:.i.

r

■

mg impress 1 n up n our m mas.
There ar*- two dangers today in the
reading world against which we need to
be warned. The first arises from the
abundance of r* .tding matter. From the
vast numbers of books, magazines, papers, what ar*- we to read to g»t the
most good therefrom? We cannot read
;ilL It would not bo best if we could.
To have but few books and thorough!*
master them is better for our education
than to have many books and read them
hastily and carelessly. The Eudeavorer
who will pursue the following plan will
not go far wr ng: Read one g
d daily
newspaper, < n** weekly religious paper
of your own don* >rainati> u : The Gold* n
Rule, * n*- first class monthly magazine,
as many b
ks as can be can fully r* u*l,
alternating a b< k f fiction with a b*v k
of science, art or hist* ry. and last, but
not least, the Bil l*- as much and as often as possible.
It would be well f* r all young persons to select some subject of special
interest t<» them and h:\ve their reading
and studying as far as p**ssible cent**r
around that.
We should aim to be specialists in one branch of learning at
lea<t, an 1 if we bee me that it will be
wonderful h* .\v much universal information and knowledge we will gath* r
up at the same time.
The second danger arist-s fr*. m the
character of the literature of today. The
popular taste clamors tf*> much f*.r tie*
sensational, tlie unreal and even the imW**
moral.
sh aii! car*-fully guard
against be lag influenced in this direction. Liteiatur*- was never so full * f
what is * h* .cc, lofty, ennobling and inspiring as it is r -day. E< r us cultivate
a taste f r tins kind of r- ading and we
will hav* n- -tic r time n r inclination
for the oth c,

BibleReadings.—Ps.

x:x, *-10; xciv,
1-7; h, 1-7; viii, 10, 11,
33-3o; xxiii, 23; Jub xxviii, 12-2*;
Isa. viii, 19, 20; xxxiv, 10; MuL ni,
1G; Luke xvi. 29-31; John v, 39; Acts
xvii, 11; II Tim. iii, 14-10,
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I)i*covered In India.
worn

Endeavor

ng:i

a

English Baptist missionBengal that 85 Christian

an

ary in *-;ust

ng the vilsocieties
anniversary, and all this has been unknown to
the United society, although it is welcome news.
Mr. Carey says that the
greatest help has L- n afforded Indian
students through the society and many
through >ut India have received spiritual
uplift through it» existence. And,
strange t <•, say. th- pledge, which se*ms
to be r:;<' gr*-. r -•
n : block in this
r
m-mtmm d to the letcountry, is
ter.—: <\.
tsist

s

am

lages within his limit. These
recently celebrated their first

C

ri-.t

It* With
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Scop«* of Christian Endeavor.

No Fellowship So Sweet.
Let ns be “love constrained
workers. “In labors more abundant
There
is no fellowship so sweet as that of
Christ’s service. None are so happy as
those who are thus finishing their coarse
with joy.—American Friend.
Chrl' tiaii Endeavor Notes.

A prayer meeting is held every evening In an upper room by the Christian
Endeavor society in a school at Houlton, Me.
-1 good size, imitators r
Christ,” is the best translation that can
be made of he name Christian Endeav- i
or society in the Caroline islands.
■

No Bibles are on sale in Santa Fe,
“the City of tho Holy Faith,” and the1
Christian Eudeavprers ot the city have
pen
planned
gious literature.

a

Morgan

intend(*d to accomplish *u othiner in life,
find wit h eat h ther they were
reticent as to what they should demand of
the world.

j

depository

for reli-

At

SMmtisnrtmta.

Column.
It’s

Soap,
All Soap.
Welcome Soap is abso:t.!y free from excess of

meeting of the general officers nf
T. C. on May 12, it was

a

the World’s W. C.

decided that the next

biennial convention

-hail be held in Canada in the
autumn of 1S97.

spring

or

Australia had also sent

a

invitation, cut the plana for Canada seemed the more feasible.

alkali, corrosive, and other
adulterations: that is why it
uperior to anv other soap.

Augusta celebration
on the Fourth were enough to make one's
heart ache.
Youths, men in their j r me,
and old white-haired men, were carried to
the jail intoxicated, amid the jeers and
hoots of the crowd.
Liquors were as
The

scenes at

the

■

They had been friends from youth, and
when the girl's return renewed that friendship in all its intensity the gossips ! el
much to say of a long settled matrimonial
understanding.
plenty as wan water, and there were scores
It was the subject of conversation one
just drunk enough to be silly, but not
August afternoon as they sat together in noisy enough to attract the attention of
the cooling shade of the vines on the Hartthe police. And all this in a prohib 'ion
well porch.
“The \* ry idea!" laughed Ned. "These State! Where were the men w ho si *uid
old piHtple here haven't any idea beyond have enforced the prohibitory law? Were
marrying and dying. Can’t they under they blind? There are none so blind as
stand that there are some other contingen- those who will not see.
besides these?”
"Of course not," answered Alice, also
"and
they would deem it rank
laughing,
You must rehear you say so.
member that Blanktown has its code of
rules and proprieties, as changeless as the

heresy

to

of the Med eg and Persians.”
"The very idea of you and me being lovwent on Ned, “when we have been
er*.
laws

!

-AT-

1

Ellsworth

Magazine and Hook Notes.
Mr. Howells's stria!
story, “The landlord at Lion's Head,"
will be a feature of distinction in Ham-

foundation truths of the ages. And she acquiesce*I with Of course.
“These people here," he continued In
an oracular tone, “cannot appreciate the
beauty of a perfect friendship existing between man and woman.
They can only
conceive of such a friendly relation degen
erating into au allair of kisses, tears and
sentiment.
“But we shall give them an example of
something different, shall wo not. Ned?”
“Yes. of a perfect friendship, where sex
shall not be considered, where one shall bo
the confidant the critic and the inspiration
of the other."
“How glorious it will be, Ned! What a
help we may be to each other! We shall
be such friends as Hannah More and Dr.
Johnson, or Chateaubriand and Mrne.

Recamier, Paula and Jerome.”
Well, Ned went to work and Alice w.-nt
19 work. Ned plugging away at the law
and she entering the schools as a teacher,
for neither was rich.
And their friendship did prove helpful
to each other, for he was an ardent student
and she was a stern critic. And they were
confidants.
“I know that you

will talk to

with
don't
as the

mo

perfect honesty. Alice," ho said. “I

believe I rca.iy love Mary Mason
world koks .,:i love, but then *he is a good,
sensible girl. The mat* h would l >• a g >od
one and helpful in a worldly sense, and as
fur love—well, love will como with association."
said Alice, “of course; but,
“Of course

Ned,

d.j
u think that just her particular
<-f mind would suit you?
."he seems
Hie
so terribly practical, you know, Ned.
doesn't seem to have those soft, womanly
qualities that it seems to me a man would
like
I wouldn't discourage you for an
But do you think you
instant, Ned
would be really happy with her, Ned?"
“Well, that's it," said Ned, stroking his
For the life of
bare chin. “That's it
A man’s got to !»•
me I don't know
cast

mighty careful, mighty careful."
“Yes. lie hie." said Alice, and then for
unaccountable reason she went home
and cried herself t
sleep. But that's just
like a woman, you knew."
One day i:; the vacation period Alice
came to Ned for advice.
“1 have found teaching hard and tireAnd. after all. the
some, Ned," she said.
little home trials that a woman ov Tcomes
I have no de>ire to
are her best conquests
go back to the schoolroom, and I have a
some

-ke
Arm.-truug has
\*uu know he is
to m

a

myself. Henry

home for

asked me to marry him.
kind hearted man. N>
and he is settled and well fixed. Tell me,
what do y >u think about it. N 1
a

«i: >

.*

—

I d n’t know that I do, t ut you didn’t
love Mary Mason either—at le.aat, you said
so."
“Oh, that # right! Throw that folly into
“Weil, I thought”
“Y» *. y«*u thought. A woman l:k- y u
Alice. levels some!"--dy to think for her
And this lord of creation stalked away in

Ligh dudgeon.
that night and j>o.«!**d
it, and A li e received it by the first mail
next morning
It ran thus:
wrote a

letter

Hi.** Hartwell—Your

actions

are

eiitir*

•.

beyond expianation. Thu ht-art of a tuai: :*
not to
la) d with. Hut 1 h<-;*- y u \ei.
It
marry Henry Arm»tr> ng and t*? h.v,.yy
t

matter

what become# of

rut

\

ur

N i.i
neglected lover.
Two hours after it* receipt Ned follow- d
it in person with a highly injured air.
And the, because she was a very sort little person, ran to meet him with a glad

face.
“Oh, Ned." she cried. “I never did want
to marry Henry Armstrong at all!
Hut
you said we could only be friends and mucritics
a
tual
and—Ned.
girl wants to bo
loved."
And the wiseacres said: “Wasn't
it
beautiful? Knew each other from childhood and not a break, not a ripple in their
love.”—New York News.
Wall PIugs.
A convenient device of recent introduction is mentioned—namely, a substitute
for the wooden plugs generally used when
it is desired to screw into brick or plaster
walls.
It is a spiral of iron wire doubled
back upon itself, the inner turns being of
Buch a diameter as to form a kind of screw
thread, while the outer turns serve to hold
the wire plug in the wall.
To fix these
plugs a hole i* drilled in the wall a quarter of an inch greater in diameter than
the outside dimensions of tho plug and a
little deeper than its length. The hole is
then thoroughly wetted by injecting water
VhI afterward filled with plaster of paris.
the outer windings of the wire socket are
also filled with plaster, and the socket, or
plug, with its screw, is inserted in tho
hole to the required depth, and after the
plaster has set the screw may be removed
to be thoroughly greased befura being put
back. It is a device of convenient adaptation in a great
variety of cases, says the
Pittsburg Journal, and is of course inex-

pensive

School
If

per* Weekly during the present month.
The

democratic

convention

will be

at

Rnd

and t heir life on t he Grand Banks.
It is
written from close personal study of the

its character®, and in its plot sea-faring
adventurous.
It breaks entirely
new
The title is “Captains
ground.
The publication of the
Courageous.”
novel will begin in the November number of McClure's Magazine.
and

by special

t

j

to Welcome.

Professional

DENTIST.
Graduate of the
clase of ’75

•3-Officr

ment

public for fond remembrance*. and tokens and expressions of
affectionate esteem, on her eighty-fifth
birthday, w hich she sent to The Ladies'
Home Journal. In the next issue of this
magazine it will be published in fac
simile. It reflects the beautiful nature
of the gifted authoress, and by her death
has become her last
message to the
American public.
to

said Mr.

Meekton

s

had been overcoming his objections to
household expenses, “you ought to
go into politics.” “I'm sure you never
gave|me any credit for ai iiity in that line
before.” “No, but I think now that you
have some of the right qualities. I never
saw

anybody

more

reluctant to talk

^ret

Philadelphia Dental College,

Giles’ Block. Ellsworth.

A.

H.

KOHKIS

Ol

JOKH K»s| K»
’IIrHF.kKA> Mary E. Knowi:«>n.
f
I>.t-r
I-.*
v y
in the county of Hath
k ami
State of Maine, hv her mortgage deed dated
the :w< tit;, tilth da\ of
■!
> <j.
N^vt-mbt r.
and ree< rded in the Registry <>f I>eeds for
Hanccx k county book 260, page '«•*., coitvt yeti
th<
n
a cert
ret
oJ
rta! estate situated in said
liter I-!*, and
bounded as fi.im«*: Beginning ut the s..uth"riiTnf the !-•: at the shore at a :-..t in
ledge: them*.- westerly one hundred f. : to
a boit in a ledge: thence
northerly <t
hundred at.d lifty feel l*> a bound; theme tast«r >
hundred feet to high watermark:
thence
itheasteriy twenty feet to a bound,
thence east northerly
to’ the -alt water:
thence by the -h->re !•- the ti r-t ment
d
bound, containing one-third of one acre
more.
!•-.-: and whereas the con-.
n
f
said m -rtg.ige has been br ken. now therefor* ■.-> r.a-.*riof the breach of the condition
th* r. d. I t: tin: a foreclosure of said nic-rtand five th'
ga
notice for that purp* »«.
1
ted June '22. a. d. 1896.
Benjamin Barrot
By K. F. spoffurd, his attorney.

upon which the buyer" > mind
be >ct at rot are

VETERINARY HOSPITAL
ANI) DISPENSARY.
School Street,
1*

now

HORSES CLIPPED BY

I

To

POWER.

at Regu lar~Rates
veterinary superintendence.

I>R. AY. L. AYKST, I»rop'r,5
Graduate and Medallist Ontario I'eterinary

j

'■-• rmer
hereby give- public nt-tice
a! 1 concerned, that she has been duly
■!!•:t
•!
and has taken upon her?*. !f the
»[>!••
tr -: of ex.* utrix of the las: w: ! and t. lament of Judson (i. Gray, late of Penob-cot,
■
umy d Hancock, deceased, no bond
being required by the term* of said wii!; -he

•-<■ riber
hereby gut- notice that
has been duly
appoint, d adminisof the estate of Andrew H. Havn. .-, late
• f Tremont. in
the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds us the law directs.
All persons h:i\ing demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for sett It ment, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCharles H. Haynes.
mediately.
J tine l(b a. d. 1896.

r|MlK
he
1

trator

fFHK -ubscriber hereby gists noth » that
X he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of V-alter J. Holt, late
Minneapolis. Minnesota, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
June 10, a. d. 1896.
Allen t
Holt.
rrHK subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisX
trator of
the estate of Willard F. White,
late of Orland, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imGeorge \N White.
mediately.
May 13,'a. d. 1896.

College.

Y.

“SO

FAY,

WASHEE.”

West End

Bridge,

Ellsworth,

for

\\Y

i

have been
the

pa-t

the

are

room>

the 'ale of

devoted e\clu>ivel\

Carpet'

and Wall

to

l’aper.

Buj-incs* «oik:ited.

JOHN

E

Maine.

A\Tmtin<;

BUNKER. JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
OFFICES

*17^Main

AT

Bkotiieks,

Street.

EllsworY

BAR HARBOR ANI) 1JLI E1IILL, ME.
Bar Harbor office*
7 and
Mt. Desert B ock
liluehll! office «<»»«■! Saturday*.

Special Midsummer Sale

Banking.
haTARLlSHED 1"7

-OF-

FIRST
NATIONAL BANK

CLOAKS. DRY GOODS.

CAPITAL. STOCK.
Does

a

general

850.000.

———-and CARPETINGS,

Dank business.

National

—t

SMALL WARES. FANCY GOODS.

JOF KLLSWOKTH.

-AT

Banking hours from

Kvcry facility

9

m. t«>

a

1 p.

M.

ottered Customers.

Correspondence solicited.
AM'KEW 1*. WI SWELL, President,
K. W nmsii, I’/rr prraidf nt.
IIKNKv 'V.
MIMAS, Cashier.
A

are

DIREi TORS
P Hixwki.l,
s*K. Whiting.
<». I*. ] >( TT«»N.
I
ll l.KKI LV.
I.. A. Kmeki,
Lew is Fuilm».

STREET,

The end of every season finds us with small lots of goods on hand wlb
anxious to close out. In order to do so we put a low price on them. Ag
■

ELLSWORTH, ME.

20

Hancock Conniy

Savings Bank,
May

Dw*yj«-«»*.

I,

In-posits iu this bank

are

taxation.

1873.

by law exempt from

JAMES F. DAVIS, President
CHARLES C. BURRILL, Treasurer.

DIItKCTOBS:
John F. Whitcomb,
N. B. Cooliuge,

dally, from

9 a. m. to

12

10

44

reduced from $o.»J0 to $2.49
...

44

44

DRESS

at 1H

Special

in.

are

selling

cts., 99 eta. and f 1.2o

5c., 10c.,

1J 1-2

c.

and SILKS.

more

Prints in light, medium and dark colors,
Duck Suitings,

Organdies
Lawns,
All-Wool Cbaliies,
All wash dress goods formerly

4 ets.
.7

and

KINDS

sold at

25 cts.,

u

g

«t

25

*4

reduced to 15

bi

SHEETINGS.
80*inch unbleached at 5 ets.
3tj-iuch Lockwood at 6 cts.
40-inch unbleached
at 6 and 7 cts.
36-inch bleached,
5 and 8 cts., reduced from 8 and 10 cts.

At the lowest possible rates,
in the largest anil very
best companies.

BED SPREADS
a

4.99

6.99

dress goods than all the other dry
goods stores in Hancock county combined. We at present are
offering some great trades in some of the most stylish dress goods
If you want a dress buy it now, as you never will
of the season.
be able to buy as low again.
Big bargains in Summer Wash Dress Goods.

WRITES

Also doe*

7.50 to
12.50 to

values in hose at 19 cts.
at

GOODS

We have and

! GEO. H. GRANT

OF ALL

44

VALUES

In Print ami Percnle Wrappers
Hosiery from 5 cts. up.
Ladies’Jersey Veets

CHARLES C. IlLRRILL.
Bank hours

44

SPECIAL

Dep<>-lts draw Interest fr<-m the tir-t .lay of
March, June, September and l>e* mber.
HOAltl) OF
James F. Davis,
A. F. Burn ham,

Ladies’ Jackets

25

25 Capes
at |2.49, $2.99, $3.99 and $4.99
10 All-Wool Serge Outing Suits
at $1.99 and $7.49
Dormer prices. $10.00 and $15.00.
12 Duck Suits
reduced from f2.50tofl.29
20 Silk Shirt Waists,
one-third reduction from former prices.

ELLSWORTH. ME.
Commenced

GALLHRT’S.

many goods you want and need can he bought at our store for the next ft w u
greatly reduced prices. The high standard of our goods is well known; whs.
offer during this sale is the same grade and quality we usually carry. Our final
in Capes and Cloaks Outing Suit* and separate skirts at
practically your own j r.

Gl

MAIX

j

m.

and

LINENS.

We have two bargains in Bed Spreads, one at 99 cts., the other at
$1.19, reduced from $1.50 and f2.00.
A big bargain in aLl linen Crash
at 8 cts.
A case of Cotton Diaper
at 39 cts., reduced from 50 cts.

general

Ship Brokerage Business,
THE

LAUNDRY GRANITE BUSINESS
SPECIALTY.
SO

raying (and doiii*^)

having

COl’ NSELLOli AT LAW.
A Do prosecuting attorney for all rla*-* -*-f
pen-loti-a^ain-t the l ulled SLAc^.

We have made reductions

A
j

BATH ROOMS.

All kind, of laundry worn done at rbort
tice. Good, called fur and delivered.
H. 15. ESTEY A CO.,

we

ATTORNEY

'MAKING

ANl)

i> onl\ to repeat what

ONLY DEALERS IN ELLSWORTH

F. BURNHAM,

BLIiSWORTn

STEAM

completoh ue
purcha.'cr on tlie'c point'

lift\ year>.

•«>

therefor*- requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased-- estate,
make
immediate payment, and tho-c who haw. any
demands thereon to exhibit the same f..r
ttlement.
Maria L. Gray.
June 10, a d. 1896.

the

how

out

Telephone In office.

THK

1

point

meet

Horse-Shoeing
with

hum

STYLE, QUALITY, PRICE!

Ellsworth, Me.,

open f«>r the scientific and humane treatof all domef-tu-ated animal*.

nient

■

■

a

STORE.,*.

Ellsworth,

NOTH I

stock and

THREE POINTS

OVER

AM*

NOTH'K OF FORM I.OKI KM.
llrHKKK.\s George <
Jordan, of Townm
ship No. 21, in the county of Hancock
and Slate of Maine, by hi* mortgage dedated the fifth
day of September, a. d. ]*>''•
and recorded in the Hancock countv, Maine.
Registry of Deeds, book 276. page :A7. convoyed to me, the undersigned, a certain pared of real e-tate with the buildings thereon,
-ituate in said Township No. 21. in -aid counas follows:
Beginning at
ty. and bounded
the
county road; thence running riftv-seven;
rods, more or less, on Lewi* Mace south line
to a cedar stake; thence south
thirty-*even
rod-, more or less, to the corner of William
>. Jordan s
lot; thence westerly seventy- !
three rods, more or less, to the county road 1
aforesaid; thence northerly on said road
thirty-nine rods, more or less. TO the ; hu of
beginning, and containing fifteen and outhalf acres, more or leas; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage ha* been broken,
n*-w therefore
the
by reason of th*- bre.w?
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Isaac Me t.
J. A. Peters, jr., attorney.
June’#1. 1&*6.

prices

lar^e

our

on

PAINTS and OILS.

ELLSWORTH

about

Ergal Xotircs.

our

CARPETS. WALL PAPERS.

of Teeth.

.•.OFFICE

money than you are."
Hood’s l’ili- cure liver ii;?, biliousness, in U
gestion, headache-. A pUs-ant laxative. A .1
druggist*.-- ,-trfrf.

all, examine

**~Sandolor for the Painless Extraction

wife, who

some

c

DENTIST.

the

“Henry."

is

to

H. W. HAYNES.

The last

thing written by Mrs. Harriet
Beecher Stowe, only a few days before
her death, was a
loving acknowledg-

WE WANT YOU

CarSs.

II. GRKELY,

]JR

MAINZ.

ELLSWORTH,

are

a

J)U.

Street,

inducements

led to try some
hind, they always re-

tv y
h

Chicago I

a

u..*

bad no idea y• ij were fo mercenary."
“I'm not, Ned"
“Oh, don't talk to me! Henry Arm
strong, indeed! Hut marry him—marry
him by ail means."
re not angry, are you, Ned:
“Why,
What I mean is that 1 don’t think that
IL-nry Armstrong i.^ half g >d enough f r
you. and I don't H iicve you love him

Veterinary Hospital,

The instalments of

fully discussed,
important
playmates, chums, companions, from the
articles on the war in Cuba may be txmud pi« period.’'
"The idea'" echoed Alice. "Why, there pected.
couldn't possibly be any romance about
Hudyard Kipling is now putting the last
such a thing
touches on a fifty-thousand-word novel
“Familiarity kills romance, you know
with the Gloucester fishermen
He said it as if he were uttering one of the dealing

d'-

MSS

CHEAP,

f existence

cies

He

NATIVE and CANADIAN

•T

cord la!

—

The universal scope of the Christian
Endeavor movement is well illustrated
by a little volume in the possession cl
President Clark, which contains speci J
mens of Christian Endeavor literature in
17 different i.-nguages.
Most of the
translations are from leaflets of Dr.
Clark’s own writings, and his name is
on the title pages as author,
although
be cannot read a word of the text.

to

!?!•>*.
and Ned

my face."
I

Chrisi. t:.
\ u.\
r:t. > v.
nd lie
is witli us i <: \ B v
v,
in harmony with 1 i:;;t Sp.r.»: Wbar we m*« d
ns
meditatcxlay is contemi-i .*
tion. It' we
ill ! take a ia ruing honi
and an evening hour and (lev te them to
communion with C d. did ir ever ^vnr
to you whai wonderful Christians we
might be? The need f the day is that
the pew and pulpit should have mure
time for contemplation.—Congr* gationalist

“People

of their life'* a
Both Alice Hartwell

scene

chance
mr<

letter fr-.m

She had just graduated at Wellesley, and
I <• had taken a bach- ior's degree son;
three years ago.
Thoy had both coine iutek to the homo
town with the decision to make it the

-1

C. £. II.

111.

IDEAL FRIENDSHIP.

on

several

goods and prices mentioned will convince
dry goods house in America.

other goods not mentioned here, but the
you we are selling goods cheaper than an>

--

no-

Me.

trg- Long di-tance
all principal points.

telephone

connection

to

Office*, Ellsworth and BarlHarbor.

IVI.

GALLERT.

{

atrtjrrtiscmmts.

Liver ISSs
Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constipation. sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
cured by Hood's Pills. They do their work

Hood’s

easily ami thoroughly,
pest after dinner pills,
All druggists.
os cents.
Prepared by G. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
The only Pill to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

Just

hut

This
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Much-Quoted Term

Means.
The term “sixteen to one”,

now so

much

in discussing the money question,

use

relates to the weight of gold and silver in
the dollars issued by the United States
that is, tlie law under which
government coined silver dollars until
repeal of the purchasing clause of the

government;
the

Sherman act
lar -hould

weignt

provided

i;m!iih i.u

dolmuch

that the silver

contain sixteen times
silver

as

the

as

gold

dol-

standard gold.
When this ratio was established the two

lar contained in
dollars

practically

were

of the

same

in-

trinsic value, gold being worth in market
sixteen times as much as silver per ounce.
Since then the development of the silver
mines has reduced the market price of silver bullion so that if is worth in gold only
a little more than half as much as it was
formerly, and with a gold dollar one can
buy almost silver enough to make two silver dollars.
This is what is meant when
people talk about “fifty cent dollars”.
The value of ••wry dollar which a man has
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in a savings hank would tie reduced at the
present price of silver, to just fifty-three
These dollars

cents.

face value because
deems them
would at

once

gold.

government redid not they

If it

purchasing

lose half their

power. The free silverites demand that
t he government -hall receive all t he silver
bullion that is offered, and coin it into
dollars upon the ratio and make them a
legal tender for all debts, public; and private, without any provision for their re-

demption

gold.

in

This

would

at

once

make t be silver dollar t lie standard of value

instead of

the

gold

as

one, or,
silver basis and

stated, bring us to a
gold out of circulation.

is
drive
it

The’’g"!'!bugs”

maintain that the government should issue no money but gold,

perhaps silver enough for change,
leaving il to state banks t<» furnish paper

ami

currency.
The
sound

bimetallists bemoney
gold, silver and paper money
issued by the government, with gold as
the standard, w h ch is the kind of money
we have bad sinee the pa-sage of the relieve

in

sumption

graduate

in

circulate at their

the

act.

IT ore Steel

r»ed

For Them Than
Gunn, Swords nml Needles.

Penney is visiting
Wakefield, Mass.

For

in

work on a pen.
That is to say, they roll
The
out the steel ! > the proper thickness.
women then take hold, cutting the steel
into strips as wide ns two pens aro long.
Presses do the rutting for tho women.
The steel when it leaves the presses i.i
shaped like a p. n, but is flat. The forms
made by th.presses aro then put. into a
red hot furnace, and when thoroughly
heated are taken out and permitted to cool
slowly. This process makes them soft.
Then the women use fast presses that hammer the points as well as stamp tho name
of the manufacturer.
“This done, the pens aro heated again,
and, while still hot, are cast intooil. They
am much harder, but dirty and greasy
To clean and whiten
when taken out.
they they are then boiled in water to which
soda has been added.
The next step is to
••
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.'liel of Liverpool salt shall weigh on
pound-, and a bushel of Turks I -laud sail -hall
Wei_•; 7u pounds.
'l l.' -tandard weight of a bushel of potatoes,
in g
or i.
and lit for -hipping, i- «;o pound-.
The -tandard weight of a busliel of bean- in
good order ain| lit for shipping, ipound.-.
Of wat. beets, ruta baga turnip- and peas, i;u
pou11• ; of corn, .mi pounds; of onions, ,vj
i.'
I
of
-,
rve
and
carrots,
Knglish
poii
turnips,
Indian meal, bo pound-; of barley and buckwheat. I-pounds; of oats,
pounds, or even
measure as by agreement.
I'

free if you call upon any
Catalogue of Columbia an.! Hartford Bicycles
Columbia agent by mail front us for two 2-cent stamps.

POPE

MFG.

CO., Hartford, Conn.

Agencies in almost every city and town. If Columbias
properly represented in your vicinity, let ua know.

Branch Stores and

are

not

<’
cabin. They f.einil among the mass
reading that had been brought aboard
some
unopened newspapers addressed t<
me.
They had I * »*n throwing these nev.
papers at each other, anil one of them went
The shark saw it, * i
out of tin* porthole.
course, and g*.hided it down, and that w i-

llow it happened.
for yourselves the
London Answers.

Now, gentlemen, judg.
truth

of my story."

Spar Helps X Ray*.
Professor Winkelmann and Dr. Straub* 1
of the University of Jena have succeeded
in discovering a new method of phot
graphing with Roentgen rays by which
the length of exposure is reduced from It
Tin
to 15 minutes to only n few seconds.
method in based on a conversion of the X
rays into rays of other undulations by
If the Roentmeans of fluor spar crystal.
gen rays are allowed to fall upon a photo
the
sensitized
film
of which
graphic plate,
Is turned away from them and covered
Powdered Fluor

li

Tie Story of

Puri tana.
Prof. Dixi Crosby, M. D., I.L. P.,
who for thirty-two years was at tho
head of Dartmouth Medical College,
bel «nged to tho famous Crosby family
©f physicians, which f-*rseveral generations has furnished inoro distinguished medical men than any other
family in America. 11 is father was
Dr. Asa Crosby, of Dartmouth, who
procured tho charter of tho State
medical society, of which ho was fur

years a"conspicuous member;
brother, Dr. Josiali Crosby, invented tho invalid bed and tho method
of making extensions of fractured
limbs by adhesive strips; another
brother, Dr. Thus. R. Crosby, was
chief surgeon In Columbian College
Hospital during tho war, and lat» r
professor of animal and vegetable
physiology at Dartmouth College;
whilo Dr. Dixi Crosby himself was
the inventor and discoverer of various
important improvements in medicine
and surgery, including a new and
unique mode of reducing metacarpophalangeal dislocation, opening of abscess at hip-joint, etc., etc.
At tho early ago of twenty-four Lis
extraordinary skill and success in overcoming disease bad already attracted
the attention of medical men throughout tho world, and won for him tho
highest honors. IIis greatest achievement was tho discovery ©f an original
method for perfecting and compounding iu permanent form what has become known as his
j rizo formula,”
and which, under tho nanio of Puritans, is legally protected.
The foundation ©f this remarkable
medical discovery consists of simple
New England roots and herbs, and the
original family recipe for it has descended to tho long lino of Crosby
physicians from their Puritan ancestors. Its peculiar vegetable composition rendered it necessary to brew it
whenever needed iu tho early days of
its history, and after the scattering of
the Puritan families to remote localities, where tho necessary ingredients
were not to bo found, many attempts
were mado to put it upiu permanent
form, all of which failed until Dr. Dixi
Crosby discovered means and methods,
*the result of which is: Nature’s Cure
compounded ia the laboratory of

cures

from head to foot.

Puri tana
Trtd* Mark

wiut

J

wiu

rays,

iiiwr

pushing

Cure
Fbrdi.M~.cfth.

gtomaCh
Liver
Heart

Blood
Anj for

Kidneys
yyeflk

would seem,” says the Bostou Trav
eller, “as if the bench of Massachusetts had
fairly reveled in Deweys, for no lees than
four of the same name have sat at om
time or another either on the supreme
superior court bench since 1814. The flrst
one was Duniel Dewey, who held office f
a year on the supremo court bench.
Then
came Charles Augustus Dewey, appointed
in 1887, dying in office in lbtHi.
Fr^iudHenshaw Dewey was appointed to the suand
court
in
1869
in
1881,
resigned
perior
and Justin Dewey, now on the same bench,
“It

appointed in 1880. There ure, then-,
fore, today two Judge Deweys In this comwas

monwealth.”

Lungs

Starved Nervos

Fagged

Brain

after everything e!re has failed. It cures
have been given ;> ashopcless. It cures
pleasantly. It cures positi e! y Itcures permanently.
It

cures
cases that

Puritana is the prize formula of
Prof. Dixi Crosby, M. D., LL. D.,
for over 30 years at the head of
Dartmouth Medical College.
Get of vour druggist thi* gn at dis«ue-conqueringdisc«>ncovery (tne |»ri'e 1. ♦ 1 f-*r the complete t'eatinent,
Puritan*, one botii* of Puritana
r-.-tiiig of ono l” ft!»■
Pill*. andone»K.tt> f puritan* TahM«, all « nclo».ed in
will M<** «
day when
>. rwr.te ua.un <1 y
one »»aek:
hoard of PunUna. The l'nn'.anu C‘oiiii>ouaa to.,
ii.
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oQ'**e—per li>

.25

Ilio,

Mocha,
•lava,
Tea—per H»—
.Japan,
Oolong,

I

.50
-4o

.57
.*.60
.25_i.no
.4**

Sugar— per tl>—
(.Tabulated,
(Jotl’ce —A 2fc B,
Yellow, C

.00
.05
.05

Mida--es—per gal—
Havana,
Porto Itico,

Syrup,
Maple syrup,ijt

.25

lliee, per ti>
Pinkie-, per gal
olives, per ijt

Or Bilious
Headache

Cured by Taking

Medal and

Diploma

At World’s Fair.
Ask your

Druggist

for Ayer's Sarsaparilla.

.!•'
.5"
.no
.50

.15
.00
.no

Vinegar—per gal—

Playmates.
over play with bad little
boys, Johnny 1
Johnny—Yes, sir.
Pastor—I'm surprised, Johnny! Why
don’t you play with good little boysf
Johnny—Their mammas won't let ’em.

Pastor—Do you

—London Tit-Bits.

day.
Second Port—Indeed?
Yes. Fellow asked mo If I wrote it.”—
Cincinnati Enquirer.

on

anu severe

A

sensible

headache.

physician

was

on

seen

more

The
dis-

a spaceof
called, who

her fortunate

Rheumatism

Cured

in

n5
.05
.04
M

(iraham,
liv e meal,

I.
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of

3FtTT3EP *3?XJIrl. 3E3
All who wish

menting

trusses

get rid of rupture and tor-l)ou Id send to

to

8-year-old

Suh.-i ribe lor Tmk American
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)ll—per gal—

,*J0.i.u5.
Linseed,
.14 !
Kem-ene, per gal
.in
oil,

Astral

Turkeys,

Bologna',

Cooked

Penob

salmon,.isg.2'>
.20 3.25
Trout,
.15 g .25
Shad,
Mackerel,
.lu-j.12
Cod,
.(MS
White halibut, .12 3.15

ham,

.22
tb

.25
.10

i
£

••

.07 3.10
.05 g.0*>
.15

Halibut tins,
Pullbut

.IO3.I2
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the front and wherever
“BATTLE AX” goes it is the
in sight.
It is as reI biggest thing
* markable for its fine flavor and quality
A 5 cent piece
as for its low price.
”
“
ft of BATTLE AX is almost as
large as a 10 cent piece of any other
equally good tobacco.

.05

at

|
|

i

of at last.” ¥

t
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Dry cud,
Pollock,
Mackerel,

I;

it

I

Feed.
Flour, Drain
.85
Flour— per bbl—
Shorts—bag—
1 25 3 1 7-»
Mixed feed,bug .1*0 3I "0
>trnlgtits,
St. Louis roller.
Middlings, bag .•.*.) u 1 «*0
4 25 34 75
Patents—
5
Winter wheat,
5 25
Spring wheat.
1 Urn
.15
meal, per bu
1 urn, full
weight per
lm
.5o
.35
Outs, per bu
Hides and Tallow.
li>—
Hides—per
Tallow—per tt.—
*
.02
ix,
Rough,
.03l;
.0.5
.031i
Cow,
Tried,
Cult skins, green

p

i
¥
5

S
g
$
*

¥

|

1

Pelts,

Lambskins,

.30 3.35
.253.5*1
SlTll*.
50 Clover—per H»—
.12
.]»
Red,
.18
.13
Alsike,
Fresh Fruit.
.30
25(»3.35 Pears, iloz
.4.5
.50 IV-ache-, doz
.30 Pineapples,
.18g.20
.15 W'at.rmelons,
250 3 .50
Dried Fruit.
.10
.12 3.20 Tamarinds,
.08 £.12
.1.1 Currants
.08
,08 3.1ft Apples, string
.12
do3.14 Apples, sliced

Ilcrdsgrass, bu
Redtop, per It.
Lawn seed, per it.
Lemons, doz
oranges, doz
Bananas,
•'t.a wherries,

Kigs,

Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

2

You can't bay happiness, but if you are suffering from dyspepsia, *cr«»fula, salt rheum,
impure Idood, you may be cure*l and made happy by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

! |

family cathartic and
Harmless, reliable, sure.—Adit.

are

the best

results. Never, in any recipe, use more than two-thirds as
much Cottolene as you used to use of lard. Never put Cot- \
1
tolene in a hot pan. Put it in when cold and heat it with \
I the pan. Be careful not to burn Cottolene. To test it, add a
| drop of water; if hot enough it will pop. Cottolene, when i i
| rightly used, delights everyone. Get the genuine, sold every- [
where in tins, with trade-marks—‘ Cottolene" and steer's head j
! in cotton-plant wreath—on every tin. Made only by

]
|
]

1

!
1

Hood’s Pills
:ivi r medicine.

3

I>ay«*

Lebanon. IncL, says;
“My wife had I a tin minatory Bhcumatlsm in
every mu-e!e and joint, her suffering was terrible and her body ai d lace were swollen almost
beyond recognition; had been in bed for six
weeks and bad eight physicians but received no
benefit until -be tried the MYSTIC CUBE FOR
RHEUMATISM. It gave immediate relief and
sin* was able to walk about in three days. I
am sure it saved her life." Sold by S. D. WIG(.in, druggist, Eilsworth.
Mouths

violin player who is creating such a sensation? P». Oh, yes; I heard him in
Berlin twelve years ago.

Fii.li.

The Poets.

First Poet—Heard a neat compliment
on yuurstuiX about tho“Datlodlls” yester-

was

It seemed

blow.

lullamniatory

.25 :
.05 j
.05 j

Buckwheat,

.lo

tb

Ellsworth, Me.

AVIGG1N,

S. J. STXHIXT.lVr-A.nNr,
Ann St., New
Hernia Specialist. Nos. ] and
York, a ml Evans I louse, 17'. Tr a.out. St Boston,
lor his new and m.,-t ini. iv-t :ng book on Rupture and Trusses, containing lull information.
Book free on r. eeipt >d three 1 cent stamps
for postage.

1 25

Hi

I>.

15

1 25
Provisions.
.0?5
steak, beef, lb .12*; a.25 Tripe, per !b
Fresh pork,
12<i.l4 Honeycomb tripe,tb .10
.1:5 ■« .14
.12«j.25 Ham, per !b
Spring lamb,
Hound hog,
.05'^.j.on M utton, per !t> .OOj.lo
Veal, per tb
.oSij.W Poultry—per tb—
.lon.12
.is
Fowl,
Roasts,
Beef, corned, !t» .othj.os
Spring chicken-, .55

tongue,

She

the fore-

But one similar case has ever
had ended fatally.
come to hi notice and
The Portland woman is getting on nicely,
and with the exception of a discoloration
which is now disappearing and the loss of
the skin, which is peeling from her forewell as ever.
head, she is

■<

Salt pork, per
laird, per It,
Pigs feet, per

S.

escape.

Lumber and Building Materials.
* lapboards— per M
Lumber -per M
lo -.11
24 i2n
Kxtra spruce,
ileinloek,
llemloek board-, lo -II
17 * 1 s
spruce, No. J,
< tear pine,
:»5.iUo
12 /_»1 *i
Spruce,
15 2n
Kxtra pine,
spruce tloor,
55<jt'.o
12 ! 15
Laths— per M
Pine,
15 1
2.00
Mtitc.hed pine,
Spruce,
.oj .nu
Nails, per lb
Shingles per M
2 75 Cement, per ca-k
1 no
Cedar, extra
2 25 Lime, per cask
clear,
2d clear,
1 75
1 05el lo
extra one,
1 5o
7 oil
Brick, per M
No. 1,
125
White lead, pr tb .05 o.Oci
"
.75
scoots,

Spruce,
Hemlock,

EB. E.
TEST'S SE27E AN2 BEAM TBEATMEHT
iH -.old under positive written guarantee, by
authorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory,
Loss of Brain and Nerve Bower: JsOflt Manhood:
Clun kneKH. Night. Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
Confidence; Nervousnes.-; Lassitude: all Drains;
Lo*sof Bower of the (renerative Organs in either
■t. caused by over-exertion. Youthful Errors, or
messive Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor.
‘*h leads to Misery. Consumption, Insanity
:d Death. By mail, £1 a box; six for $5; with
written guarantee to euro or refund money.
Sample package, containing five days’ treatment,
with full instructions. 2~> cents.
One sample
Italy sold to each person by mail.

.on
.os
.4o.».no
.55 <> 75

Pure cider,
Cracked wheat,
Oatmeal, per U>
(Quaker rolletl oats,

<

a

congratulated the lady

laid, per doz.l.'>
.1:1

like

on

stroke was to be
her brow and covered

two inches.

Hay.
ton**.

lightning

of the

tinctly

Cheese,
l’» -t t.ietory (new) per !!>.l."»
I>e-t dairy (.new
1.'.
hut-h imported).l.lo

loose, per

stroke of

sudden

a

mark
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Ite-t
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nothing

in.

MaiiUM'huKettfl Dew«j«.

Nature’s

Sick

a

head, between the eyes.
of

Creamery per lb.2
hairy ...b-. ..!**

heads,
tographic plato, and indeed much mon
honeless cod, .08 3.In
strongly than did tho Roentgen rays oi
.01 ‘a
Haddock,
Tongues and
Flounders,doz .153.20
sounds,
.083.10
passing through. As large fluor spar
.15 Smoked—
Sword llsh,
plates are to be had with difficulty powder
.12
.12
Lobsters,
Halibut,
of the same crystal was tried in their place,
Alewives, string .15
and as this succeeded nothing stands in
Salmon, stripped
.18 3 20
the way of the further application of tin
.25
Bloaters, doz
method.
The new rays emitted by tin
Fuel.
fluor spar were minutely examined by tin
ton—
cord
succeeded
in
dotermin
Coal—per
discoverers.
Wood—per
They
ft ini
3 00.3•'.*«»
Broken,
Dry hard,
lng the frangihility, and from this the
ft 00
2003:150
Stove,
Dry soft,
*5 ou
length of the undulations. The rays lie
load
Kgg,
Roundings per
ft 00
Nut,
far beyoml tho ultra violet end of the vlsi
1003125
ft 00
Blacksmith's
ble spectrum.—London News.
and

thirty

I

spar,

Him, will bo absorbed by tho fluor spar
and there undergo tho modification spokei
The new rays now act upon tho phoof.

©no

\

uuur

received

Butter.

Papei

cut him up. Do you know what wo found
in that shark’s inside? No? Well, a news
paper unopened, and it will surprise you.
as it did me, when I toll you tnat It vrn:
addressed to me.”
A shout of great, laughter went up fron
the captain's audience, who winked at
each or her unhlushingly. He, however,
took all the bantering in good part, and
when the jeers were ended ho said:
“Now, gentlemen, 111 tell you how it
happened. I f"t;:id that my children had
been skylarking the day before in tl.*

thunder shower recently, as a
Portland woman was closing a door, she

Improved, per l'U (need:.2.5u

JKggs.
Kre-h

The

During

Country Produce.
Bran-.
•.v«»<I
Yellow
1.11j•:
Kye, per bush.2.5<t
Pea, hand picked, per bu..2.00
Pettit:

1

beautiful AsX

'\yNyV

News,

and buildings along the
only difference is that the
rental of the buildings and wharves will j
be controlled by the railroad company.

Wednesday, .July i:., istsj.
LAW KKGAK1U.N0 WK1GHTS

*

‘‘One afternoon, when we wore In the In- St raw
1 noticed
I
dian ocean," said the captain,
.7 aX
^ '.«.
the ship, and 1
n shark swimming round
Vegetables.
You know fch3 super
didn't like it a hit.
.00
..art
Iiet ! *, per bu
Potatoes, per bu
stitlon to tl..' efTccMthat a following shark
< id
-o 5
iNew potatoes, pk
.25
of
one
of
the
tie*
death
ship’s hi.e
presages
.05 'i’urnip-,
Bermuda
.50
.o;{
.05
company. He sailed round us nil the next S.jna-hes, per It*
Parr-nips,
.mnei>
i.
."5
.0*5
I.ettuee, bead
day and the next after that, and I deter *Sti.i
.on Spinach, pk
.:’.o
beans, qt,
mined to catch Mm and quell my uneasi- j
.15
\-paragus,
We bait* d a hook and after a short
nos*.
.20
Breen peas, pk
time captured and k.lied him. Then wo
C cowries.

times out of

of

ownership
using wharves

KTS.

shore.

ri'ViilveJ

a

UiSWO HTII

I

A SHARK.

And Found In It» Capacious Maw
Addressed to Illui*«df.

Nine immediately, and one after he had looked at others.
And The Journal bought Ten Columbias. Paid $100each
for them, too. Or. even terms a Columbia will be chosen

Winnowing*

1

Tills turns them blue. A
gas jets.
number of other minor details, and the
is
and
pen
packed
ready fur the mark*'’
Whether it he the rich or the poor man n
pen. th" mode of manufacture) Is alike.”—
Now York Mail and Express.

STANDARD OF THF. WORLD.

/S'-

Week’s

One

_______

over

The New York Journal rocently offered ten bicycles
to the ten winners in a guessing contest, leaving
the choice of machine to each. All of them chose

'SMjcrttsnrmtts.

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.
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Tho recent popularity of the typeworld.
Willie York was recently thrown from riding a horse rake Saturday afternotn,
writer has, of course, diminished the use
his horse receiving a severe fracture of and instantly killed.
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of the Washington county bar, died at i
Ada Cook, Waltham.
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Arthur SewalL the rich

ship-builder
the two terms he served in
ship-owner of Bath, a genial During
he demonstrated that there
gentle man, a successful business man, Congress
was little underneath his ability to
but a man whose reputation is purely
talk brilliantly, smoothly and dramatioca,. who is in bad odor with the
democratic leaders of the Pine Tree ically, and before he retired he was at

with all the democratic leaders
because of his having shown that he
was much more of a populist than a
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for his free silver utterances,
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national
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not

full

committeeman, and who
receive the support of the
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candidacy for second place on
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only two
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much of
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popago he

years
nomination for

governor of Nebraska, but was beaten.

Such is the platform and such are
the candidates which the democratic
voters are asked to support—a
platform which a vast majority of demo-

The nomination of Mr. Sewall did
strengthen the populist-demo-

not

cratic ticket.

We

The republicans of Bluehili. Surry and
Dedham will meet in a class convention
at Surry Wednesday. July jy, to nominate
a candidate for representative.

to
Governor
copy of the Maine Register for 1996-7.
No more welcome
yearly visitor than this finds its way
to the business offices of Maine. It

the east, and whose action in bolting the platform and ticket has
already been followed by scores of
other influential democratic papers.
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Ten of Maine’s twelve democratic

delegates to the national convention
voted against the free silver platform.

which have

merce of civilization, which lias used as a
medium of exchange pretty much everything
from si Us to the higher metals, has progreased beyond silver. It has adapted itself to
gold, a! ! to gold it will stick until it finds someThe silver camthing t.i: nior nvenient
paign 1- based on delusions which have no just-

indispensable.
Does any sane man

The democratic party, assembled regularly in
national convention, pledges itself to revive the
free coinage of silver at the old ratio of sixteen
to one aud to accomplish the Imposition of an
income tax. The democracy of Jefferson, from
which have been drawn invariably the ideas

given political stability and republican enthusiasm to this country, has passed
into The control of Jefferson's diametric opposite, the socialist, or communist, or, as be is now
known here, the populist.
The < hieftgo platform cannot l>e accepted,
f^ree-silver coinage would be national dishonor
and a monumental anachronism.
Silver has
had its lay as a money standard.
The com-
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Don't l*** Imposed l pon,
when you a?k for Doctor Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. Go to a reliable dealer- He will
*■**11 you what you want. The ones who have
something else to urge upon you in its place are
thinking of the extra profit they’ll make. These
things pay them better, but" they don’t care
about you.
None of these substitutes is “just as good” as
the “Discovery.”
That is the ..uly blood
leanse», flesh-builder, and strength restorer so
far-reaching and
unfailing in its effects that
it cau be guaranteed. In the most stubborn
-kin, scalp, or -•-rofuloua affections, or in every
disease that’-’caused by a torpid rher or bv impure blood—it effects perfect and permanent
<
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interested, by causing a copy of the peUpon the foregoing petition it is considered sons
Register of said court.
tition and this order thereon, to be published
hv the commissioners that the petitioners are
three
weeks
and
that
they ought to be heard
successively in the Ell-worth
responsible
1\ l>**orVK\CY.
American, a newspaper printed or published
touching the matter set forth in their petition. and therefore order that the county | in Ellsworth, in -aid county, that they may
\otler of Hfinnii .Meeting.
commissioners meet at the school-house near appear at a court of probate for said county,
State ok Maine, Hancock
Court of
Henry l) Jordan’-, in said Surry, on Wednes- j to be held at Ellsworth, on the second Wed1 n solvency.
day, the 19th day of August next, at 9 o'clock nesday of August next, at ten of the clock
In the ca>e of «*•■ r^e W Rodick. of Eden,
in the forenoon, to show cause, if any they
t<» view the route
a. rn.. and thence proceed
m -aid county, in- dvent debtor.
mentioned in -aid
immediately after have, why the prayer of said petitioner
which view-, a hearing of the parties and wit- | should not be granted.
X order of court therefor, a second meet»>. p. ri’NNl NCllAM, Judge.
nesses will be had at some convenient place
ing of the creditors of said insolvent debtor
Attest —Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
in the vicinity, and such other measures
will be held at the probate court room, in
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dork. Register.
taken in the premises a- the commissioners
Ei In worth, in said county, on T*fiur*da>. the
.-hall judge proper. And it is further
subscriber hereby gives public notice 1 thirteenth day of August, a. d. 1*96, ut ten
Ordered, That notice of the time, place rilHE
o’clock in the forenoon,for the purpose* named
to all concerned, that she has beet dulv
X
and purpose of the commissioners’ meeting
appointed and has taken upon herself in chapter seventy of the rt vised statute of
aforesaid be given to ail person- and corporathe State of Maine, and amendments thereof
the trust of executrix of the last will and
tion- interested by serving an attested copy
testament of Henry
L.
Murch, late of &nd additions thereto.
<>f the petition and this order thereon, upon
Attest: ('hah. F. Dorr.
Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, dethe clerk of the town of Surrv, and by posting
Register of said court.
ceased, no bond being required by the terms
up attested copies as aforesaid, in three pubof said will; she therefore requests all
perlic places in said town, thirty days at least
subscribers hereby give public no*:
son- who are
indebted
to
said
deceased
#
the
time
for
-aid
before
view, and
appointed
estate, to make immediate payment, fend those I A to all concerned, that they have been duly
by publishing the petition and order thereon, w ho have
Appointed and have taken upon themselves the
any demands thereon to exhibit the
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
trust of
of the la-t will and testaAdeua I.
Mckch.
j ment andexecutors
American, a newspaper published at Ells- same for asettlement.
codicil thereto of William A
Milltd. 1896.
July 8,
worth. in the county of Hancock, the first
ken, late of Eden, in the county of Hancock,
at
least
before
to
be
thirty days
HE subscriber hereby gives pub!i> notice
publication
no bond being required of Celestia
deceased,
the time of said view, that all persons and
X to all concerned, that he has been
A. Milliken by the terms of said will, and
corporations interested may attend and be appointed and has taken upon himselfduly
I.uere B. Deasy having given bond as the law
the
heard if they think fit.
trust of executor of the last will and testadirects: they therefore request all perAttest:—John F. Knowltos, Clerk.
ment of Eugene B. Richards, late of Eden,
sons who are indebted to said deceased *
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no Loud
to make immediate payment, and those
estate,
Attest:—John F- Knowlton, Clerk.
being required by the terms of said will; he * ho have any demands thereon to exhibit tht
therefore requests all persons who are indebtsame for settlement.
notice
subscribers
hereby give public
ed to said deceased's estate to make
r|',HE
Celestia A. Milliken.
X to all concerned that they have been duly payment, and those who have anyimmediate
demands
Lt ere B. Deasy.
the thereon to exhibit the same for
appointed andhave taken upon themselves
settlement.
a. d. 1896.
8.
July
and
testatrust of executors of the last will
Walter E. Rodick.
July 10, a.d. 1896.
ment of Cummings M. Holden, late of Tresubscriber hereby gives notice that
subscriber hereby gives notice that
mont. in the county of Haucock. deceased, by
JL be has been
appointed adminisX he his been duly appointed adminis- trator of the estate duly
giving bond as the law directs; they therefore
of Abbie L. Carter, late
uf Orland, in the county of Hancock, derequest all persons who are indebted to the trator of the estate of John Henry Reynolds,
late
of
immediate
Mount
to
make
the
said deceased's estate
Desert, in
county Of Hanceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
deceased, and given bonds as the law di- All persons having demands against the estate
payment, and those who have any demands cock,
rect-.
All persons having demands against
thereon to exhibit the same for settlement.
r>f said deceased are desired to present the
Julia A. Holden,
j the e-tate of -aid deceased are desired to pre- same for settlement, and all indebted theresent the same for settlement and all indebted
Jesse It. Pease.
to art- requested to
make payment immethereto are requested to make payment imAugustus Clark.
Ceorge* W M a son
diately
B.aktleit
June 10. a. d. 1896.
j mediately.
Reynolds.
J uly *, a. d. 1 sj6.
June 10. a. d. 1896.
rPHF subscriber hereby gives notice that
subscriber hereby give* notice that
subscriber hereby give- notice that
X. he has been duly appointed adminisX he ha* been duly appointed adminisX he has been duly appointed adminis- trator of the estate
trator of the estate of Israel Webber, late
of Abram Lord, late
Hancock, tratorof the estate of Naomi E. Hutchings, j uf Ellsworth, in the
of Bluehill, in the county of
county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds a» the law directs. ; late of Verona, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the esAll persons having demands against the es- deceased, and given bond- a- the law directs,
Ail
to
are
desired
demanddeceased
persons
present
tate of said
having
against the estate ! tate of said deceased are desired to pr« sent
the same for settlement, and all indebted j of .-aid deceased are desired to present the
the same for settlement, and all indebted
-unu f>>r
settlement, and all indebted thereto thereto are requested to make payment imthereto are requested to make payment ;mare
to
H.
Drummey
Charles
requested
make payment immediately. I mediately.
mediately.
I-rank’s. Loro.
i July a, a. d. 1896.
Fuloduel H. Smith,
July 8, a. d. 1896.
July s, a. d. 1896.
the

n

killer.

a

To

orx

iitirr

■

nine week**

was

he r<u!d write

named

-w *rt.
-*•
1
in
s *
1 > <miity of H ...
-k.
-.»« •»
f >r
a
three successive
tii.** any per-* n interested in either of %\ >\
V.!er- 1C. *v appf ar :*t a
■'« rt "f in«olv<
to
be held at 1 i.sw rth. in ami f
said
c i:i v. oti thi t Dirt*.« nth d.*v of Atigu-t
next,
lin k
it eU\* n <
in th* forenoon, and be
heard thereon, aud object if they
cause.
Bei »! in .1 Staples, of >wan s Island Plantation. in *vi c -unty. in«**!vn»t debtor, p«
titmii f«*r discharge from all debts provab;*
against hi* estate under the ii»**olvency laws
of Maine, fided bv said ii.-n- xtuin J. Staples
I> L. Mayo, of Trent -it. in said county, ins->,v. nt di i.tor
Petition for discharge from
I *ler.1« provable against his estate i. nd*
the ins* !% vio y
Maine, filed bv said D

me!”

Bryant always thought

A Bucksport sailor.it is sai l. has just
completed a voyage frem I.- ndon, Kng..
to Boston, in a thirteen-foot dory,
He
made the

on

Hcn.it Xoticrs.

McKinley jmd

Milliken. who have no more staunch
supporter tban Mr. Hamor.

dollar

Mrunn

N^OTP

s

•an

c.

Phebe Phillips, late of Hurry, in said county. deceased. A> Ilium K Milliken and Man<>el
A. < * as pe
named executors.
C>rdered, That notice- t hereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by causing a copy
of this order to t>e published three weeks successively in the T ••worth American, a n. «•»paper printed at Klisworth, in said rounty,
that they may appear at a probate court to h/
held at ('Haworth, in and for said county.on
the second Wednesday »f A ngust, a. d. ]•*■»■
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, ami be heard
thereon, and object if they see cause.
n
P (TNMNdllAM. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest -<Ti as. P. Dorr. Register.

Insolvency.
is hereby given that Ihe
following
matters
in
cases
the
hereinafter
enumerated have been presented to the court
of insolvent;, at a term of said court begun
it Bluehill
an '. b«
la and for said county
the
on
eighth
of
n
day
d'
July.
f
th«
action thereupon hereinafter
Is1**-',
indicated, and that it is ordered by
*id
mdice thereof be published in
court that
tm- 1. -**• 'th American, a ne
wspaper printed

Mass.
>!
!y by < I II<*od & fo [.ovv*
regardless «.f the action of any Prcpir*
* ar,<l
!
t H
only !!■ :•'*
nation, h’gosh! It'*a:l w»- need to j
arc the best af-r-*!:nrcr
make good times
and
Great Scott’
f_.||
Mood s r ills j Us, a.>•
e blamed scoundrel has px-»*.
a Mix-

first campaign banner to be unHancock county,
raised at Bar Harbor by W. B. Hamor.

formerly Cyrena

trix.

sTATI. OF

Sa rsaparilla

nage

utor.

Warren v Heyw«*<»d. late of Bucksnort, in
aid county, deceased, Ara Warren and Dana
F Warren named execntors,
Josiab
W'ebh, late of Deer Isle, in said
county, deceased, Cyrena
Buckminster

Ho'

of elver,

The

coming

as

favor of the free and

furled to the breeze in

It

ceneress

Free Silver
exc a

L. T. Carleton, is now being cared for in the game park at W’aterville.
It has been christened "Princess
Commissioner

was

Thousands of voluntary testimonials
iff ring from s.-r.'fula. often
tell "f
inlr rl: .1 and in -t 1 na ion-. 1* -itivetred by
lv, j rf< : 1. an ! j

the
red

j*e«n socialist* in the Cnited State** up
the victory of the caus- of dynamite.’

from Brandy

moose

taken

was

One Truo Blood Purifier.

Germany

gratulating the co-workers of the Kuro-

the building of the church.

pond,

from Her !i m

The triumph of th*4 populists at
Chicago convention was hailed by
socialists here as a \ ictory for t i»t
\ r*
>’ui vi w
! *• j>r *p->-ci
flag.

Harbor'** new church was
opened Sunday for it** initial services. It
was a memorable occasion for those who
have labored

despatch

says:

Sullivan

.t-

frun.

■

ning measure of >\8 to quarry, dress ami
put aboard of vessels. The quarrying of
nearly three miles of stone will keep the
hammer clicking in West Franklin for
seme time.

•-

■•;

..

Old

Cast

did

me

herself

pr-md.

Her

years weighed i:gbt»y upon
her. and in her gayest costumes she was

century of

sprightly

as

The

a-

v

,,

any of her y *unger sisters.

by turbulent times of early
years, each has become magnified into «
badge of honor, which Cast :ne proudly

left

scar*

displayed

■

>

admiring vi-itors.

to

»*

nMESTl

summary of returns to the State agricultural bulletin issued this week shows
A

crop prospects in Hancock

the

to be

3Lrt.

follows:

a*

per cent. pasture-,
cent, -<miDg
t. mixed
cr-p-. 17 i*er rent. v*at-,
jer
grain, Kri per cent, t-arley. '.*4 per cent; sweet
7w
'*»
corn,
rn.
per cent; ye'P
per cent, jwta-

toe#,

s.

j>er

straw lorries,

cent

{•er

app’*--, P-7 per

cent.

►r?

per cent,
small fruits.

77 {*er

ilackl-errie-.
1

»

}**r

1

cent.

H*

--

5prcial

plun -,
rasp lorries,

t.t

♦-

HS

cent.

very
large strings
in from that locality.

of

any

him

“Thank

you;

to
I

o

--

something."
drink.'
A cigar

“Thank

“If you don't drink and
what in thunder are

|

you don't smoke,
you here for?

UKVAN
The

V

AND

Nominees

has

of

SKWALL.
Democratic

the

democratic national convention
nominated for president, William

Jennings Bryan, of Nebraska,
vice-president, Arthur Sew all,

and
of

1

..

for

Bath,

Maine.
WILLIAM JENNINGS

•.

BRYAN

Salem, 111., March 19. 1S60. He
graduated from Illinois college, Jacksonville. in 1881. He studied law for two
years, and then began practice in Jacksonville. In 18S7 he moved to Lincoln,
Neb., and became a member of the law
was

ui m

born at

xji

jaiwt

ix

1

IL'gal Notices.

Congress

»

rpHE

ouuuauerwaru

entered politics.
In 1890, on a local issue, he

r|,HI>

k.

he
to

<

j

The

then exclaimed:

j
j

■

don’t
you; I
stranger stood in openmouthed astonishment for a moment and

smoke."

>

s

fish

“have

don't

offered.

was

**

«

Put read
this story.
Not long ago a West Franklin man went to Tunk to fish. He had
not been in camp long when a stranger
invited

Vc

<

■

We had always supposed people went to
Pond to flsh. though we have never

brought

Nenets.

■

pr cent, other

*

-•

o

county

Hay, 71

was

elected

where he received the sobri-

quet “the boy orator of the Platte", but
his speeches were tinged with populism
which did not meet with approval. Bryan was re-elected for a second term
by a
very small majority. During his second
term he became the open champion of free

petitior.

j

npHis

J

j
j

born at

Bath, Maine, Nov, 25, 1835
was the third son of the late William
D. Sewall. He was educated in the
public
schools of Bath, and, after an apprenticeship under his father, formed, in 1854
with his brother Edward, the firm oi E.
and A. Sewall, ship-builders and commission agents.
The Sewalls have been
closely identified with Bath's chief industry, ship building, since 1823. In 1879
Arthur Sewall, his sou, William D. Sewall,
and his nephew, Samuel S.
Sewall, formed
the present firm of Arthur Sewall & Co.
Mr. Sewall was for many years prominent as a railroad man. He became a director of the Maine Central railroad company in 1875, and in 1884 was elected its
president, serving in that capacity several years. During this time Mr. Sewall
was also president of the
Portland, Mount
Desert and Machtas steamboat
company;
a director in the Eastern
railroad in 1883
and 1884; director of the Boston and
Maine railroad in 1893 and 1894; director
of the New York and
New England rail
road and director of the Portland and
Rochester railroad. He has been president of the Bath national bank since 1871.
Mr. Sewall has been a
life-long democrat. He served as Maine member of the
was

indebted

are

Cleaves for

to thousands

If in tunny
It manifest* it
;
different ways, like goitre, swellings,
running sores, 1h.i1-, salt rlieuni uud

nounced democracy eeaus. of the
fa..ur-- ::i administration.

ARTHUR SEWALL

cept it? We can answer in no more
forcible way than by quoting from the
New York Sun, which voices the
sentiments of thousands of democrats

tni-cry

Make*

continue him on the national committee.
An interesting feature u? this u »mination is that Mr. Sewali’s s »n. Harold M.,
the first

Even in Washington,
nearly everybody has a sort of coinage. He was on the ways and means
general knowledge of the men who committee, and is said to have been the
are at all prominent in politics, everyfirst to suggest the income tax clause in
of comparative
obscurity, brought
into prominence by an emotional body was asking, when the news of the Wilson tariff bill.
Mr. Bryan, fearing defeat, did not stand
frenzy of a hybrid convention, at Sewall’s nomination was received:
And in all Wash- for a third term. He began the publicawhich nearly one-third the delegates “Who is Sewall ?”
ington. no picture of him could be tion of the Omaha World-Heraid. a freerefused to vote.
silver organ.
How will the democratic voters ac- found by the newspapers.
where

of the great commercial states
of the East repudiate, and candidates
crats

life

to

a

The
a

and

way

loss

National C onvention.

natural born orator
Bryan
that can be said in his favor.
is

the

mourns

Scrofula

*

Guess again'.

After three others had

■

hay.

new -mown

OF MAINK.
Hancock «•:—At a probate court held at
Bluehill, in and for said county, on the
c.
ond Wednesday of July, a. *1 1398
instrument purporting to be
the la«t will and testament having been
filed for probate hy the executor therein
named, of each of the followiag named p«-r•sT\TI

,

ntrihuted to the
lage, a fact whicii
refusal of his fellow delegates to Chicago

mowing

of en
county
efficient public servant,
and a good
citrren in the death of Kx-sheriff James
W. Patterson, of Kucksport.

seen

declined the honor of the nomination,
it feii to the lot of a Maine man—

State

scent of

sound money state ticket to a cheap
It is natural
money national ticket.

gr-.-.t straddling act.' is likely to find
itst if in an embarrassing position.

respectability and wealth,
but particularly of wealth, to link
political and ; -rsonal fortunes with

is

machine and
the swish of the scythe are beard in the
land, and the air is redolent with the

Tunk

lines, which from present indications
is far from likely, the .Irgus. in its

vice-president was characterized by
the same capriciousness.
After the
nomination of Bryan, it became the
aim o: this populist-democratic con-

a

_

The clatter of the

in

that the Argus should say:
"There is
a feeling of anxiety and
expectancy
in the air."
Fnless Messrs. Winslow
and Sewall travel on nearly parallel

was placed
hi nomination for the
highest office in the gift of the people
of this grand, this dignified republic.
a

Bryan-

The Argus is making itself ridiculous
the attempt to straddle from a

Fired by a speech which voiced the
sentiments of the predominating element in the convention. William Jen-

nings Bryan,

Straddle.

The Eastern Argus, Portland’s democratic organ, has rather doubtingly

flammable.

orator," the fanciful whim of

Newspaper

A

high

hand.
the

B.

saying:

trol. and fired

a

..-

Deasy, esq., of Bar Harbor,
delegate to the national convention
from the third district, is quoted as

that the agony of suspense is over.
The free silver delegates at the con-

the convention with

seven

L.

foregone conclusion that this would

feeling

-uttc

•-

for free silver, at a ratio
of sixteen to one.
While it was a
be so. there is a

to

w.u

equivocally

rat

New

Mr. Sewall, the democratic candidate
for governor. Hon. F.. B. Winslow,

n

.-

tr

week—two fires and

| tion.

n'.ace has

NKER. Jr., of Bar Harbor.

I

Tit- Democratic National < onvention.
As was anticipated, the democratic
national convention has declared un-

T.ne

undo

the

from

Mr. Sewall said:

■-

HOOPER, ol Ellsworth.

For Register of Probate:
CHARLES P. DORR, of Eli'wortb.

was

can

the

delegates

to

a

w<

receive

not

St at
rry the Sun
ha* l*cen held and ha*
ominaied a tie ket on a
gold platform. T: srent!« man w ■:> i- V •• candidate for governor i- all that can i*e desired,
ami lie a-*ure- nit that he will *tand upon the
platform adopted by thi* c.>nventi<<n. We -hall,
M
w?t;
vr V
d
pro*i«ct* of *ue<■«.-**.

For Treasurer:
OllAK \V. TAPLEV, of Ellsworth.

It

the

lor

County Attorney:

JOHN E.

carrying

could

ready 1>een •lone. I U ‘.:eve J

County Commissioner:

F'

the

it would

Gordon, of Portland, wa* elected
his place a few da\* ago. Mr. Sewall
a prominent
adv.vate of free silver

in

'III KV A>.

black-eye

terrible

a

telegram
Morning Journal

For Senators:

LEW.' F.

(tOLDTHW AIT.

have

in

RFt- S F. GKINDLE, of Blueliiil.
GILBERT E. SIMPSON, of Sullivan.
r

II

twelve Maine

united support of the
his own state.

Congress
Representative
Third District*:
SETH L. MILLIKEN.
of Belfast.

P.

.?

T

votes:

Caatine last
centennial celebrain

warm

were

shows:

con-

president

to

i'

un-

It appears on the records of the
vention that Sewall received
been

Governor:
LLL \V ELLY N PO W K RS.
of Houlton.

JOHN

for Sewall.
in the official

convention,

Things

Etflal betters.

ZTbtrrtismmts.

national committee from 1SSS until I>r
Seth C.

The

ticket if the record had shown, what
is true, that the candidate for vice-

For

r

u

l*lca*e take notice that the undersigned men.
!*-r-u‘ the Maine Il.« gallon bale nut attended
to-day’* proceeding-, and authorize*! no one to
vote for then on a candidate for \5ce president.
<
n H"i v * v

GARRET A. IIOHAKT,

F

of the

man

OHIO.

NEW

pre.

divided support of the delegation, as
the following letter, sent to the chair-

VICE-PRESIDENT:

OF

to

sop

that Maine's
Sewall. he did not receive the

PRESIDENT:

"WILLIAM

or

vice-president
delegation was solid for

Bccin*1*- communication* *houid I>e addressed
a*. ..••
wnlcr- made pa;- able to The
I’LBLISHINO CO., EllSilANCtX.K CCINTI
worth, Maine.

1

COUNTY GOSSIP.

It

*o.

All

Not

Though it appeared
record of the vote for

j*er year.

lo amt

F

Delegates

Maine

Advertising Kates— Are rva-onable, and will
be made kr. >wn on application.

THURSDAY, JULY 16,

arc not

all other purpo-e* and unite for it* defeat.
From now unti! the night of election day in
November, lrt#>. the presidential candidate of
every democrat who favors hone-t money, and
who ‘•till hope* to cru-h the enemie* of the
fundamental principle* be w a* bred In, -hould

Ft BLISHKI*

EVERY THURSDAY MORNING

.HAN’

•tatement* which

on

prevail, and every *inhere belleTer In
fair dealing and In basin*** honor «• the foun
dation of commercial prosperity, mu*t put aside

cannot

and

r|M!K
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j
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Brook road, Mayor Gerry and Street
Commissioner Kppes were appointed a
committee to investigate.

MAYOR SAID “DAMN!"
MR. GERRY GETS EXCITED AND
LOSES HIS DIGNITY.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

WYMAN PARK RACES.
GOOD RACES BUT A

Kollsof accounts of street commissioner
were approved as f
..s:

Miss Lena Grindell and Miss Carrie B.
Cochrane are attending the Christian
Endeavor convention at Washington,
I). C.

SMALL AT-

TENDANCE.

Highways.$1,689.38

interesting meeting of the
board of aldermen—business

Sidewalks.

an

Bridges.

ls-2.57
313.66

Total.

$2,187.61

TRANSACTED.

MANY

HORSES FROM

ELLSWORTH

OF

OUT

HORSES

TOWN—

Miss Mary Ann Grindell and
Mrs.
Martin M. Moore left Monday for the
teachers' summer school at Orono.

CAPTURE

TWO OF THE THREE RACES.

Adjourned.
interesting meeting of the
hoard of aldermen last Thursday evening,
interesting because of an animated discussion in which Mayor Gerry expressed
himself in language more forcible than
There

was an

POINTY

the condition of streets,

a

discussion of

and went

from

rousing

that to other matters. The mayor grew
excited in the heat of discussion, ami evi-

^

rapidly

lie lost his dignity entirely.
His remarks, directed mainly at Alderman

i

Campbell
were sharply

Commissioner ICppes,

punctuated

with

as

tin*

»<>ud

!

|

THE
1

The meeting

they

MEETING.

Thursday evening
pursuant to adjournment from Monday
evening. Present, Mayor Gerry, Alder-

\
\

held

w as

Norris,

Campbell,
n:ggms
Clerk Wyman.

I

j

Brown.

£

voted to appropriate flOO to aid
the
King's Daughters in maintaining
the free reading-room.
It

petition

of

the

no cause

probable

is

shoot

The
with

telegraph
poles and

Postal

tint!

vacation

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.’s upper mill
is shut down on account of -depression in
long lumber trade.

Wyman park.

at

fields away in good shape,
and maintained his reputation for fairness.

!

complained of
Kllsworth, and
to change their

that

The judges were J. H. Larkin, of Bangor, and H. B. Grant, of Boston. Timer,
F. II. Osgood, clerk, S. I*. Stockbridge.
2:37 class.
The first race called was the 2:37 class.
K. 11. Greely’s “Matin Bell,” who drew
the pole, led nil the way in the first heat.
“Harry 1*.” was second.
In the second heat “Matin Bell” broke
on the lower turn, and “Harry P” moved
He was never afterup to first position.
ward headed, though “Jimmie W.” gave
him a good race up tlie back stretch.
“Harry P” won, pulled up.
next two

The

ats

h

public gutherings.
CHt'RCH NOTES.

Next Friday at 7.30 p.

m. the pastor will
the Infant street
school-house. Subject Hocks.”
The finance committee is at work with

deliver

a

trap-

for

11

<r

i<

it

11f

t In■

communication
committees of Bar |
in

Harbor ami Cast

worth
Matin Ri ll, b in, K. If. Grcely, Ellsworth.
l» y. John Rum, Rangor..
Jimmie "
Savllla, eh m, J. 1’. R. Wheehlen, Ran-

Friday evening the
n
twenty-cebt

1

1

1

5

2

2

The

of

Idteomi'. Haynes A Co.,
A. W. Cushman A Son,
Daniel T. Canl,
James K Davis,
II M. A H. Hall,
F. M Wentworth,
J. P. Kldrhlge,
A. J. MUD,

'$
:
5
••

Curtis,
Humphrey Saunder-,
George A. Pari-her,
John A Hale,
A. W.

I

\

••

••

"iii’l

school,
High school,

(

Horace Mark-,
A. W .< ashman,
F. II. Smith,

BB

John

H

George

fl
I |
Fire

Dept.,

II

|$
g.

pj|

1L,
S
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II

Morrison A Joy,
Hale Hose

Senator

.Sinclair,
Assignee of Wood want
George A. Pareher,
supt.of wh'ls, 11. A. Moore,
Kleetric light, Kllsworth Klectrle 1 Hu
minuting Co.,
School fund,
K. J. Hamilton,
A. W. Cushman A Son,
A. K. Moore,
"
Willie N. Holt,
.'loon',
George
Mrs. .James .Smith,
J. 1*. Kldrldge,
••

"

I"
41

**

Holmes,
Fdicar Jordan,
C. I. Welch,
If. A. Moore,
John (\ Reed,
II. B.

F. S. Smith,
Philander Jonian,
Fred Moore,
Fliza K. Ingalls,
A.W. Curtis,
Augustus E. Jones,
A. V

Carter,
I.. 1>. Moore,
Morrison A Joy,
K. E. Brady A Co.,

37
125
2 05

John
Isaac
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was

10 67

28
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2

Died of Heart

Disease

After

a

Short

Kx-sheriff

James

Patterson, of
Friday morning, of heart
illness of but a few days.

His illness

died
an

was

considered of

not

nature, and his death, which

unexpected,

was

a

was

serious

a

entirely

shock

severe

to

:

his

many

He

was horn in Bueksport
always resided there.

in

1826,

;

1
■

and

nu

2 50
3 20
150
to
8 50
5 80
80
85
4 Oo
53 Co
4 00
90
ft 25
3.00
5uo

2 58
1

* 1,959 27

BUSINESS.

made in The American last week,
luid on the table for further con-

A petition from
Ephraim Higgins and
John O. Segar for allowance for maintenance of private way was referred to the
committee on streets.
Ctis L. Collins petitioned for tlie removal of a hydrant from in front of his
house on High street. The board ordered
the water company to remove it to the j
corner of Elm and High streets near the I
fiouse of C. A. Bellatty.
Robert Carter was allowed *3 for in- ;
prove merit of private way from his house
to Water street.
Complaint having been made of the
condition of Third street and Boggy j

Mr.

Patterson

was

elected

sheriff of

summary of the race:
Jacob T., b. s., E. L. Fisher, Ellsworth.. 112 1
J.
Annie B.,ch. in.,
Burroughs, Bangor.. 3 ♦> 1 3
Vulcan, r. y., E. H. Greelv, Ellsworth... 4 3 4 2

Mr.

Patterson

was

high

in

ond in

Following

Masonic eir-

He was also an Odd Fellow.
He leaves two sons, Joseph B. Patterson, of Boston, and George E. Patterson,
non.

of

There

cluding

services

were

held

Sunday.

a

parts of the county.
were beautiful.

The

Moral

was

his

first

I

tributes

2:33

1-2;

2

42

was

raise

taken.

the

Y.

P. S. C. E.

H. Norris and Brady Bros, have purchased telephone instruments and nowhave a private line between the Norris
cottage at Shady Nook and Brady Bros.’
store in the city. The line to Shady Nook
was established two years ago, w ith connection at the central office, but as tele-

phone

race.

instruments

can

now

be

bought,

change has b€en made.
Lightning cut up one of the curious
freaks for which it is noted on the Shady
Nook road during the storm Monday
afternoon. The lightning struck the telephone wire near the Wyman place, and
followed it a long distance, shattering
poles along the way. The peculiar feature
the

5 dr

lightning did not strike every
skipped them singly in pairs,
and in threes. Fifteen poles intervened
between thetirstand the last poles struck.
From the tirst pole the lightning skipped
two,striking the fourth and iiftb, skipped
is that the

14; 2:39 1-4.

pole,

class.

race

near

j

need

expect nothing but cheap
Lnwreneeburg (Ind.) Press.

ftnilroalJB anti Steamboats.

Maine Central Railroad.
Local Time Table—.lime 21, 1890
HA II

van

>!d July s', sells s c Richardson, Haskell,
Dakar, \friea; Annie E Kirk«-rson, St Johns.
P R; D T I’ateheii. Hannah Counter and Lizzie
Lee. east
Sid July 11. seh A V s WoodrufT, Cayenne
Ar July II, seh s \ Paine, Deer Isle*
\r July 1 !. selis ( has \ Cilhcrg, from Bruns,
wick. (.a. Sort hern Light. Port Eaton; H S
( ollins. New Briirhion
B.vN(»o«t —Ar July
hark T J Stewart, Blake,
Portsmouth
Ar July lo, seh Fred Cower, Sargent, Phila-

HARBOR TO BANGOR.

if ififsii!
ii

rfp rrriFrfiifN?

H

h-jhiiihNUU

ji

vri. 11 n u v —Passed out July 7, sell Hugh
Tor Brunswick, Ca
JAck.sonvi(.'Id -IuIv 0, sells Pope Ramirez. Jordan, and J li Holden, Haskell, New
\ ork
Ar July
seh Caroline C Foss, New York
Nkvv V"KK
Ar July 10, sell
Florence laland. S;.o|Tord. Eernandina
sid -J u 1
-eiis rredC Holden, Calais; Carrie
(oehmn, Portland
ArJul> I". -c||s Annie It Lewis, Bangor;
Marshall IVrrin, < arver's Harbor
Ar July 11, -eh- Carrie 1! I’iekering, Hurrieane Irdaml; I’oi-lias-i r,
( arver's Harbor; Mv- i
l>e-ert ; *1 McG Buck, Bangor
ronus,
\lu II,win
Sid J ulysell Glendy Burke,
tor New York
I’nKTUND-Ar »uiy 1 *», ~«*h Northern Light, j
Mil bridge
Ar July 13. srh Lizzie Cochran, New York
I'mi.Ai'hi.i-HiA ->id July s, sch Mary C
Stuart, tor Rockland
Picon i>i vet; Ar July?, sell Lizzie Never,
1 >elay, Brunswick, (»a
Vini.vucj* II w n
\r July it, sell Harvest
Home, Uo« kini d for New York
Ar Jub lo, sell Vicksburg, Bangor for New
York
siil July !*, sell Lunet, from Weehawken for
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Ports.

June

^
~

£ St

Bangor

1-J, bark Clms G

Rice, Tapley, for New York

x

iii-i-

— —

fcS **8 * S 8 5 i; IS

Ar July 7. seh Myronus, • hatto, Mt Desert
for New York
id July 11, hark Edward PhinBAi.riMnith
nev, Young, Bosario
Ekrn \niitna->id July 11, sell Susan N Pickering, Boston

:

:

I

f

f i

11
:

:

Ai .lu ne 3, bark Mannie Swan,
kvi i*».'
Iligudu-, New ^ «»rk
Sam in./, San Dumim.u
s:,| ,jUne 30, sell
Henry < ro-by, stuohs, for Turks Island
Rosario— At May
bark
30,
Allanwilde,
in

Picket t, I'or New Yolk
Bi'K.nos a vkks-.u
Emery, from I’oitland

June

7, bark

John

“_5.fe5;rv^vsV^2I iV

s

Note*.

_f|_g3 S*l*

2«3SS

Nf.w BkiiI'ord, Mass. July 4 —Sch Joseph
Oakes of Deer Isle), Smith, from Hoboken for
Salem, with eoal, went ashore on Sow A: Pigs
reef rimrs.lay night in a dense tog, and will be
a total
loss.
Crew savid. She registered 103
tons, and wasowin d by S G Haskell, of Deer
Isle. No insurance.
Nassai
N P, July 13—Sell Henry s WoodrnIT, of Lanioine. Capt Trainer, from Wilniington. N c, for I lay ti. w;i- totally wrecked at
Crew ami part of the cargo
Ahaeo, July '»
saved. Vessel a total loss.
C'ot.oN, July 11 —Bark Henry A Litehlleld,
HulT.ert, from Brunswick, <ia, which arrived at
this port June lit, win detained here live days.
The weatiier was unfavorable for her sailing
and a majority of her crew were ill.
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Mrs. C. I. NYelch and daughtt*
Call cottage.

tstop on signal or notice to Conductor,
; I tally—Sundays included.
/ Sundays only.
These trains connect at Bangor, with
through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and st. .John.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
Tickets for All Points South and West
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket
office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.

JJOKN.
BLACK—At

June 30, to Mr and Mrs
Black, jr., a daughter.
BEN'soN —At sedgwick, July 3, to Mr and Mrs
Richard Benson, a son.
COLnoN—At Bucksport, July 12, to Mr and
Mrs Howard fs Colson, a son.

George

<>tis,

\V

GRAY—At Brook-ville, June J>, to M r and
Joint B Gray, a daughter. [Annie L.
1IARADKN—At Bucksport, July s, to Mr
Mrs Oscar li Hamden, a son.
JOHNSTON —At Amherst, July
to Mr
Mrs W J Johnston, a daughter.
O-Sll'N At orland, July 0, to Mr and
Norris E Osiun, a son.
PARKER—At Deer Isle, July 10, to Mr
Mrs Edward J Parker, a daughter.
—

i.'ot

—at

m

Wesley l'loof,

u

1111,

a

i/ui v

o,

Hi

iiihi

F. E. BOOTH

PAYSON TUCKER,
\ ice Pres, and Gen’l
Manager.
BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket A g’t.

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Mrs

and

Steamship Company.

Mrs

Summer Service.

and

and

*r.1Jl

jM in

sun.

STAPLES At Sedgwick, .July” 4, to Mr and
Mrs Harry Staples, a son.
STINBEE—At Deer Isle, .July 5, to Mr and Mrs
Thomas Stlndee, a son.
—

but

House of “Peggotty.”
over one more and struck the seventh and
Jonesport the hulk of a
schooner lies high and dry on the shore.
eighth, then took a jump over three and
It is slightly careened, and the timbers
struck two more, then skipped every
Ellsworth was shown by the cheer from
are not sound enough to take a sw im in
other one for four more poles, striking
the small crowd when in the second heat J
The
the surf.
Yet they can stiMly breast tbe
nine out of the seventeen poles.
he caught and passed “Vinal Haven” in
j crash was terrific, and the jar broke sevThe j
wind and the sweep of the rain.
“Vinal Haven” captured
the
streach.
schooner is stranded in a lonely cove, and
eral panes of glass in S. S. Bunker's house.
second money. Following is a summary
doesn’t look inviting, yet the family of a
of the race:
Another Fire at Castine.
lobster fisherman dwells there in great
Roy, blk *, J. I*. 1L Wheelden, Bangor.. 1 1 1
Alfred W. Clark’s hardware and variety
comfort.
J. B. Wiswell, EllsVlnalllavon.bg,
store in Castine was burned early SaturThey have converted it into a sort of a
worth. 2 3 4 I
seaside rudder grange. ’Tween-decks lias J Black Prince, blk g, K. L. Fisher, Ellsday morning. George Macomber’s family
in the attic barely escaped.
been partitioned off, windows have been j
worth. 2 2 5 who were
The
cut through the hull, and funnels protrud- Index, b s, E. L. Gowen, Ellsworth— *! 5 2
They lost their household .effects.
ing through the deck carry away the Denver, blk g, ('. G. Andrew.*, Bangor. 5 4 3 value <*f the building was *1.000, and of
4 6 6
the stock, *8,000, insurance * 1,000.
smoke from the two stoves. Within, this Lottie C., ni, F. Estabrook, BangorTime—2.32‘i ; 2 .T2S, 2:31*4.
The marine! from the cruiser “Columextemporized home is fairly cozy, even if
bia'’ went ashore and helped put out the
the Moors do have atilt to starboard. The
Maine Veterinary Association.
blaze. This is the second tire in Castine
children have lots of fun rolling marbles j
The Maine Veterinary association held within a week.
down the incline, and as the lady of the
house always sweeps “down hill” her ( its semi-annual meeting at Lewiston,
Tuesday, July 14 Doctors Bussell, Choate, s Steamer from Portland to Bangor.
work is greatly lightened.
Preliminary negotiations are in progStevens, Purcell, Huntington, Sally, Freefor the re-establishment of a steamman, West and Cain were present. After I ress
Hiting Thread.
line between Portland and Bangor,
Ladies who do much sewing frequently a spirited discussion the following reso- ship
to connect at the former port with the
suffer a great deal from soreness of the lutions were unanimously adopted:
of the Maine steamship company
Resolved, That the Maine Veterinary boats
mouth, and are at a loss to ascertain the
conHalf the time it is Medical association respectfully protest | from New York, giving a through
cause of the trouble.
that the testing of cattle for export to I nection and freight between New York
thread in- j
off
of
result
the
biting
simply
At
Rockland the boat
Massachusetts or for furnishing milk for j and Bangor.
stead of using a pair of scissors for cut- our own citizens is a matter of such imj would connect with the Bluehill line to
dan- portance that it should only be done by
Ellsworth.
the
of
silk
In
case
thread
the
ting.
and so
is usual to j competent and well qualified men,
ger is quite marked, because it
far as it is being done by men of no proLamolnc Schooner Wrecked.
j
soak the thread in acetate of*lead, partly j fessional
training the results may be misThe schooner “Henry S. Woodruff, ’of
to
increase
and
to harden it and also, perhaps,
further,
leading and of no value;
1
WilResolved, That if this important test Lamoiiie, Capt. Trainor, bound from
its weight somewhat. If this practice is
cannot be made by professional men,
mington, N. C., for Hayti with lumber,
silk
followed regularly, and very much
there is no valid reason for its being was wrecked at Abaeo July 4. The crew
thread ia used, the result may be serious, made as it entails an unwarranted ex- i and part of cargo were saved. The vessel
is a total loss.
pense upon the owner and shipper.
and even lead to blood poisoning.
Like the

Down

Franconia* Young, Lynn

Sunday, July 12
Seh D s Lawrence, Bowden, Boston
Sell Lula W Eopes, .Iordan, Boston
seh Ear-tern Queen, Alley, Bo-ton
Seh Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, Boston
Domestic ports.
Boston -Sid July lo, sell May Queen, Sulli-

occupying the

A.

in the 2:33 class was won in
hollow fashion by Mr. Wheelden’s black
stallion “Hoy,” in straight heats. “Vinal
Haven” and “Black Prince,” made an
interesting tight for second money. That
the little black horse is still a favorite in
The

P. S. C. E.

concert in the

Mr. and
are

.,

Time—2:41 14; 2:38

vertiser
results.

ARRIY ED

A large portion of the following births,
marriages and deaths are printed for the
NOTES FROM SHADY NOOK.
first tune in The American. They will
appear next week, or the week after, in
James E. Parsons and family, Mr. and our contemporaries. The American is
the only paper printed
in the county
A. Coombs and their guest,
Mrs. F.
which systematically collects the vital
Harold
Buck, of Bucksport, are at the statistics of county; the others systematically steal them.
Jordan cottage for two weeks.

a

Bangor.5

very large attendance, infriends of the deceased from all

was

is

This

Saturday, duly 11
A 1.holt. Whittaker, Rondout
Express, Kay. liar Harbor
Weslcv

tion.

2 3 4
Brooklin.
b. f» F. Estabrook. Bangor-2 4 <11*
Lambert Wilke.*, cli. g-, C. G. Andrews,

Ferd H

Bueksport.
Funeral

this heat.

Y.

Apheus Moore was appointed junior
superintendent, Mrs. William H. Moore
assistant, Miss Kate E. Lnffin, outside
superintendent, and Mrs. A. NY. Ellis,
organist. These officers were appointed a
committee to revise the junior constitu-

With the field reduced to four, the fight
for place money became more interesting.
There were several breaks in this heat,
and positions changed often. The heat
was won by “Annie B.” The time, 2:42Vi,
“Jacob T.”
was the slowest of the day.
E. H.
won the race in the fourth heat.

1890 and

the

into executive session at Mrs. A. NY.
Ellis’.
Committees were appointed for
six entertainments to raise money for the
church fund.
These entertainments will
be held in the next four months.
Mrs.

“Fred H.” second.
The second heat of the race furnished
the prettiest finish of the day. “Jacob
T.” made a losing break, and “Henry
Wilkes” took the lend at the quarter. He
led the field to the head of the home
stretch, where “Jacob T.” caught him.
They made a lighting finish of it down
the stretch, coming under the wire head
and head. The heat was given to “Jacob
T.” “Fred H.” was distanced for running.
“Lambert Wilkes” cut his foot and was

Bueksport.

in

Ellis, and Charles

went

broke

Greely's roan colt “Vulcan,” by “Jay
Bird,’’which looked more like a race horse
when he got warmed up a little, was sec-

county

A. NY.

relation of the church
current events.
Next Sunday evening t
subject will be
“The Church and t In- NY rid.”

of

re-elected
in 1892. He was a faithful and efficient
officer. He has since served as deputy
sheriff, and has held several offices in
Hancock

enurcn

At 10 a. m. Sunday, Rev. 1). L. Yale will
preach in exchange with Rev. Mr. Hunt.
Last Sunday evening, by
special request, tlie pastor repeated his talk “Are
you alive?” delivered before on a rainy
This
will be the tirst
of
evening.
a scries of Sunday evenir x
talks on the

drawn.

For nearly
fifty years lie has acted as agent for various steamboat lines on the Penobscot,
and was one of the oldest agents in the
employ of the Boston and Bangor steamhad

a

£13.50

ever, and took the lead on the upper turn.
He won the heat, nulled up, by a length,

W.

me

largely patronized.

Infant street schoolmoney to buy lamps for
the Friday evening meetings.
Ice-cream
and home-made candy
were sold and

“Jacob T.,
just
they got the word. He recovered lost
ground going up the back stretch, how-

Illness.

oi

Silas

£20.

Saturday evening

In the first heat

ship company.
114 75
3 50
11 35
0 83
50

Fisher,

Moore,

house to

by “Jacob T.,”

driven by’ E. L.

hiq

in

P. S. C. E. has pledged £10 per
as much more as it can
raise,

Y.

M. M.

held

as

friends in Bueksport and in Hancock county.
James W. Patterson had been closely
associated with the business interests of
Bueksport for many years, and no man
was more widely
known or highly respeeded in the community.

06

won

was

race

entered and

|>KAI>.

70
2 91
05

sideration.

I

IWTII KSON

Bueksport,

The petition of KUsworth physicians
lor the appointment of Dr. W. I.. West
•lor inspector of milk, of which mention
was

KX Mil.HIM-

disease, after

A.

Total,

The 3:00

supper

was

Thursday evening

Ellsworth.

25
3 90
150
3 20

9 29
Hale,
75
Hodgkins,
5 25
Campbell Pub. Co.,
Police fund,
45 00
T. J. Holmes,
45 00
John >1 Ivy,
I
IP' •"
Insane poor,
Maine ln.-anu Hospital,
N
heol-house, A. M. Foster,
Rock crusher, John P. Eldrldge,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co., 41*37
j
W. II. Brown,
1175
j
*
5.00
K. F. Jordan,
12
uu
Fred Dunham,
10 oo
I'
Bert Kincaid,
Water fund,
980 00
KUsworth Water Co.,

■

arrangement will
be made by which checks will be issued.
some

0 oo

06

t o.,

this year

0

7 75
5 00
31 42

C. F.

>.

60

3 00
GO

Hancock Co. Pub. Co.,
M»aw I’.u-'nc-s College,

I ?;

■

Pare her,

John A. Hale,
II. \. Moon*,

II
■

A.

theless

8 no

9

2

Ke«d,

<

7 50
19 88
IS U0
XI

were

sewing circle

H. Haynes.

|

W

m

It

a

for one year to the church building fund.
The church building committee consists

*•

s

proceeds

The

>

i;

ladies’

be of

month and

-'I 2 4
4
inc, and hope to arrange
company for privilege to erect
for the best historical exhibition ever seen
string wires on t hureh street from Oak to
I in Hancock county. The society requests
Itor. I I ■'! ^
Spring street, thence to Main street and
Sam Mnore.bg, K. I.. Guwen, Ellsanyone to bring in articles of historical
on Main street to the Hancock town line,
worth.. •* 3 5 dr
! interest for t his exhibition.
2 31 \ ; 2 ::>n.v„.
Time -2 35 ; 2
presented in June and of which notice
other
features not mentioned
Many
was published, was granted.
“Harry P.” is a brown gelding, five
here
are
under
consideration.
The I
Roll of accounts No. 5, amounting to
years old
by “Hyronemous,” and is
I association would he
pleased to receive j owned
Hosea B. Phillips, of this city.
f1.959.27, whs pas^d
by
suggestions from any friends. The comHe is a pacer. F. M. Howe took him in
ico 1.1. m ao in n r*» \"
plete list of s;.t:\nl prizes will be printed hand last
AMOUNT.
FUND.
KAMI:.
fall, and has been doing good
next
week.
Daniel Hurley,
$ 2 00
He has started him in
Contingent,
work with him.
There has been complaint that the asso4 20
James M Moore,
eight races and lias only been behind the
1 ciation has not issued return checks at
>.
00
4
Olwr,
George
The manner in which he
money once.
25 00 the gate. Those who complained did not !
1.. B. Wyman,
he is a good
won Friday's race proves
1 00 I understand that
John 11. A Imiin,
abused
the
many
privi- horse in the thirty class, in which the
23 00
David Hug bee A Co.,
the
checks to Other
| lege by transferring
He had lots of speed, and
race put him.
4 00
C. A. Hellattv,
people, and thus defrauding the associa- it is believed could have gone close to
4 Ou
Kdw. Brady, jr.,
tion. The managers estimate that they 2:25.
4 00
John II I.eland,
Never13 10 have lost over foOO in this way.
3:00 class.
.lames T. Cushman,
••

|

yam

rvtuinirri

building fund.
1

Sell
Sell

Kelley,

the ladies of
entertainment in

next

held

rnci*•

F.llstvortli Port.
SAILED

pencil soliciting subscriptions
new church, with encouraging
delphia
(

Thursday evening

**

■

the

in

the church will give an
the hall.
The programme will
high order.

and

uiin.mnrv

short talk

results.

Harry 1’., hr y, F. M. Rowe, Ells-

ing match.
managers are
the centennial

<im

a

book and

handily

were won

1\" in 2:31 A
speed left.

I■ 11

there will he

Cheap Newspapers.
The newspaper which has no uniform
rate for advertising space, atid is satisfied to take what it cun get for it, is a
cheap advertising medium, and the ad-

MARINE LIST.

Sell

The Ellsworth Balls band has been reorganized under tlie leadership of James
Lynch. Two new trombone altos have
been added, making twelve instruments
in all. lit-hear sals are held twice a week.
The band has played lately at several

the

2:30U. with
by “Harry
good opinion.
“Matin Bell”
of
There will he a balloon ascension every | plenty
trotted well in these two heats, and came
day of the fair. There will be a baby
in the stretch, but could not catch
show, a dog show, bicycle races, and strong
the brown pacer.
other at tract ions to he announced later.
It

was

The

|

City

1

and

men

will

Wit ham, of Boston, is spending his
with his father, Charles
M.
W itham.

was

the

He sent

Franklin gave last year.
A hose race is among the certainties.

that this
member of
matter for the mayor and city marshal
Outside teams
never
t" settle did not seem to mollify Mayor
| treatment received in
Gerry’s w rat h.

a

for

Bert

The attendance

the faithful few who attended

sions been in t he stand

the prize for the finest appearing carriage
inline.
It is hoped that many out of

was a

from OlaCharles M.

returned

working

W itham.

races ever

The starter was (». M. Hatch, of Waterville, who has oil several previous occa-

the

►

is

father-in-law,

thoroughly into the enjoyment
Misses Helen and Bertha Small, of CherThe ryfield, are visiting their cousin, Mrs.
day and the good races.
Fred Mnrden.
occasion was enlivened by music by
Mon^
George L. Gerry is seriously ill.
aghan's band.
of

attractive.
Mayor Gerry offered a compromise in especially
There will he a hall game every day, and
police matter, lie said he was tired
it is hoped that several rival towns of the
of seeing four policemen on the streets.
he induced to compete.
He asked the board to appoint one officer | county many
Kllsworth has not forgotten the splendid
and he would appoint another w ho was
exhibition of hall playing Sullivan and
suitable to them. The suggestion from j

i

best

of the

and

mon

minute classes,

3:00

Cambridgeport,

entered

town people will participate in this, as
tim report of his remarks would not look I
well in print.
| the wild flowers of the country will be

)

but

some

Charles Leslie has

contained three

card

park.

at this

small,

one.

driven around the track, and competent judges will decide to whom belongs

swear

furnished

seen

be

words. He covered lots of ground the
streets, the rock crusher, the police muddie, each was treated in turn. A verba-

|
j
|

and

The

2:33, 2:37 and

events

possible.
Some of the special features talked of,
and of which particulars will be announced soon, area flower parade, which
will
be conducted by the ladies.
The
flower laden and decorated carriages will

aldermen.

and Street

last Friday.

Hose

Details will soon be announced.
The
premium lists are now being mailed as

dently forgot that he was acting as the
presiding officer of the august hoard of

k

for

Flower Parade.
The Hancock county fair association is
still busily at work planning attractions
for the coming county fair, the first week
in September. The fair promises to he a
Race and

elegant.
The trouble grew out of

FAIR.

\rr.mgeincnts lleing Made

Thomas Spencer, of
Mass., is visiting his
Charles Whitcomb.

The July meeting at Wyman park,
postponed from the Fourth, took place

Commencing Monday, June 21*. lS9fi, steamer
“Mount Desert,” Cunt Mark L. Ingraham,
leaves Bar Harhor, dally, except Sunday at
1 p. in.
For Seal Harbor, Northeast Harhor,
Southwest Harbor and Green’s Landing, connecting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.
For Sorrento, Sundays.

MAKKIEI).
ANDERSON—FOX-At Ellsworth, .July 12, l»y
R**v David L Vale, Mis- Mary J Andef-on, ol
Trenton, to H .Judsoii Fox, of Ellsworth.
('A PP—POMROY —At Hancock, July 12, by G
D Garland. Miss Mary E Cupp, of Haverhill,
Mass, to William W Pomroy. of Hancock.
.JnHNvroN —SMITH -At Bangor, July 1, by
Rev J M Frost, Miss Li//.ie Johnston to
Charles W Smith, both of Amherst.
MALONEY
RICHARDS
At Bar Harbor,
July 2, by Rev ( S Letlingwell, Ml-- Alice
Marion Maloney, of Haverhill. Mass, to William Burton Richards, of Bar Harbor.
SMITH Bl RR-At West Eden, July 12, by E
M Humor, e.-u, Miss Lydia Smith, of Bar Harbor, to Karl 11 Burr, of Eden.
WOOD —EDWARDS —At Salisbury Cove, June
23, by Rev T F White, Mi-s ... H Wood.
of.Salisbury Cove, to Robert D Edwards, of
Thomasvllle, (fa.

RETURNING.
From Boston, daily, except Sundays at 5 p. m.
From Rockland, daily, except Sunday, at from
l.itoto fi.ooa. in. or upon arrival of steamer from
Bo-ton, touching at Green’- Landing, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.
From Sorrento, Mondays.

—

—

E. S. J.

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin

Austin, Gen’l Supl., Boston,

William H.

j

Hill, Gen’l Manager, Boston.

DIED.

j

BCRNS—At Trenton, July 14, Asa M Burns,
uged so years, fi months.
CARTER—At Sedgwick, July 3, Mrs Mary J
Carter, aged fill years,
month, 13 days.
MCIICH-At West Sullivan, July 10, Bernice
M, Infant (laughter of Mr and Mrs Harvey
Murch, aged 2 months, 18 days.
PATTERSON—At liucksport, July 10, James
W Patterson, ex-sheriff of Hancock county,
aged To years, 7 months, 15 days.
STINSON—At Deer Isle, July >, Bertha M Stinson, aged 4 years, 5 months, 5 days.
SARGENT—At >edgwiek, July f‘>, John S Sargent, aged 77 years, s months, 24 days.

j

'SWjrrtisrmmta.
i;IVK

j

1896.

On ami after June 21), one of the steamers of
thin line will leave Ellsworth daily, except
at a. m., for Bluehill, South
Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargcntville,
Little Deer Isle, Castine, Dark Harbor (Islesboro), arriving in Rockland to counect with
steamers and rail for Boston direct.

Bluehill,

Sunday

LOT

RETURNING.

APPEARANCE

Will leave Rockland every day, except Monday at )'• a m. or on arrival of steamers from
Boston, touching at above points, arriving In
Ellsworth early same afternoon.
Through
tickets sold on board. Baggage checked through.

by placing thereon one"of those
beautiful designs‘of

Monuments, Tablets, Markers or Headstones
At

BLUEHILL LINE.

Slimmer Schedule.

TOUK

CEMETERY
A FINISHED

1896.

HIGGINS’ MARBLE WORKS.

O.

1

A. CROCKETT,
G. W.

Manager, Rockland.

HIGGINS, Agent, KllBWortb.

*
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American, barring the Bar
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hesolred,

R. Wade. Atlantic, Mas«*.; S. O. Hill, Mrs.
M. J. Hill, Iowa.

July

K.

1,1

Mrs. Sophia Temple is in town with her
her. for t he ^mainder of t be seR«on.

mot

Mrs. Charles H. Wooster and
nel

Thorndike

h

weeks’
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in

are

Ken-
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for

town

slay.

large party of

whose
act ion.

young people left
fora week’s
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of

many

so

than that
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were
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summer
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at
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one

Norwood's

;ne at

of the

set-

now

at

cottage for the

ley

n

Prof. Dew

are

j.e,

Ashley is again

Prof.

Law

the

season.

lor cot-

tages, and Prof. ijRniuan at the other.
Prof. N rth and family of Brooklin,
o
Mh".
at the Ham or cottage. The
v
:
North
have travelled extensively
:n ilu:- p-. a ad are all good linguists, even
th.

\

t

ng-

years.

rs.

guage

froi.

ris

.st

ar

child,

little

a

fluently

verses

maid
in

of

three

North's -:*ter and

five
lan-

friend

a

visiting them, one a tint
the other an accomplished

are

ii.u

the
Father of
under

:: r-

n

bu;

c:

and

w

sun-

July
\\ rat

have

I think the

race.

to the

accused

a

type,

error

1 would
citizen of
Alton Trunas

staid

to> i.-h sports.
dy won the prize.
Such an •xtermina* :ng war has been
made upon the coon family which came
:nto t wn to engage in the poultry trade
that they have concluded to seek a new
field for operation, (. .i t. Carroll who had
lost his share of hens and chicks adroitly
seta trap r.nd patiently watched fur tin

comp*T ng

n

thief; but he trap remained empty and
he was somewhat chagrined to find that
hir son Lloyd ban 'stolen a march" on
him by setting his trap, cleverly baited
with dead hen and chicks in life-likt
posts,

on

the side of

the mountain

near

chicken pie,
and captured two of tin sly thieves.
Spray.
July 13.
where

cconey bad dined

on

BliietnM.

Dunbar Marshall’s cottage is nearing
Morse who has been very

improving.

Dunbar Marshall
York Thursday.

arrived

Miss Alice Holt returned
Boston last week.
The

night

dance

in

Kane’s

from

New

Tracy

are

tiie old

future years, ttie

cherished bright dreams of
joy for the sunbeam of his home,
and the fouryounger brothers had learned
to depend on the faithful sister's tender

one

for

wise

some

purpose. He

doeth all things well called the loved
to a fairer world beyond the

home

river of death.

during her illness, Grace was ever bright and cheerful,
and if a realization of the separation soon
Though suffering

much

to

came to

not

passed away she
going, said she was

> •*} <<ke of her
afraid of d-.n h. nut had

till fab. f<>r

seemed

hoped

hard

to

the
her
ami

home

hall

from

Southwest

Harbor,

lodge

in

to

with

S.

Nahum Hinckley returned home from
Winter Harbor Thursday.
Mrs. Minnie Taylor, of San Francisco,
the guest of Dr. and Mrs. K. P. Grindle.
The Sunday school concert at the Baptist church

was

well attended and

a

suc-

cess.

B. Hart and Mrs. li. W. Littlefield, of Fall River, arrived in town
Mrs. Fred

Thursday.
The game of ball between the Brooklin
and Bluehill teams Saturday was interrupted by rain.
Mrs. Merrill and children, of Boston,
arrived in town last week, and are occupying Mrs. Kline's cottage.
Miss Nellie Cochran, of Rockland, who
has been the guest of her sister. Mrs. H.
P. McJntire, returned to Rockland Mon-

day.
Eugene Hale and wife and
P. W is well and wife, of EllsJudge
worth, were at the Bluehill Inn Wednesday.
Among summer arrivals are S. B. Gove
and wife, Boston; P. R. McCurdy, CleveSenator
A.

—— --------—-

Mrs. Rhodie Noah, of this place, was
taken in the night with cramping pains
and the next day diarrhoea set in. She
took half a bottle of blackberry cordial
but got no relief. She then sent to me to
see if I had anything thRt would help her.
I sent her a bottle of Chamberlain’s Colic,
Cl^oiera ami Diarrhoea Remedy and the
first dose relieved her. Another of our
neighbors had been sick for about a week
and had tried different remedies for

Franklin.

are
was

on a

came

on
re-

has

esteemed.

C.
_

Saturday.
Mrs. Maria Elliot, of Lowell, Mass., is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Theodore Brag-

Egypt.
Mrs. Hannah Wentworth is quite ill.
The ladies’ Sewing circle is having the
prestige of divine favor evidently; they

don.

Dell C. Gerrish has returned to
to resume piano instruction

Milbridge

have not had a stormy day to hinder
their meeting since they organized in

with her elass.

early spring.

Bunker went
to Castine, by wheel, la.-t week to take in
the celebration.

afternoon

H. M. Blaisdell and E. S.

Mrs. A. S.

Cummings

Wilson, of Sullivan,

were

and

and

They
have

meet
a

Wednesday

supper

for

the

public.
The whooping cough is still prevalent,
though no new cases are known. It is

Mrs. Alice
Thurs-

in town

day calling upon friends.
Among the arrivals at the Relay Sunday, were Pres. Harris and Profs. Hamlin
and Colby, of the Maine State college.
Mrs. Parsons and little granddaughter,

quite

severe

in the

case

ter of

Mr. and

in many cases, proving fatal
of little Nina Beatrice, daughMrs.

Amos

Clark.

The

deep sympathy of the community goes
out to the family in its sorrow.
Aleph.
July 13.

Mildred Hanscom, will arrive from Booth-

Marini

bay, Wednesday,

Mrs. Louisa Frost is in very poor health.
Monroe Frost and wife, are keeping
house at the Nathaniel Jellison place.

for

a

lengthy sojourn

at

the parsonage.
Miss Lottie M. Tyler, of Bangor, will
give a talk on the condition of affairs in
Armenia, at the Methodist church Sunday

evening, July
Miss

Mrs.

*»

19.

Carrie

Whittaker and scholars
gave a pleasant entertainment at Ryefleld
school-room, Friday evening. The small
fee asked will help purchase a flag. Another of our teachers, Effie M. Whittaker,
has closed a well disciplined school in
South Bay district. Among the scholars

]

ill**.

Maxwell,

Biddeford. accompanied by her niece. Miss Moore, of
Halifax, is visiting her brother, Mark
Frost.
of

Edward Pool and wife of Manchester,
Mass., have been in town a few days last
week, visiting Mr. Pool’s aunt. Mrs.
Jennie Pool.

day were Wiley O.
RansomOrcutt, of Franklin, and Mrs.
Newman, Ralph Springer, Wallace Spring- Ethelinda Colson, of Winterport, are
er. LinnaSpringer, George Abel, Minnie
visiting their sister, Mrs. George C leaves.
Abel, Flossie Butler. Hattie Robertson.
Miss Sophia Cleaves, after an absence of
Mina Robertson.
13.

Manner

B.

is visiting her parents, George
Her little niece, Ethel
Benard, came with her.
two years,

| Cleaves and wife.

kept gettirg worse. I sent
S.
July 6.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
h'tn this same remedy. Only four doses
Tremont lodge, No. 77, F. & A. M., has
of it were required to cure him. He says
Chamberlain’s
Cough Remedy cures
adopted the following:
h<3 owes h:s recovery to this wonderful
and whooping cough. It is
Whereat, It has pleased the Supreme colds, croup
remedy. Mrs. Mary Sibley, Sidney, Mich. Grand Architect of the universe, to call pleasant, safe and reliable For sale by
from his earthly labors our beloved George A. Parchcr.
For iK y George A. Pareher.
diarrLuea but

Callie

Miss

bv

attended

was

the

visit-

is

past year,

them by

frated

Morin, who has been in

also defeated

:

ing friends here.

who

Will B. Smith and family start for
Orrfngton on Monday, to be present a!
the Rogers reunion.

Hancoek.

Lake water company lias con
artesian well on Thurlow
hill, just in the rear of the \ iilage.

I
!

an

by selling among
perhaps ten of

\<i,ir
neighbors
the contents of
5 o. o o
C uubination
Hot of The

appre-

one

July

an

grounds

house

\s

hich

well

was

!

\

ill

lift

M 11 ill

t

\T

t

ft

!

—

Will Goss has ret unit'd from
her sister.
l.yim. Mass., accompanied I
Mrs. Henry Hulen, who, with her son
Earle, w ill spend the summer here.

«r-

Melninch has been quite

but is

worth several

with daughters
Folsom,
Edith and Marian, has been at the parsonage the past week. Also Mrs. James
Folsom. Rev. J. L. Folsom's mother, who
Mr-.

E.

days

the

were

in Ells-

past week.

dington.
I^eonard Williams, of Clifton,

Wednesday.
July u.

remain

during tin

in

was

town

Flossie.

fe-t

man-of-

a

flags and streamers. Then
bouquets of tiny flag- in pretty china

A.

Saturday
badly.

and

fell

fr<*m

sprained

his

bicycle
wri»t quite

Mrs. York, of Hover, N. If
M

May 11:11,

of

A

Sorrento, i- visiting

who does

not

from his mistakes turns the best schoollife.

master out of his

iltucrtisnncnts.

day

■f the

platform,

the centre of
n

while

which

Hde cd snow-ball

tlame of

the

banked

was

^

warnings nature
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I

was

wall

in

...

a

flowers
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Bright'* Disease.

Dr. Bu*c;

v*

A

«*

<

uri

.1.

"i
sc rsi t
Ktn-liUia'1-m. w.i- laid up ahe..-f two rn«
warti.
ctiouvh to g,-t M Y -Tl( <i'Kl
t*R Itlll.fMATls.M
T>
ure! -noafvr
doctor’s or
lad failed to have at
ripttw
effect. I have a No hi.ar!
i;r
others who *i.»\e u-ed. }j
.'d b\
d. Up,
ot\. l»ru^
t. K!Nw rth

...

,.r

*h

roiighout.

possible

Require-

{i

w

n

g

to

*h.

M-

.-.i--

rd.iN

•nd
1

Pauper Miller.

!
.ee tb.lt r.t
g Veoii»r:i«»« ! wtill thi «
«.f h
the -upport of the t*»or. during V e * n ulng tear,
and has made ample provision for
:r suj ;■ r:
He therefore to: '.Ms .til per- ns lr«-m : umi -1
supplies to an> pauper on ids neeount, an wlv
his written order, he will | v. for ■. goodfurnished
IIakkv S. Jonki

r|^liK
i

An abun-

and

>|.

lUnnrth,

Kheimi.it:»in

rr,r„

name
u :i <1
em
money. Vss> used and r* eorded. Ad kinds of
labor-sat ing r*■■ ord* on hand or made to order.
\> VI. IKK V\
I.KOKi.K, i’u hlishcr,
6 Barclay st
Nd w York.

ttie

potted plants
wttfc also very tastefully arranged.
At the Methodist church on Sunday
evening. July 5. Rev. J. L. Folsom
preached a special sermon on “Fourth of
July Lessons’', which is spoke n of as a
powerful and eloquent address, by the
cut

..
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jordan.

July

I».C.

..

yf ^ Steels Pennyroyal Piifc>

here frr

;*<

summer.
;*•«•

Of lire. v\

LADsEC

A

Ada Handy, of Winter Harbor, i- the
guest of Bernice Brewer.
t lie

Patent

his

gin -t

concert

0. A. SNOW A CO..
Oi‘i.o«tte

■ih.i D. J.

Children's

■

Folsom, if Bangor, is

here.

Victor Brewer

of her sons. 1 >r. B. Like NoyeNoyes, spoke before the local
W. C. T. C on Monday
A vote
veiling.
.J thanks was given by ladies of
the
union for her helpful ami interesting re
;

Julia

visiting friends

every available space.

in

<•«»*«•

Mrs.

G. I*. Noyes, of Charleston, who

Mrs.
he

iiutr*

1

gay with

holders

*»• nd leo-b1. drawing, or
pirn.*, w!»n desertp
V\. ad\l-e, If patentable or
t1«*n
t:.
f
Our fee n ! due if: ;• it.
ebargt
\ bo. k. "How to obtain Patentw
cnee- ».* M'tun! clientIn your -•.at*-, .•■■unt
\ddrv-*
town, -eet free

show-window

her

very handsomely draped
in red, w hite and blue around
are

lngton.

.,

summer.

and

war

Caveats, and Trade Mark" d-f:dn> I a d
p
tent I w-lne-s conducted for >1..derate K.
Our olliee 1- Opposite C S. Patent < Mb. e
\V,
hav< no sub agencies, all business direct, hence
le-- i:i<
can trance t patent buslnc-* In
,v„
I.Khh ui>1 than those remote fr-in \\
>

Sabine returned Tuesday from a
visit of several days to Clifton and EdMiss

E.

probably

will

Patents,

recovering.

Mrs.

Birdie, the live-year-old daughter of
Herbert Stinson, died Wednesday. Funeral services were held Friday at t inCongregational ehureh. Burial at West

Till-: URKIN SOAP MFO. CO., Rullalo. V V

Miss draco Collar has returned from her
Fast Eddington.

Ezra Williams ami wife

!I

ft

who know the adit igo of using good soap and the
r«'< nomv of
buying it direct from our factory
without paying tribute to storeke< ;
whole boa for tlitir own home u*r
l-dion Kittery to Caribou arc hindr ;•!*.:irls and youths who have earned b\
\r!v
little effort, one to a dozen of our prcTnaimwhich they will possess all their h\
b

:slt to

Mrs. James

|

everywhere,

ers

I’omf.

seriously ill,

On Tuesday, June 30, t he K
of P. excursion by steamer ‘‘Catherine" brought
JOt) excursionists, who partook of the
) ’I 1.

Hunt sands
of
wise
house keep-

Felix.

14.

represented.

as

I’ittsfU 'd students
\. H. Crabtree’s at

\V. A. (’ollar. of Boaohmont, Mass..
day to visit relatives here.

patronized.

Miss Lillian Atwater and Miss Jessie
Went herbv, of West Newton. Mass., are
the guests of their sister. Mrs. F. S.
Warred.

soaps.

You pay us after
you know hv trial
that goods are all

rived to

s

The society of Willing Workers had a
Fourth of July dinner on the school-

at

Larkin

They

of 113 to 13.

score

a

nine of

a

visiting

ar«

(Irrnt

The Pine

traded for

ft

lllelcr-lglie

iltitorrtiscmnUs.

large number of people who were in atThere were appropriate anthem- by the choir, the servb
closing
i with “America.” At the morning service
tendance.

a

tin* du*

\\ e-l

Franklin.

Mrs. Griffin and little son Ray have
returned to their home in Brookiin.

Eugene Coombs,
with

the

who

railroad

has

been at work

surveying party,

returned home.

R. B. Orcutt is circulating a petition,
the county commissioners to
lay out a road from a point near his house

petitioning
to

h

point

near

the

house

Abbott.

There has been

there for

nearly

or

years, saving
travelling through bad drifts in winter
and deep mud in spring, across Beechland.

Lately
it

owners

of land

on

which

has closed the road; hence the

petition.
Railroad matters

quiet

Some
think that the road ought to be built at
once, if at all. Others have heard so much
railroad talk in years past their confidence is not large, but prominent men
that have been in company with Mr.
Mitchell and know his plans and resources
“The road will be built, and work
say:
w ill be commenced as soon as the
right of
way business is settled.”
Ch’e’er.
July 13.
are

here.

Northeast Harbor.

The lumber has arrived for C. H.
Bunker’s house, and work commenced

Tuesday.
S. it. Tracy is having his
a

tenement of

five

hall made

HORSESrecently received

at the

American House Stables

FROM THE WEST
declare them the finest lot of horses
Ellsworth.

ever

received in

SINGLE DRIVERS AND MATCHED PAIRS,
Weighing from 1,050 to 1,200 pounds. These horses
are well
bought and will be sold at a small profit.

A. I. SAUNDERS.

into

Mr. Stanley, of Cranberry Isles, is keephouse in Waiter Stanley's building at

J.

the

rooms.

ing
the

seen

hundred

one

of the

one

crosses

who have

Moses

travelled road

a

HORSEMEN

has

To customers who like to

corner.

having a \Cind mill
pump water from the pond to

H. Soulis is

erected to

his house.
Bunker & Emery have

doing some grading
July 13.

a

at the

crew

of

men

Union church.
Jap.

Walt ha m.
.Smfthville.

not absent one-half

July

Thurs-

(Jraee Hutler

Weymouth, Mass.,

visit.

in

town

Miss

There is to be an ice-cream sociable at
Wafer's hall Saturday evening, in Hid of
t In Sunday school library fund.
T < reeit*:'by Mis«i*sl ora M. (iordonand

were

son

and

solid oak

a

Chautauqua
Desk Free,

and

recently moved into
his new house, and the informal reception given him was a very pleasant affair.
The manv useful and nrettv nresontN
prove how highly he and his young wife

was a success.

William S. White, of Rockland,

S.

H. Winslow, who

E. B. Pet tee

the ritual

6.

little

Wednesday

on

earn

The proposed Sunday school picnic to ciat ’.«• audience. Hot h young ladies ren!
George's Head has been post pom d fur one dered tiu-.r s« It t ns finely. Miss I'minn
week.
l ib
tis, banjo -l. was enthusiastically
received.
Steamer 44Mt. Desert” made her first
landing at the new wharf on Thursday i The "never sweats’* played with the
morning.
j South Hancock team Saturday and dc-

:-

P.

home
account of the illness of his brother,
turned to Melrose Monday.

in Greenwood cemeterv.

July

of sweet

13.

inter in New York, is home
M.

uniting
service,
laid the dear form of their sister templar

a wav

Saturday

w

home services, the West Eden
lodge, I. O. G. T.,of w hich she w as a loyal

relatives

rows

three

Banding.
Bucy Bunker, <-f South G<»uldsboro, is spending a few weeks here.
Capt. H. B. Crane, who has spent the

After the

the

three

Mr*.

care.

and

Rosalie Arey and

visit to Green’s

messages for others. And thus
the sweet young life drifted out into the

member, accompanied

“Minnehaha” carried forty-five
excursionists toCastine on Thursday.
Steamer

Mrs. Lillie Five has

ttlreli llurhor.

leaving with her mother and Aunt Agnes

Shepherd's

Mias Bertha

Mrs.

postal card re*
quest will bring
you full
particulars of how you can

t was sung by Mrs. A. C.
Turnef
Mrs. Henry Arey. On Sunday morne.
one
w
1;
sane,
church a
before, at
Mrs. 1). A. Fitzgerald i- visiting in I ing.
very beautiful solo, “Pardoned”, was renKockland.
dered by Miss Edith Simpson.
Miss Khoda Pet-tee has returned from a
Elsie H.
July ii.

when

joyously. She nude each member of
family farewell tenderly begging
brothers to be always good and true,

has

almost

Huguenots.”
July 13.

to live

go
and beautiful,
ev» :•>!!. rig was so bright
t
tiie roses in
ud and birds singing so
it

are

Foote is teaching school at
light station

The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Murcli died on Friday, after an
illness of but two days.

^young bcidvj:
A

little

Mark Island

day.

Will Emery and wife, of Bar Harbor,
spent Sunday at the Old Homestead.
Kev. Mr. Adams, from Steuben, exchanged pulpits with Mr. Beadle Sunday
morning. He also gave a very interesting leet ure in t he even g. Su bjeet.
The

] lan for the future.
A lew lours before she

cu.

and buds each

Schooner “Vixen" left litre yesterday
morning with a load of stave* bound for
Kockland.

her, she forebore to distress
the home circle with thoughts of the
shadow hovering near, and continued t<*
enjoy the visits of her friends, her daily
rides and ail the beauties of nature, and
be,

to

1ms had

Among the summer visitors in town are
Mr. and Mrs. Sand ham. M >s Sand hair,
Mrs. Woodman at S. (i. Wood's; Prof.
Clark and family, of Washington, 1). C.,
at J. B. Wood's; Mrs. Hattie Crosby and
family at A. B. Kingsley’s; Mrs. Fivira
Wood and family at the Taft cottage:
M iss Charlotte Hill ami a friend at tin
llili cottage.
Miss Nichols, Miss Wilson and Mester
E. Wilson, of Cherryfield, spent S.indny
at S. G. Wood’s.

had

But

bush that

W i'll (ioiiliNboro.

loving
comfort, help and

love and

who

roses

Miss Persia Vose is visiting tier sister,
Mrs. E. d. Abbott.

on

■

to her the

in

companionship

hundred
Mrs. Jemima

one.

July

the fair young girl who had

mother had looked for

rose

no-

five

and

the

dancing in Music hall

Deer Isle.

prairie

a

Stillman
Coffin lias his barn about
is his barn
finished, and Millard Kolfe
ready to be raised, having taken down

enemy, consumption, passed
into the life immortal.

clustered;

wrist.

has

feet high and
covered with buds and blossoms.

peas that

MEMORIA.M.

on

were

counsel.

buds,

vacation

short

thousand blossoms, and is

n

it h

\\

a

about

white

a

than

covered

but eighteen happy years, many fond

sweet

has

Kolfe

Mrs. Cnpshaw

that dread
Around

and

blossoms

June

peacefully

sprained

has

that

more

a

Simeon

bush

16, Grace E.. the tirst born
child ami only daughter of Frank ami Elrb n Higgins, of West Eden, after long
months of weary illness, battling with
On

account of

Mrs.

R.

Ocean Echo

The new town hall is to be dedicated
the first of next month.

is

on

will
tirst

was

day.

long erui-e.

a

John Tracy is hawing

God

welcomed.

13.

IN

tender

Mrs. Sarah
Is

to

loving

completion.
ill,

love

time after

of

sermon

Kd»‘Il

father

only winning slow horse race
Pvt-u with climbing greased pole
-barged

hardly

and

t

inning ‘•ack

bt

can

injury

from

four years ago.

or

account of the Fourth' of Duly
lu re. Alfred Braw n was credited

In tin
conic-

with

ting

o

a

of

and

heartily

vited and

hopes

stroke

was

in the new church.
Services will follow every Sunday at 1
o'clock until further notice.
All are in-

seen

res-u.

It

our

Deft
fined ;
attack

Thomas Holmes has bten con’.!•• house several weeks with an

aii.

us

strength,
neighbor, ami one which
always be a joy to remember, as our
ami

musician.
n

great truth that God is the

one

gentleness

Homer, who is tak-

of Prof.

v

L.'

tltd

months, has sold out to
of Ml. Desert, who has

There
Fourth.

generous heart
equivalent to

*•

Williai
taken j

Orpfn> I.muting.

pattern of gift*

..

trade

Mrs. C. H. Abbott, who has been ill, is
fast recovering.

in Rockland

opened for service
Sunday afternoon for the first time, and Thk Ki I'Woiith American and Bar
b
nreet and family, of Lxeter,
it;' prtsent seating capacity whs taxed to Harbor H-cord for publication.
N 11
a^ain registered at the Island
Hesolred. That as a furt her expression
its utmost.
heu-'
of our feeling- at this afflictive event,
gladly welcomed by many
U
was
“a
red
letter
to
those
who
this
day”
lodge be based without ceremony
!
fri• v
re.
Mr. Street has fully rehave so long struggled for the church, upon the passage of these resolutions.
gained b is healt h.
C. H. Lt’RVEY,
aud even in its present barely completed
I.FYI I.FRVFY.
M
F. Rich left the last of June
condition it was pronounced beautiful in
\\
K. Keene,
>«. husband
n New
toy
Hampshire its
Committee.
incompleteness, rendered so not only
d the White Mountains, exand
by the spirit of the occasion, but by the CouliNliorn.
r
to visit Old Orchard, and
pect’efforts to make that incompleteness some! the
W. C. T. t‘. School of
to ntt<
Joseph Stevens and w He and Mrs. I.iswhat
attractive
by tloral coverings, com were in town over
\s county president she deMet I
Sunday. Mrs. l.isprominent
among which was a large and
sir*
,ock county superintendents
com and her little s it came over on their
cross of w hite daisies arranged
lovely
by
w hc*els.
to sci
ports of their lines of work Mrs.
West, of Cambridge, ami assisted by
si-:
to
superintendents immediately
Tlie ice-cream sociable at the t’nion hall
Mrs. W. O. Emery. The singing was
that
record may be credited them
was
well attended and the cream was
ongregat ional, led by Miss Hawkins,
comention at Belfast.
at tin
very good.
organ ist.
A
Mrs.
Clark has lately returned
Kev. Mr. Brown preached in the BapThe sermon by Rev. Mr. Moore was
w
ihimcii
anti
u
u;
K>
.-.i
i"
and was
listened to with tist church Sunday evening.
txeelJent,
vicin
While there she attended the
marked attention.
H> thoughts were
Mr. and Mrs. Baldw in. of Philadelphia,
al Sunday school convention
Intern;
naseu on me w oros
r.very vaney sna.i oe are spending t he summer on (iouldsboro
1.
at
"it
a
notable
most
Temple,
tilled, every mountain ami hill brought Point. They were well phased with their
ts
assen
regards eminent speakers, low. and t hr crooked made st
raightIts visit last summer. Mrs. Simeon Kolfe B
/ topes. and lively enthusiasm.
intercs
application was that all hindrances to keeping house for them.
St* pi tv I. \rmon. who built r store near thelrgber life should be removed, and
(.'apt. Fred Fernald sailed into the hay
.ce last. year, and had
the pi*-t
been in we go on through diversities of opinions
Saturday. He is to he at home for a short
Sou

Sbbrrtiscmcnts.

\% ♦**! Sullivan.

is

Hesolred, That as an expression of our
regard for our deceased brother, Tremont
lodge, F. and A. M No. 77. be clothed in
the emblems of mourning for sixty days.
Hesolred, That this preambleand these
resolutions be spread on the records of
the lodge, a copy transmitted to the
widow of our deceased brother; also to

••

I

deeply sympathize

v

principle and free fpresented for inula:
worthily employed,

few

a

That

with the relatives and friends of our
deceased brother, in their grievous bereavement, feeling that we. too, have a
part in their sorrow and a fellowship in
their vsoe.
Hesolred, That in the life of Abraham
(’ Fernald, the up*- rbt mason, Christian
ever
friend ami broth
devoted to

SiillUan.

Friday of Inst week,
ord's summer list, is larger camping—hence the absence
w heels” just now.
of all the other papers printed

tio't

brother, Abraham (\ Fernald,after a long
and honorable life of usefulness, and
Whereat, It is meet and proper that
we as masons should render to his memory the tribute of our love, therefore

land, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Roselle, Miss
Roselle, Miss Whitney, Walter Cole, New
York; Miss Katherine Knowles, Bostorf;
A. 1’. Collins, Albert E. Hopkins. Mrs. E.

COUNTY NEWS.

Mrs. Roscoe Haslem is visiting friends
in Eden.

wear

stiff

good, stylish,

a

hat.

say that

we

we

wish to

have taken

the agency in this city
for

the

celebrated

Thomas Grindie has gone to Ellsworth
in the mill.

Guyer

Mrs. Lizzie Pike and son Lloyd have
Haverhill, Mass.

have them to show in

to work

Stiff

Hats, and

returned to

Mrs. Annie Clough and son, of Bangor,
visiting Mrs. Clough’s sister-in-law,
Mrs. Alden Haslem.
are

Although the Fourth was stormy the
dance and supper given by the sewing
circle w as a success financially and soci- ;
illy. The proceeds amounted to fllb.

black

and

brown

shades.

W.iR PARKER CLOTHING CO.

f-ri't* American.
Steel.

(Writ en

■«* him *tamllng time.
In fancy I
!iv*u- eye*, tint! dusky hair,
With w
i.alf nonc halant nlrNn
world held not a rare,
t■
naught could move him tlio* It be
dark, or fair to see.

\nd

f.,Ii»cly

1-iM- e In id* splendid face revealed
trifle of Irony, half concealed,
a face well steeled
\ |.it of -c<»rn In
With worldly pride, and the rare dark eye*,
I might surmise
olive
face,
the
^

\

And

;

|

Italy's fair skies.

’neath

Were horn

y,.u need not say, ‘‘lie's naught to you,”
p,.r a pod’s heart, so free and true,
w! atever iwtni moat fair,
wrjU ;
Whatcvi r plea*cs, here or there,
be they eyes of blifk, or skies of Idu ',
A manly form or a baby’s shoe.

\

of other

1* cold and still to night,
Hut oft. alone, before mv sight
There spreads a room with a glow alight
with ire-h young faces, and garments white.
Ami he i* standing near my side
\\ iih polished air and courtly pride.

|

l
i

\

Where heart- commune that are true a* gold.
Will* -.onetime meet that are free and bold
her old,
One mas be young, the
but the bond may not be bought or sold,
nt
will
the
song I sing,
laugh if you
but 1 judge of the worth by the metal's ring.
The Captain's Wife.

l
▼ «

—

August, I>'.»'»•

THE EDITOR ABROAD.
and

trials

delights

of

an

OCEAN VOYAGE.
WAVES AND

WOBBLIN'

ELLSWORTH'S

ult for

It is difH

►

THOUGHTS

SPRING

CAUSE LOSS OK
me

OK

ELECTION

APPETITE.

it is

to realize that

months ago to-day that I started
Kb* worth upon a journey it had

tw-'

just

from

been fr n childhood my fondest hope
sometime to make a trip to Europe. I
have m ny times reproached myself that

f

I did

weeks ago begin to send The
aN'
(only county paper) some

n

Ami:ki*
r..ugh sketches of the interesting ami
novel sights on which my eyes have
feast <1. 1 have two excuses for not doing
so: •i.st, the new sights were so many

novelty

Iwir

mi

overwhelming,

so

that

I didn’t know where to begin; second, I
to

And

put off from day to day
loyal editor regards not

I have

so

tost whicu the

&

incapacity adequately

,/.«d my utter
describe t hem.

nly

duty, but also

a

pleasure

a

when lie

writing home to his paper.
away
Heartily ashamed of myself at last for my
apparent neglect, I send this letter along.
Well, we sailed my mot her and I from
.V a York on April dO, on the good ship
t tin North German
A 1-r
Lloyd line.

a

Tin- hour of

-trp

was

Cj>

sai-iug was 10 a. m., and the
prompt in starting as a Maine

railway

Central

\

as

h. the

the

last

passenger

.q-allied by a bicycle) was aboard,
tht gang-plank hauled ashore, it was,
me. ordinary,
every-day American

aan :

fur

travt

but

ling,

1’orienei

was

ess

our

I

by

train.

moment

wholly new exbeginning.
Apparently
monster ship w as shoved
now

a

tugs out into mid-stream, her
toward the sen.
Koran instunt she lay -Cl!; then the rumble of the
hinery was heard; slowly she moved
forward, gradually gaining headway,and
iimiy

pointing

m-<

||

I
■

II

off.

we wt-re

With

gaily lly-

colors

■

ing, majestically moved this monster of

B

the

!|

tery, past

B

the

w|

:ng look at Burtho'df- statue of liberty,
•'I >w far astern, we conic alireast of
Sandy

deep
narr-

down the
and

a

Hood, and

harbor, by

rnor’s

i».»

liat-

island, out through

tinally,

our course

the

wit h

linger-

last

a

to the east-

shaped

warti

But

the last

re

■

thing remains

..lie

loved

tie that binds

"miry

pilot.

the

that the

.s

severed

to

us

the

At last lie is

it.

dropping

of

feel
begun, and
we

Come

be )t

f.«r the next

n

seven

days

at the mercy of wind
the thought is tempered

Ac are

But

that

‘u'luu-iuss
la
»■

be-

beit-.-r or for worse we are in for
rain. come shine; be it fair or

for

*

our

off, and

uetually

is

voyage

be done In-

to

iii.i

..

our

more

or

wave.

by the

fur the soundness of its

con-

a

line

ships

and

to

the

*r

good seamanship of its sailors.
I'ne day we sailed was a most delightful

o;i> ;

clear

a

-mouth

sea.

sky,

invigorating breeze, a
companionships began

tin

N-w

aptly,
‘Tiling saloon
l,r

and the

in the

sumptuous
served
at the first dinner
o'clock
tables
Tinvas inspiriting.
Were decked with Mowers, and in the balscene

at li

cony above the centre of

lightful music bv
p.ic

sennanced

an

the

the saloon

orchestra

gayety

oi

de-

of

seven

the

ocm-

sion.

Hut.“oh,

1

I

what

h

difference in the

morn-

i^g-" During the night, the wind, the
weather, the sea, and about everything
>e Dmt could
change, had done so including appetites. For myself, I rurely
P'-nnit anything to interfere with my capacity f()r fating a square meal. I had
made

powerful mental reservation that
i would not be seasick.
When 1 was a
hoy, and hemlock boards were plenty in
a

Ellsworth, 1 used to go to sea in the
"Emily’’ and “Agricola” and other coastnig yacht*, and would sometimes be sick,
claim to be; but now, besides beiug
"hier, and having no motive for playing
fcick, 1 argued that for an individual of
my rotundity and rubicund complexion
10 get into
the lee scuppers of an ocean
or

Dig down

of your sickness,
you want to get well and stay well.
M'»st likely it’s indigestion. The irritates poisons of fermenting, putrid food,
5(dt in the stomach
by indigestion, cause
headache, neuralgia, nervousness, dizzito the

cause

•I,t88> stomach-ache,

1

a»id all
°f
I

nausea,

things. So after getting on deck
ordering a cup of coffee, I started to
think. 1 contemplated the Heed button
on the
lappel of my coat, and calculated
the chances of his nomination in
June,

serious tones, has the

thoroughly

thought

the

of

the

I

word

town

been

so

Castine town is 100 years old. What a
dear old girl she is, and not as hatred of
her age, either. And last Thursday, when
she celebrated the one-hundredth anniversary of her birth, the world was at her
feet. Even Uncle Sam, gallant old fellow
that he is, rendered homage, and sent his
dandiest cruiser, the “Columbia,” to pay
his respects.
It was a great day for
Castine.

but an uneasiness in my throat interfered
with t lie calculation
and
upset the
chances. Then 1 tried to work up a defence for McKinley’s silence on the silver
question, if the next man who came on
deck should refer to the topic. As 1 had
only the New York Evening PosMo consult, 1 didn’t get on very rapidly.
Next my mind worked its way back to
Ellsworth, and 1 wondered if Judge
Whitehouse had settled the Gerry-inarshalship. Naturally I then fell into a
contemplation of the events of the spring
election. “How could we,” I thought,
“be so stupid ns not to re-elect Judge
Dutton in that first election? It makes
me tired to think of it.”
“And then at.
the second election!
After we all worked
so hard and so
faithfully, to be charged
with being a‘ring’, and with a desire to
‘plunge the city in debt,’ nnd with other
diabolical schemes, nnd then have Henry
Davis beaten by only six votes! Why, it
makes me !”
Just

old

aroused.

THE CELEBRATION.

For months Castine has been preparing
for

celebration,

this

been left undone.

gloom

of

nothing
days ago a bit

A few

cast

had

and

the

celebration,
learned that the “Columbia”
would not be present. Influential friends
whispered to Uncle Sam, and Secretary
Herbert Issued peremptory orders to the
“Columbia” to proceed to Castine. Again
the skies brightened, and when on the
day preceding the celebration the swiftest
cruiser of the navy steamed into the
when it

was

over

was

harbor,

escorted by the revenue cutter
Woodbury,” Castine’s joy was
complete.
The weather clerk was kind, and the
birthday morn was bright and clear. Before the first glint of sunshine tinged the
hills, the booming cannon and clanging

“Levi

was

about to use, combined with the coffee
(which has a peculiar liavor when waves
are
high) and with other things too
numerous to mention, knocked my mental
reservation into a cocked hat; I went the

bells awoke the echoes, and declared to
not already abroad that this was
Castine’s centennial, and they must be up
and stirring to do honor to the day and to
distinguished visitors.
The feature of the forenoon was the
those

way of all tiesh.

Further proceedings interested me no
It was Friday morning. Haturday
night 1 ventured to the table; Sunday 1^
could eat a little, and it was not till Mon- l>ar.wl» at O -ftO
Lt'o.vt
I,’
l.’
MaiTiaa
day that my regulation appetite began
was
marshal, and his aids were J. M.
again to get in its customary work. But
Yogell, W. G. Htevens, F. S. Perkins,
during tin* hiatus I had plenty of com- Klmer Crockett and Clareuce Wheeler.
nine-tenths
of
the
lirst-cabin
pany;
In the line were 150 marines from the
passengers were sick.
cruiser “Columbia”, who marched with
On Tuesday the wind changed, the sea
a precision that brought cheers all along
became smooth, and from that time on
the line.
Congressmen Milliken and
to our landing at Southampton on FriDingley occupied a carriage and rode in
day afternoon, and at Bremen on Saturthe procession.
day afternoon, nothing better in the way
The antique lire engine, “Hancock”,
of weather could have been furnished us.
built in 180-1, the tirst engine owned by
We made many delightful acquaintances,
Castine, was one of the features of the
and the remainder of the trip was altoparade.
gether enjoyable, and afforded an exmore.

<

w

LITERARY EXERCISES.

perience not easily to be forgotten.
Following the parade literary exercises
We sighted Bishop Bock, on the Scilly
were held at the Congregational church.
the
extreme
eastern
of
the
islands,
point
The assemblage was called to order by Dr.
English coast, about midnight ThursUeorge A. Wheeler, chairman of the comand were abreast of the famous Ed-

day,

dystone lighthouse when
in the morning. The day

I

got
was

mittee of

deck
clear, and
on

Southampton, where we rean hour
just long enough
passengers, mail, &c.; then we

tin* docks at

mained about
land
off

were

on

through
dark,

the

and

the last leg of our voyage,
Straits of Dover just about
so
near
the middle of the

choppy channel that we could easily
tinguish t lie English lights on our
and

those

on

the

French

coast

Music—ode by Rev. William Rruntou, pastor
of th*1 Cnitarlun church. Air—"Auhl Lung

Syne."
"••ripture reading liy Rev. V.

dis-

on

our

.were

about 4 p.

Original poem

m.

transferred in

Saturday;
a

tender

thence

haven, the tide at that hour not permitting the ship to go to the docks. Here
we iiad our baggage examined, and in
about an hour were off for Bremen, where
we

arrived

a

little after

up at the Central
tirst experience with

put

dark.

hotel,

and

H*r<

we

hail

our

*•(

astine’s

C.

Phll-

cntennlal”

by

•John W. Dresser.
Mu*ie by (he orchestra,
iIi-toriral oration by Ueorge II. Wltlu-rle.
Poem by Mr*. Sun ford 1L Dole, of Honolulu,
r«*ad In .Miss Au:na Wltlu-rle, niece of the
author.
•'inging "America” by as-emblagc.
I’.t-m-dii-dun l*\ Rev Mr Rrutiton.
oi.-aii Pu-tiude by Willis a. Ricker.

we

Bremer*

to

on

Lyons, pastor

Warren

>ng

the mouth of the River

We anchored at

U.

of the Methodi-t church.
"My Native Land" by
brook.

left

right.
Wiser

The programme

Mu~li- by the Relfa-t band orchestra.
Remarks by hr. Ueorge A. Wheeler, chairman
of tlie centennial committee.
Address by president of the day, Noah brooks.
Prayer by the Rev. .1. P. Cushman, pastor of
t lie Congregational church.

the sail along the southern coast of England was delightful. We sailed direct to

to

arrangements.
exercises follows:

of the

THE

narrow beds, feather-beds for blankets, candles and sureenough (lermans.
To write of what we siw in Bremen, f

At 1

there

'l>ek
V

tin-

ai

ITHIAC

DINNER.

public dinner

was a

ilian house.

Tic toast

s

were as

irritability,

the other well-known symptoms

indigestion.
hey also cause many pains

and disorders which are often laid to other causes
ai,d hence are not
easily cured. But as

our

joyous

ride to Berlin, of the

:

meeting

thereof Mrs. R. and the children, who
had come up from Dresden; of the sights
in that great city; of our visits t<» otic r
cities, including Breslau and Prague, and
of our stay in this delightful city of
Dresden would take up too much of Thk
Amkuk'AN’s valuable space, and would
the
also have a deleterious effect on
patience of its readers, so I will quit an i
“continue it in our next.”
F. W. Roli ins.
Dresden, Uermany, June Jo, IsHd.

*i.:

1
11

There

were

very

few

\

In"..,.Hon. N» Isoi Di g!<,
-I
I hi.» ".Hon. ''•■til L Milliken
lu li'l iry".Judge W Dwell
-r.t the rnited Mate-,
II..n. Eugene Hale
N
v
v" .lion. (
A
I'.outelle
:!.
nt
aport of < a-tine,”
-I

W
«

i-1ii..

collector of customs
Ion. Ueorge M. Warren
there were boat races

reamer,

.1

In tin*

afternoon,

and games, and visits to the “Columbia”,
Fort Knox and other points of interest
about t he tow
At

sunset

veiling

work-,

Brown.

men

v

it

I

•

1 Ik* Author Of loin

->

ami

of Thomas

a

influence

generation

were as

as

fame

his.

genuineness of
sanity of his aims.

uncommon

and the

wide

whose

was a

was

tine

fired.

display

In
of

public reception in Normal

ball at the town

the

firehall

hall.

ami

If he had

his character

Lougfei

was slow to talk about his
poetry, but from hints given by his
biographers, it is evident that he considered “Evangeline,” as his best, and his
translation of “Dante” as second in point
of merit.
Many of his admirers will
agree with him as to the tirst, few as to
the second.
own

tried all his life to do his duty as a
man and a citizen, and
incidentally he
tried to have as much legitimate and
wholesome fun as possible while he was
What he found good for himabout it.
self he recommended toothers. He tried
to make duty and clean living and clean
sport popular, and perhaps it ought not to
surprise us that he succeeded so well, for
men are only too glad to be taught to live
wisely and pleasantly if they feel that the
teacher is honest and wise. They did feel
He

Last

summer

one

of

our

grandchildren

with a severe bowel trouble.
Our doctor’s remedies had failed, then we
tried Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy,
which gave very
speedy relief. We regard it as the best
medicine ever put on the market for
bowel complaints.- Mrs. E. G.
Gregory,
was

for he had

that about Thomas Hughes,
written himself down in his books so that
there was no mistaking him. Scribner's.

sick

Kill Calamity Howling.
A Bath schooner, built six months ago,
Fredericktown, Mo. This certainly is the
removed, all these which
already has returned to her owners best medicine ever
symptoms and disorders disappear, beput on the market for
more than 10 per cent, of the money put
°ause there is nothing left to cause them.
dysentery, summer complaint, colic and
into her, is one of the proofs that the
cholera infantum in children. It
Nothing succeeds in this like Shaker Dis°°n

as

the

poisons

are

never

gestive Cordial, because it prevents the
undigested food from fermenting in the
;tomach and helps the stomach to digest
*Us food.
•so!d by druggists, price 10 cents to fl.00
Per bottle.

business lias not gone wholly to the bow- !
fails to give prompt relief when used in
The marine croakers should cut ;
this item and paste it in their hats for ; reasonable time and the plain printed diBusiness would show just rections are followed.
a few months.
Many mothers
if everyabout 50 per cent,
have expressed their sincere gratitude for
body would smile and say it is good. It the cures
it has effected. For sale by
is the calamity howling that kills busi- j
wows.

out

improvement

ness.-

Portland Board of Trade Journal.

,

George

TKI,KSCOI’K.

Imperfect ton* That Are Found In the Instruments Now In I'se.

Tho best possible two lens objective,
made from such materials as are at pres
enfc obtainable in disks of any considerable
size, sins grievously in not bringing the
light rays of different color to any single
focus—its ‘•achromatism" is far from absolute. In tin* case of this 40 Inch lens tho
greenish yellow rays como together at a
point nearly six inches nearer to the lens
than do the violet, so that tho image of a
bright star is surrounded by a strong purple halo, which is usually pronounced
"perfectly l ively" by a female tyro, but is
an abomination to the astronomer.
It is

particularly annoying in spectroscopic or
photographic work, and where such work
is specially in hand tho fact that the reflector is entirely free from It, treating
rays of every color impartially In tho matter of focus, goes far to condone Its peculweaknesses.
This imperfection of tho ordinary object
glass is In no respect the fault of tho optiExcian, but 11* s in the material Itself.
periments, subsidized by the Gorman government, have been going on at Jena dur
ing the la>t dozen years for the purpose of
remedying the evil, with special reference,
however, to the improvement of tho microiar

iuni> complete success iim
ueen
ami there la much reason to hoj>o
that before very long It may become possible to obtain varieties of glass which in
combination will give satisfactory achromatism and in disks of sufficient size to

scope,

mild nierht

in

rone hod,

I

turning
foot

was

lint,

In

down the

snitn nf

it,

T nnnsnd

really

great.

so

Our habits of life and

sadly

dres3

toll

u

organiza-

delicate
tions.

They
ought

to

told
just where
t belies, for
their
; whole fu
ture
be

<

! acpenu
upon that
J
knowledge,

toj

and how

it.
There is do1
need of our de-|
scribing the ex!
of
: periences
i such women 4
here, they are
(
too well known by those who have suf|
upon every
j fered, but we will impress
one that these are the never-failing
symptoms of serious womb trouble,
and unless relieved at once, ft life will
be forfeited.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound never fails to relieve the distressing troubles above referred to ; it lias
held the faith of the women of America
overcome

j

fur twenty years.
It gives tone to the womb, strengththe muscles, banishes backache
ens
to
and relieves all pains incident
,
I women's diseases.

in

sheets,

already raised

Lots of women suffer constantly,
and seldom utter complaint.
Good men rarely know the pain
endured by the women of their own
household, or the efforts they m^ke. to
appear cheerful and happy v.hon they
ought to be in bed, their

and when one
to get Into bed—

j

for it suddenly struck mo that perhaps
Amelia Ann was thinking of mo at that

very moment, yes, sitting abstractedly before her chamber fire, all in virgin white,
blushing and ruminating. “Ah, dear
Amelia Ann!" I ejaculated, clasping the !
air and dropping the coverlid, and in that
as was Dollond'a invenmost as
ecstasy I stood till the cold hit me like a
tion of the present achromatic lens. Thus pair of nippers In 10,000 places at once,
far, however, no great success has been at- ami then I popped into bed, and, curling ;
tained with telescopes of any considerable
up like a whiplash, repeated, “Lovely
1
magnitude, though an English firm is now Amelia Ann!" till, falling asleep,
f.■»
make
three
lens
of her all night.
dreamed
offering
objectives up
I called three times that week to see her.
to 20 inches in diameter, which are advertised as i radically perfect in their achroShe played on the piano divinely ami sang
Her “Last Hose of
like a St. Cecilia.
matism. A !-ix inch lens of this construcSummer" was enchanting, better than
tion has been very favorably reported on
imI
thought. I have never
by Dr. Roberts, and it is perhaps not
Jenny Lind's,
possible t hut a new era of telescope milk- forgiven her two boisterous brothers, win
ing may open with the now century.— used to talk aloud while sho sang, and
North American Review.
who, even when silent, never listened to
If not, you have missed half the fun of
her. The rude boors!
C1om» Shooting.
The second week I knew Amelia Ann I
being
hut
one
with
and
Williams’
Root Reer TASTES
her,
An Englishman who lived many years ! spent every evening
and IS good.
in Africa says that it is now several years ; then she had a headache and could seo no“Our folks have tried every rurl m -.obody. How I walked up and down on the
since he ventured to take one of tlio most
J
called root-beer extract, and h; e
daring shots that over was hazarded. Ills other side of the way. looking up at the
that Williams’ is tl. most satis'yin;; rind
windows which I knew to bo hers, and
wife was sitt ing in the house near the open
the
marwas
Once
or
drink
on
twice
healthful temperance
burning!
door, the children were playing about her, where alight
1
a shadow was reflected on the curtain, and
ket.” Why punish vour stomach with
and he was without, not far away, busy
inferior articles f
It costs but a trifle
; that was almost as good as seeing her.
with a wagon.
to have
Suddenly, he says, though it was mid- “Dearest Amelia Ann!” I said. “If I
day. an enormous lion appeared at a short could only have your headache for you!”
The next Sunday I proposed.
Every
distance, slowly advanced and laid himself
qui Ay down in the shade upon the very body hut we two had gone to church, and
at
home
to
read
“Laihi
remained
wo
-hold
of
the
door.
thri
My wife, frozen with fear, remained 1 Kookli.” I can still point out the exact
motionless in her place. The children took spot on the back parlor sofa where sho sat
refuge in her lap, and the cry they uttered when she promised to be mine.
We have been married five years, but
attracting my attention 1 hastened toward I
the door.
My a-t .nisbment and horror somehow or other sho doesn't care for dross
more, and as for poetry sho declares
may bo imagined when I found the en- * any
Her hair is worn plain ami
it's ••trash."
trance barred in such a manner.
often looks frou/.y, hut she says it’s imHartford, ('<>nn.
The lion had not seen mo, and I glided
her family, to he fixing
with
all
gently, scarcely knowing what I meant to possil le,
our
ocIn
three
it
forever.
truth,
darlings
do. to the side of the house and to the
window of my chamber, in which I knew
eupy so mtieh of her attention that she
time for nothing. Sho never opens the
has
loaded
was
gun
standing.
my
1
lly a happy chance I had set it in a piano. “She does not know the new
pieces.” she says, “and is tired of the old
corner dose by the window, so that I could
li it from the outside, and, still more i ones.
rt
Sho often tells me it. is a wonder she
of the room was open,
f
unately, the
looks as well as sho does, considering the
>t I could sec tut* whole danger of the
m»
troubles of hou.-ekoeping, especially the
scene.
perversity of hihlreii ami the diilieulty of
1 hero was no time to think, for the lion
keeping servants. Her cares she declares
wii' beginning to move, perhaps with the
in: ntiou of making a spring. I called ! “are wearing out her life” so that I eonsider it a miracle she survives at all. It. is
B".!.y to the mother not to bo afraid, and ;
tin:, bred.
Tile l ull pa.-.-ed directly over true I eiideav u* to lighten the load for her
by nursing the baby all the evening and
y's head an ! lodged in the forehead
my
I getting up at night to carry it if it cries.
as
Romov
of t! •• lion immediately above his ©yes and
1
allow her, to->. unlimited credit, at iht
of dissipa?
bed him on the ground.
bln
v.
h
>r she vows she could
n t be
all
pairs
was
an
of
fearful
There
instant
suspense.
and
Cures 1
happy without four new bonnets a year.
I fired again, but the second bullet
Th
restore
"g
I u.-M/d to mink, before we were raarrii I,
w.i' thrown away, for his majesty never
I in
Cures
:
sleep.
1
i*
a
lived
on
cliathat site
air, perhaps
stir- d after the llrst slot, and I leaped
;
1
nee
^
pole
meleon, or wit limit eatiug. llut site has an
over bis prostrate body to clasp my wife
i.
full vital
^
~*v
If it was not foi
excellent ap] tit-c icow
Youth’s Comd
and children in my arms.
"•as—,
Cures
she says, she would long since have
that,
a.;vs
disc
*»•
Pat
development to all parts < the
Dint resHing.
NERVE-LIFE is the
Sin was wry haul of porter till sht
n
scientific treatment and attorr.
(..•innl old Iznak Walton himself had not joint -I a temperance society, since whi h
the tirst day's use. It rernor
time t^lu• ha.- found great benefit in drink
ner lisherman’s instinct than was
a 1.
a
effect
assists
nature
to
and
black tea.
Sho has c
posf >ed hy old Zimri Skillings, who ing the strono«‘r,t
guaranteed. Special discount r
flouM-hcd in a western state a good many lain ili.-hes which aru quite favorites with
( nir new treatise on Nu>»
her, f> r it was hut yesterday she said:
d
Uec
years ago.
Manhood, it.-' Imss ai
to
v
eome
home
Jo
ni
J
-ure
dinner, love,
()!.•• day Zimri took his rod and line and
free in plain sealed wrapper 1
havo
lo
what
1
above
w
are
like
for
Mem
ion
this
going
and
started
stamps.
paper.
“wi::ns,” as ho called them,
in
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and'.-. C.i... i.'.ecd.
beefsteak
smothered
all
r a four days’ llshing trip.
things
olT
NERVE-LIFE MEDIC; i GO
11 had been gone but one day when hi- I onion-.
KALAV
3
'CH.
And thus 1 fell in love with a blue dre
poor «>ld wife died unexpectedly, and a
neighbor hastened off in pursuit of Zimri. und white shoulders, that beefsteak a
i unions might uomo of it.—New York
11 was found
but

permit the ■■•instruction of largo telescopic
object glasses as perfect In their way as
the new apochromatic” microscopic objectives nro in theirs. It will ho a step al-

Important

thirsty.

good

|
|

j

1

J

NERVE-LI

j

>

millin'/^

_

1

salute

a

there

u

n.

The yacht “Gloriana,’’ of Boston, owned
by J. M. Easel le, sailed into the harbor
<m Thursday afternoon during the cenbeen a great man that would not have
tennial celebration, and was much adbeen so remarkable. But no one thinks
mired by the thousands who saw her.
lie wrote a great
of him as a great mail,
She added much
to the evening’s fesbook, yet he was not a great writer.
tivities by burning red, white and blue
He was a good lawyer, a sound judge, a
lights, sending up rockets, etc.
useful member of the bouse of commons,
This noted yacht is the fastest in her
but lie was not exceptionally eminent as a
class, and is commanded by (.’apt. \V. S.
jurist or a statesman. He had excellent
Treworgy, of Surry. She was the first of
abilities, but it seems not so much to have
the new model designed by the Herebeen to bis exceptional powers that his
shoffs, designers of the “Defender.”
influence and success were due as to the

Huglns's

I 111:

^wfESTICMARTYrg.^

do*^

vA;

foil-.

<

and

ship belongs

delightful, sleepy
last Thursday
morning by the booming of cannon. Not
since the clays when the loud-mouthed
in more
cannon of the Britishers spoke
awakened

—was

The first time I saw Mrs. Peri w initio
was when she was “sweet 10.”
It \. .is at
a party luy sister gave to her schoolmates,
ami Amelia Ann, for that was thj dear
creatttro’s name, was the divinity of the
evening. Site wore a blue dress—I shall
never forget that dress—which was low
cut in tho neck, showing a pair of the
whitest,, roundest and most polished shoulders in the world, and she had long golden
ringlets that flowed down her back—in
short, I thought I had never seen anything
half so angelic.
Perhaps she was as much impressed by
my appearance—she lias often since told
me she was—for she allowed me to dance
with her almost every set, said “yes’' to
everything I proposed and drank a glass ot
champagne at supper at my request,
though insisting that, she had never done
such a wicked thing in her life before.
When Harry Hanson spoke to her and
asked her to eat a philopena with him I
felt as if I could have knocked him down.
Dear creature! I heard her afterward rofuso to let him see her home and shall
how chopfallen ho looked
never forget
whim sho said, with a toss of tho head:
“No, thank you. I’m engaged.”
It was I that escorted her to her father’s
door, and when she asked mo in I didn’t
know for a minute whether I stood on my
head or on my feet. But I declined, pleading tho late hour. On my way home I
whistled, sang and occasionally danced.
Never had I felt so happy. It seemed ns if
I could almost fly.
“Oh, Amelia Ann!’’
I kept repeating, thinking what a pretty
name it was, and then I would break out
into “Zip Coon” or perhaps “Dan Tucktill at last a watchman, tapping me
er,
on tho shoulder, told mo not to “cut them
shines,” or he’d take mo up for being tipsy. Frightened half out of my wits, I gave
him a dollar and had tho satisfaction of
hearing him growl out in return that lie
saw I was a gentleman, “vioh saved my
bacon.”
I reached homo and began to undress,
but had to stop, with a stocking half way
off, to try and recall how Amelia Ann
I shut my eyes and leunod back
looked.
dreamiugly in my chair to call up satis
factorily the imago of her plump shoulders
It was a bitter
and round white arms.

••

Glorious old Castine

old Castine

Stobrrttsniunts.

FALLING IN LOVE.

Fret not that the dny is pon#
And thy tusk \* still undone.
’Twaa not thin*. it «*cn)», nt nlh
Near to th- it chanced to fall.
'-i to stir thy brain
Close on
And to vox thy heart in vain.
Somewhere m a nook forlorn
Yesterday a balm was born.
Ho shall do thy waiting tank,
All thy questions ho shall ask.
And tin* answi-rg will bo given
Y/hiapt r« 1 ];glitly oat of hoavea.
nis shall be n-» stumbling feet,
Falling wh. r.j th. y should bo fleet;
He shall hold no broken clew,
Friends shall unto him be true.
Men shall ]• ve him, falsehood’s ana
Shall ii"T -batter his good name;
Hay shall nerve his arm with light.
Slumber soothe him all tho night:
Summer's peace and winter’s storm
Help him all his will perform.
’Tin enough of Joy for thee
His high service to forseo.
—Woman's Journal.

ITORS ENTERTAINED.

time to get my intellect to bear on that,
montnl reservation regarding seasickness.
1 had been told that a
good way to stave
off seasickness is to
try not to think of it,
but to occupy your mind with thoughts
and

r>* »m

M

Service.

steamship would be wholly undignified,
IX OLD CA8TIXE.
utterly out of keeping with my wellknown characteristic of always remaining
at table, and never under
it, or away from THE TOWN'S CENTENNIAL GLOit.
RIOUSLY CELEBRATED.
Ho on the morning of this second day
out, I arose early, ns is my wont. I AGAIN THE BOOMING CANNON FROM
gradually became conscious of the various
OF
AWAKES
THE
MAN
WAR
changes that had taken plnce during tic1
VISSLEEPING TOWN-MANY
night, and concluded that it was about
nnd

A. Pare her.

—

1

—

silently

profoundly

nu/M
if Hi

i

^

':~

with his line cast in tho Cinnamon News.
when In
k i n g
9
lie turned pale and was at iirst
W
A Complex Question.
speechless when told of his loss.
in
the
Loan
shares
KII
wnrfii
was
/
the
eaten
Son—And
missionary
‘*it s too bad, Zimri,” said tho sympathetic neighbor, whereupon Zimri found i the cannibals! Will the missionary goto i and
Association
i
heaven?
voice enough to say:
c a ;
Father—Oh,
!orrovv
y<0!
I
sh’d
the
with
“Wall,
you
say so,
pick’rel
Son—Will the cann'bal?
bit in ez I ain’t seen ’em bite fer a year!”
to
enough
Father—No.
money
und he gulped down another sob.—Detroit
Sou—He’ll not? Why, how can the build?
Free Press.
The cost of thi- investmissionary go to heaven if the cannibal
Good Habdtltute.
if any,
doesn't, when the missionary is inside of
ment will be but littl
MDs Sarah Thorne tells a good story of the cannibal?—Loudon Tit-Bits.
are
more than
>’;>u
how when she was playing in ‘Tho Col111m Damage.
leen Hawn” at a country theater, the gun
i g for
n o w pa)-Lord Ligonler’s death was once erroneloaded with powder to shoot Danny Mann
was missing from tho wing just before it
ously announced in the newspapers, and rent, and in time (about 12
His lawAt
ho was eager to prosecute them.
was required and could uot be found.
you will oivn your home free and
the last instant one of the actors, eating
yers, however, assured him that ho had no
no
from a paper bag, emptied out tho bisdamage. “There,” clear For particcase, having suffered
ho 6aid, “you are very much mistaken, for
cuits, blow out tho bag. and, bursting it
I was going to marry a great fortune, who ulars, inquire of
with a sudden blow, Danny rolled over
Into the water, ‘‘killed” by tho report of a
thought I was but 71. The papers said I IT. \V. Cushman, Sec’y, or of any
Was 80,and now she will not have me.”
paper Lag us effectually ns he would have
of the directors.
Shares, i i per
been by powder from a real gun.
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Elastic Baud Music.

I have somewhere seen it observed that
we should make the tame use of a book
that the bee does of a flower; she stoals
6weet8 from it, but does not injure it.—
Colton.
_

Mlssissippiang aru oalled4 Tadpoles,' the
ancient heraldic device of France being
‘‘throe toads erect saitaut.’*

little Caleb Ponquin, “what
mu.-ic does an elastic band play?”
“Why, I don’t know of any particularly
distinguish!: ; characteristic that it would
havo, Caleb, said Mr. Ponquin, “except
that it might be rather long drawn out.
“Right!” said little Caleb.—New York
i SUD.

“Pop,”

san

month.

A. W. King, I’n -ident.

sort of

THE AHERICAN.
Subscribe
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They An.

THOSE OF RECENT YEARS MERELY

BANDED

TWENTY
HAD

A

YEARS

BRIGANDAGE

FLAVOR OF ROMANCE -BANDS

COMPOSED CHIEFLY OF CRIMINALS.

!

tun*.

with their chiefs numbered 11.
almost the same uniform a«
predecessors, though the blue velvet

newcomers

They
their

wore

sometimes replaced with reddish
brown, yellow or black. They had the
spurred riding boots and good horses, but
not the multitude of devices fur disguise
as a handkerchief covering part uf the face
served their purpose. Candino is a peasant
of Fan Mauro. He took the field in May,
1889, after having done four murders
Within a year Rinaldinl and nine other

brigands, ail from the region
had joined him. Within

of Fan Mau
the next two
more than 2‘

years the band assassinated
persons.
This new band of Fan Mauro flourished
by reason of deep seated principles of the
Ficilian nature.
Many of their murders
were done f- r the private revenge of indi
vidual brigands.
Others were by way of

punishment fur what the brigands esteem
treachery, the revelation of the movements
of the bund t the s Idiery ur the lsearing
of truthful witness in court against captured brigand- r their friendRevenge
is a prime principle of the Ficilian, and
6ilence in

refractory

creature.

of

cratic

HARTFORD

and

and
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FRESH.

CEO. L.

BEST.

Sort on-Chapman
A^taU t-r

r

f

Co.. Portland.
Mi.

mediate

*.

TIMES.

the
idea of

possible

no duty
so urgent to-day
duty of seeing that the Chicago
democracy is buried as deep as

Few people

half

November.

next

LOUISVILLE

(KY.) POST.

The convention is a mournful spectacle
for democrats; it is an instructive spectacle
for every American citizen.
For it makes
plain tlic first duty of every voter, which
is to enter into a solemn obligation with
himself and bis fellow-citizens never to
permit this aggregation of political incompetents to secure control of the government of the United States.
AUSTIN

(TEXAS) STATESMAN.
Even Texas will break the solid line
w ith several electoral votes.
The soundmone^; democrats of Texas will not supsuch
a
port
platform.
ILLINOIS

ST A ATS

ZEITUNG.

Illinois Staats-Zeitung, one of the
influential (iermau papers in the
W*st, has bolted the Chicago convention
The
most

ST. PAI

L

MINN. |

EST ON

the life of

promise

to

pay any

china made
from

know that the very best

in

Maine

America

to-day

is

made

feldspar mixed with tine
fields, but it is a fact.
fkldspar and four-fifths is

1

clay from

other

:

One-fifth

is

! clay.
The feldspar is ground up finer than
mixed w ith clay and water

hour and is
and

MEAT MARKET.
Having bought the stock, fixtures and
accounts formerly owned by
Campbell
& True, and leased their store, we are
to
furnish
all who wish with
prepared
goods usually found at a first-cUai

T EX AS I

strained

through

silk

cloth

600

the inch. When the stuff falls
from this sieve it resembles milk, ami the
water is strained ofr by means of canvas
bags. Then the moist clay is made into
the desired form.

“Papa, what is a ‘walk in life'?" “It is
that procession, my boy, in which everybody has to run like inad, or get left."
The Professor What insect is found
widely distributed throughout the
earth? The Pupil—The humbug.
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claimed that the
temple of Delphi stood on the “navel uf
tht universe.”
Several of the petty oriental kingdoms
have at different times laid claims to being
“the universal center,” and at one time
the Chinese claimed that the celebrated

///if

'ff/r

■/<*.

WORLD.
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new

past, wit h a- many
fit to g.
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ones as see
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THE CAMPBELL & TRUE MARKET.
Hast Knd Union River Brdg>

1

am

agent for tin

I “Majestic,” )
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“Bangor,”
"Caribou”

P
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I sell

them for

Bangor Taffy,
Peanut Taffy,

M

California, Jamaica

Bicycle Sundries.

and Messina

Maliiils,

or oo
1

keep

all kind' ui

Base Bali Goods.

CHANGES,
CHEAP,

Tennis Balls.
I want agent* to
NEw Testament.

canvas'*

thr-

AT

E. G.

SMITH’S,

JOIIX
(iiLEs*

55 Main Street.

STOVEO

or

V. IIALi:.

Block,

km

;.?h
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BICYCLES.

BICYCLES.

New and second-h.i: i

1 have just returned from 1'
n,
where I have been making a -tudy

Stove

of the

y
E
p

in use and ask your dealer

Y

If he does not

R

about them.
have them

——

THE 60LD CLARION.

SESSiKSSilS.

bicycle business, and !
selling wheels. I am prepared

1°,

t'

ALL KINDS OF REPAIRING.
\Y. A. ItONSi:Y,
West etnl

write

to

bridge,

room

adjoin.

the

Q
q
Bangor, Maine. Y

manufacturers.

WOOD & BISHOP CO,,

nomination of William J. Bryan as
the democratic nominee, on a populistic

BICYCLES,

BICYCLES.

I!
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GLOBE.

CHICAGO TIMES-HERALD.
The

more

•:

Mr Comer Druggist,
Sure Cure St.

Think of tho thousands

COME TO US

a*

The

registered

thoroughbred

bull, "Duke of Bayside,
will stand at Cushman farm, Surry
road, for season of ’96.

Jersey

Inquire of

RALPH B. CUSHMAN
Fob.

!

12, '96.

CARRIAGES.
We are building good warranted w<>rk.
Old KOWK & CO. STAND, alto doing

ALL KINDS OF
LOWER

Yflll
I UU

SFECIALmm\

bargains
-y week.

BENSON & MILLER,
No. 15 Main M.,

lSANCiOB.

I.,

tW

|
"•••

and
:
n

PRICES

than such stock has ever been told U^iorc
itave tome good bargains in second
vehicles.

s.

at

REPAIRS

Our Work will all be firtt-elata
ranted. We have a large stock
choose from and are selling at

pending campaign.

the center around

the old stand In t he

j,

r/'

J/'

•

■’*

y

■

I
•

••
•:
•
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/ i/

Till the contest is decided our voice
shall be raised and our influence given
for the election of Mr. McKinley to the
presidency. The security of the currency
is the paramount question of the hour.
It eclipses all other issues. Believing
that the security can best be attained
by the success of the republican party,
we promise it our
sincere and
hearty
support for its presidential ticket in the

was

Possible,

as

J

will best be promoted by the gold standard until such time as the status of silver
may l»e changed by international agreement.
BOSTON HERALD.

mid is situated on the center spot of the
land surface.
(St>e “£qual Surface Projection, by C. Piazzi Smith, edition of

Lmv

hope to continue the busin*-** relations} w’ith all who have pat- nized

TLK1>

The Globe does not approve of the platform, and firmly believes that in a calm
and thorough discussion of the financial
question all classes of people will see that
the greatest good of the greatest number

as a cen-

as

uis;-*

to

our

We

!r

l/fjfifjjr.

J
•
•
•

WARRANTED.

t he candidate.

ter, than from any other city on the planet.
Several other places have been claimed
as the “axle
of the globe,” C. Piazzi
Smith, the famous “pyramid astronomer.''
endeavoring to prove that the great pyra-

Prices

making

trial.
■

Range

Altgeldplatform

The expected happened in the Chicago
platform. The unexpected has happened
in the nomination for president. Lunacy
having dictated the platform, it was perhaps natural that hysteria should evolve
BOSTON

•>

ami

ness,

NEWS.

Can any democrat indorse the
ism with which the Chicago
teems? Decidedly not.
NEW

::

is sold that is not

inocralk tenet, and Lave notnn.ated a* the democratic leader a young
hot bead, who hut
recently abandoned
the derma.’ratlc for the populist party.
tCONN.

ty

CLARION

m

HAVEN

»

•

-V

■ By giving prompt attention

WHEELS.

tKV.) COURIER JOURNAL.
put forth, in the democratic
platform which violates every

NEW

i

J

Prescription.

Health
1

•

have
a

•
•

~

Lot ISVILI.K

They

$

•

NOT ONE

populism.
name,

our

Orders for Slaughtering muylbe
left at the Store.

RANGES AND

N E W S.

slaughter,-house;

mostly native, and inspet'tl
before slaughtering,
consequently we
can guarantee it.heallhy and sound.
stock is

most

The government i* too lofty in design
ami promise, too vast in it* ramiftcatk n*
and too thoroughly interwoven with the
hopes and aspirations «-f these seventy
n>illions of |*t*op e. to have its administration interrupted ty the callow txperience
and utopian statesmanship of a youth
wmrne
fame rests ujx>n the oratorical
exploitations of the tardinal features of

cardinal

meat-market.
We own our own

strands to

GLOBE.

To-day every man whose democracy is
.< on h's heart ami stored
g?h
among the
ideas dearer to him than all save honor,
is absolved from parly t its.
G A LV

save

Maine < lilna.

BALTIMORE NEWS.
as

and

Box 224.

O.

CAMPBELL & TRUE

presents it-

further bill that might be sent.
He did,
and got his engine ami car.
Some time after lie wrote and a-ked for
his bill.
Instead of getting it, he.eceived
back t he £200 that he had deposited, and
a note saying the
company would make
no charge fora service done “in the interest
of suffering
humanity.”
Very
pretty behavior for a “soulless corporation," wasn't it? Harper'* Weekly.

The peril is a grave one, but united patriotic citizens in the heroic effort the occasion demands can win an overwhelming
triumph over the combined foes of national honor.
There is

ojK-ration might

de|K>sit $200,

MORRISON,

1*.

one

must

,*

Proprietor Woolen Mill,
KLIAWOKTH.M\|\p

<

St'N.

whose case \\h» worst, and Dr.
Bull, of New York, wa> summoned by
telegraph. The message reached him after midn ight.
He went at once to Jersey
t ity and asked for a sj>erial train on the
Pennsylvania railroad. The agent said he
the

hI"!

^

1PILLSBURY’S|| i

v

Th.- oul.wrllier take. th|, opportunlt.
f.irni tlif l\ mil l'rodin.r. „i ini- ai..|
'"■>
counti.-i. tl'-u Ito I. all riait\ t->r tinuil*t
IW6, to Can! Wool Into Roll,, or take
atoi .Manilla, turn li Into f i.,n,
M]i
iK.th I.I..II,-'
ml (Jeiitlemen'- w ,,
lni"
Wank. I- of nil kln.l-. I'lnln „r K .■
any klinl of KuIuIiik Varna to all
T
Mixture*.
Cloth, Yarns, and Blanket* of*;
*
*°r
«ale, either Wholesale or Refill, at f
,r
Wool taken In exchange f.-r .»>
manufacture. We are prepared lht.
w,«
do Coloring of Cloak*.
I>tc--r,,
%,
t lot he*.
Whiting Bro*. ami A w. ( lark are wmm
Agent-, and any work left with tl
promptly looked alur, ami satisfaction *uarantced.
Thanking the Puldle for a mo«t gener-.u*
ronage In the pa-t. we hop.- l-v -i-innal|,i ~1 1 v '•1
the pul \u v.
..
merit a continuance .»f their pair..
c »nler*
l.y mall <>r express will r. u.
attention
Correspondence solicited J
-entniivwhrnt.il re.jue-t. A.hlre--..nli r-•
.-ample* or price Ust to

gold.

BALTIMORE

(CONN.) TIMES.

PHILADELPHIA

j

♦

FREE

(MASS.)

The only question that now
self is how to beat Bryan.

No reasonable man can ask the Times
to stultify and dishonor itself and its
We
long-time democratic principles.
shall do all we can to sustain the good
name and the organization of the democratic party,
but we cannot support
principles nor candidates of the bland.
Teller and Altgeld stripe.

Lis

—

was

1

Pres* will bolt the ticket and

support McKinley

name of the candidate selected by a national convention of
its party. The candidate has been placed
upon a platform which no true democrat
can intelligently and sincerely
supjK.>rt.

At that

which the sun, moon and stars revolved._
St. Louis Republic.

MULYUKE

editorial column the

j

“porcelain pagoda”

I

TIMES.

volved.

head of

place

j

In

^

party

The Free

flour arc good
sometimes.
One is good
a!l the time.
That is

;>i

;

,

vi’ctory

<

page 23.)
ancient times it

(VA.)

Many kinds of

I

|

THE TIME.

Southern men, w hether of one
or
the other, will be false to themselves and
to their people if they do not come to the
rescue and make common cause with the
Hast in arresting the fanatical influence
that threatens the country, and plant
t hemselves firmly on the side of national
honor and business integrity, in which
t he w el fare of the South is directly in-

|

$

All

BOLT.

PAPERS

and cast to the winds its time-honored
The platform advocates the mad spirit
| traditions, but they have wantonly deof free and unlimited coinage of silver,
! nounced tlie only democrat w ho has led
tricked out with demagogue appeals to the
since the war, and
party to
class, and sectional haired, and soj>h to t he one w ho has done the most to save it
The
anarchy and t he rankest socialism.
from the suicidal fHte which has now
candidate is fully in accord with h!1 this. overtaken it.
They have launched a new
Me thoroughly represents all that
is
party and must sail under it* colors the
reprehensible and to be condemned in party of silverism, repudiation and popHit- pleas for national dishonor, financial ulism. This raises an issue as
single and
disaster and party disgrace that built up
direct as that raised in *61.
It was then
the Chicago platform.
union
against secession, the national
CHICAGO CHRONICLE.
It is now
Mag or t he confederate Mag.
The money plank of the C hicago con- patriotism against silverism, the country
On this vital issue
against populism.
vention is an assemblage of the historical
true democrats and loyal citizens can no
falsehoods and economic of errors and
more hesitate than they didin ’61.
All
heresies that have been reiterated endlessly for the last twenty years in all the then stood shoulder to shoulder regardless of tmrty for the honor of the flag and
and
silver
gulch
populistic
platforms the
from Ocala to Denver, and that have l>een
safety id the nation. The time has
made the text of furious diatribes by come for all to do so again.
vengeful rebels and screeching populists.
It is that plus an anarchistic assault upon
A (Generous Act.
the sacred right of private contract.
Here is a nice little story.
When the
MANCHESTER (N. H.) UNION.
two Princeton students were shot, about
For the first time in its history the
a year ago. it was determined that an imL'nivn refuses to
at the
it*

j

1S70,

i

NEW YORK HERALD.
The platform should be shunned by
The wild Jacobins who have raided the
patriotic voters as
they would shun
!
convention
cannot go before the
and
the
be
candidates
must
Chicago
pestilence,
opposed because they represent the pur- people as the democratic party or under
its
:
standard. They have not only repudiposes of revolutionists.
! atcd the cardinal
principles of democracy
THE IRISH AMERICAN.

—

Birthday Heroism.
recorded of a little Sydney boy that
he allowed his mother’s birthday to dawn
without having anything to give her. This
was, to him, a terrible state of things and
seemed to call fur a desperate remedy.
He Began by offering her, one after another, every toy he owned, but she was
At last,
too good naturod to take them.
after carefully considering the whole matter, he said with a degree of earnestness
which showed how much he felt the sacrifice he was about to propose:
I know what. I 11 do. 1'i 1 take a dose of
castor oil for you!" The resources of heroism, so far as he was concerned, were exhausted.—Strand Magazine.
i

and

STAUNTON

PHILADELPHIA TIMES.

An

It is

of the silver demoThe platform has been

or nominees

gold, the Nun cannot consistently support the platform and the
nominee of the silver convention.

pas.** d

land,

SUN.

convention for

the kindly deed

closing

such
and nihilistic
on

the candidates nominated.
The passage of a silver platform, the .Sun
honestly believes, would bring disaster
and panic.
It means the repudiation of
the country's honest obligations.
Bethat
the future prosperity of the
lieving
people would be endangered by such a
course, and that thesilver platform, if approved by the country, would add only
riches tu the wealthy mine owners and
those who bold gold in their possession,
for gold would certainly advance to a premium, and as the democrats of Maine have

■

newspaper.

to

Bryan’s Chicago platform.

convention.

adopted

the

j

plank

in

platform

another.
injured Ficilian does m t testify
Muscular Christians.
against his enemy in court, because he iithe governm- :;t attend
too proud to i::;\
Muscular Christians not only arres: \ a
to a matter that should be one f- r private
tendency toward effeminacy which pr :.a
blv would in any case have been evanesrevenge. “The truth to the confessor and
to no one else.” is a Ficilian proverb.
cent, but they I rought back to Christian
Louis Mazzola. one of the Fan Mauro ity entire classes, and especially a large
band, killed in 1884 one Cassataro, the class of English pent]* men. who, in their
husband of ^is mistress, and through the
disgust at tendencies wholly alien to their
courageous testimony of the murdered
temperaments, had begun to think wheih
man's relative ?) was found guilty and sen>
fenced to
He es- ; would not lx* good for the community,
years lmpris* nment.
and. regardless of the dan
caped in Is*
They maintained that piety anil joyous
ger of detection, went straight to his old i ness wm* not inconsistent; that David
home to revenge himself upon the brother with his overvigorous lift* was a better
He found that the
of his former victim.
man than Saul w ith his meianeh' l:a. that
safest thing to do was to enter the band of ! the life of the sea and the held and the
brigands, and the band made Maz/ula’s mine was as good as the life f the parson
vengeance its own. bassataro, being in his
age; that then* wa* other Christian work
garden with his wife and children, was ap- ; than prea wing in seaxm and out f sea
proached f y three men who represented eon; that, in short, it was possible to lead
themselves as from the local military comthe life of an average Knglish gentleman
mander and commissioned to fetch him ; or workman and be a good Christian t«»o
Some of them went too far in their re
away. They hurried him off. but the wife,
suspicious, sent to the military command- coil, as appeared when the eontrv-vt r?y
er and learned that her hu»hund was not
over Governor Kyre divided ail Kngh.nd.
in the hands of the authorities. Searchers
but In the main their idea.- .toted as a l r.-K
hurried into the mountains and found the
breeze acts upon a sultry day. clearing
dead body of Cassntaro with three bullet
away the haze, restoring health t<> the
wounds in the heart. This occurred in sickly and vigor to the exhausted. Of this
189:2.
movement Hughes was not the soul, f r
1
The chief newspaper of Palermo, in
F. D. Maurice, with his saintlim
and hip
on
this
called
for
the
sense, must be called that, but he was in a
crime,
commenting
of
the
About
three
its
life
blood—he
so
brigands.
;
lived
the
suppression
way
visibly
weeks Liter the editor received from Canwhole doctrine, lived it heartily and en
diuo a note for publication saying that,
joyingly long after the force of the movewhile it was true that Mazzula had taken
ment had spent itself from the at senev « f
his revenge, the hand was not made up of
resistance. It had suited his inner nature
indiscriminate assassins. Disgusted with
all his convictions, all his inherit* u preju
the unjust abuse to which they were subdices, all his ideas of the work he \> anted
he loved it heartjected. the brigands had withdrawn from to do in the world,
San Mauro to the heart of the mountains.
ily.—Lond :. Spectator.
closed
with
The letter
salutations to the
Wh ere Is the Center of the t'nivenw?
editor and assurances of esteem. Accompanying it was a live franc note to pay fur
The city of Londun is said to be thee.
its insertion in the newspaper. The earlier
ter of the land hemisphere of our glob*
band of San Mauro had also issued a procIn other words, it is claimed that a radius
lamation, posting it on the church door in of 6,000 miles on the curved surface of the
1876, but Candino, more modern in his earth would describe a circumference inrmethods, had reached his public through a
more
from London
court is

UNION.

Machias I’nion repudiate** the

LEWISTON

on quietly, but to an obrecalled the word*
Master. ”Whosoev»r will be chief
among ya let him t>e vour servant.”
Ills courtov made his manners pood,
but it did not soften hissenseof justice. A
lawyer tells this anecdote:
”1 had once to appear before him in
chambers on behalf f a charming client
who bad some property, but would i. t
The case was heard in his
pay her debts.
own room, and he was court* *v it.** '.f.
He
stood when she entered.
I think she
her
he
and
left
his
handkerchief,
dropped
seat to pick it up.
Nothing could be gen
tier than his manner, and I was congratu
lating myself on an » a*y victory, but when
the facts were heard the decision came
that my client must pay or spend sis
Youth's Companion
i months in prison.
server

T'<PLAINT

FOP

TIMES.

from Louisville. Kv.. says:
The Chicago ticket and platform w ill be
without newsjiaper supj>ort in Ixiuisville,
and pretty nearly in Kentucky. There
sre four democratic dailies and one reThe Courier-Journal led off
publican.
with a straight bolt, and the L'remng
Times and the Evening Post have followed
its lead. These new spapers have great influence in the state, and their action will
be imitated by scores of the rural press.

LOUISVILLE

The Lewiston Sun will not support the

hand—as a mounting block.
The man put his foot in the hand and
mounted upon the horse's buck. The cl:i**f

justice

N

despatch

A

].<>■,

Wool Season of 1896

provided

Too populistic
for any safe currency system.

reply.
the late Georg© Higin-

moment the chief justice came along,
seeing the man's difficulty extended

was

ro.

the

mount

(VA.)

others:

platform.

The man
botham, chief justice of Victoria. IIis
f
courtesy toward women was regardless
rank or personal attractivone.*.*. He would
take off his hat to his cook and bow as
graciously as though she were a duchess.
A man was trying to lead a heavy
draft horse along the stmt. The animal refused to be led. and then the man
made several ineffectual
to
attempts

Melchiorre Candinoand Placido Rinaldinl,
a relative of the othij brigand chief.
The

RICHMOND

that discuss

Will not support any candidate

the grave

was

papers

MACH IAS

A young lady spending a rainy evening
at the house uf an old gentleman wanted n
cab to take her home. Her h<*st started off
to fetch the cab.
“I)o let the maid go,”
she suid.
“My dear, the maid is al>o a
was

TOO German

If the democratic party adopts free silver as its platform. Virginia will go for
the republicans,
there is no
fraud in the elections.

The

A Courteous Chief Justice.

woman,

Of

politics only thirty-one approve the platform. The sentiments expressed by the
papers represented below, all of which
are
democratic, are echoed
by many

1

—

say:
“I saw your masterye.-terday on a hors*
that pleased me. Have it at-tumor
And the horse was usually delivrow.
ered according to demand.
Rocca died by his own hand rather than
yield to the soldiers that had besieged him
in a house for two hours.
Rinaldinl was
killed in an encounter with the troops in
band
and
the
was
187'>,
August,
dispersed.
Fourth en years later a new band f Fan
M auro brigands suddenly appeared in the
haunts of the old band.
The leaders were

|

Pennsylvania.

far.

■■

to

Na-

3t)bcrtismimt3.
EftTARMAHp.i),

to
alter
the
supreme court of the
tional Platform and Ticket.
I’nited States as to make it populistic;
The reception accorded the
platform voluntary bankruptcy of the national
and ticket of the populist-democratic government and involuntary bankruptcy
States
convention by the iemocmtic press is of all business men of the I’nited
i who are not Vanderbilts and Astors.
not encouraging to the Bryan boomers.
NEW YOKE 8TAATS-ZKITUNU.
It is not a “bolt” here and there, but a
Circumstances have made William Mcveritable stampede,
leading democratic Kinley the man around whom rII must
papers on every aide repudiate the plat- rally who desire to defeat determinedly
form and
ticket.
Not a single demo- the candidate of the pseudo-democracy,
William J. Bryan, who stands for Hat
cratic newspaper of consequence in New
money under the guise of bi-metallism,
York. New England,
Mary- nullification of lawfully contracted lialand or Delaware supports the ticket thus bilities, for communism and lawlessness.

Another quaint custom of the long ago
It has been tie fashion of late years was that of
breaking a ring tiar betrothal.
among Sicilians to speak of brigandage as ! Such rings w»re fashioned f«*r tho purpose.
ft thing of the t :i-i.
Siglicie in ; being made f two twin circles and were
:
\
the Are!.!'. >s
inelle, j called gimmal ring?., from the word ge*
g
* .d
f
.eilian j nielli, meaning twins.
bnt as a i.. tt. r. i f... :
ring of pure g< Id she from hi r finger took.
brigands has flourished in the district of j A
And just In the nuddlo tlic same there she
San Alauro for the pa.-t six or seven years
bn >ke.
This hand, Quoth she. “A«* a t. k^n of love you this take.
and is not yet quite destroyed.
perhaps the last of the long lineof Sicilian And this as a pledge 1 will kit p fur y< i.r sake.”
The gimmal was also a favorite wedding
brigands, is simply an association of areas
sins without any f the romance attached
ring fur many years
Drydcu thus deto some of the profession.
scribe* it in Don Sebastian:”
Sicilian brigandage of g'.i yiars *.go had | A uurious artist wrought ’em,
For ex
With joints so oloss- as nut to tie perceived.
about it the flavor of romance.
ample. Baron Sigardi, riding out one day Vet an- they both each othi r s e«-unt* rpart.
r part hail Juan inscribed and his had Zayda.
II.
in 1874 with some friends, was suddenly
In the modern fondness fur rings is seen
surrounded by a larger body of horsenn n
a survival of the liarbaric love of display,
The baron
under the brigand Capraro.
The
and his party were courteously told that of superstition and of sentiment.
habit of loading the fingers with jewels,
they were prisoners, and the win ie caval
in
his
which
Seneca
day. saycade proceeded some distance until the
condemt%i
baron was singled out and politely re
ing. Our lingers ore loaded with rings
is
with
adorned
stone.
each
himself
to
be
blindfoldto
rinit
precious
joint
p»
quested
ed. Some hours later he found himself in is still in favor with a class in whom the
barbaric instinct is not yet exterminated,
an elegantly aj j i-inted house, where ho
dined sumptuously at a table furnished while many a modern Indie would like to
with beautiful linen and handsome silver,
wear, as did the Empresses Faustina and
all the luxuries of the season, and even ice,
Domitia, rings which cost $200,000 and
being served. After the payment of a ran- $300,(MX). And she does often wear, as did
her Homan prototype, “sardonyxeso. jas
som of faO.OOO the baron was again put in
possession of his watc h and bank notes pers and emeralds on the joints of her
and escorted almost to the railway station.
tfuch displays deserve the condemnation
escon urggtMj inr
AI parting wim r.iin
of a modern Seneca, hut for the rings
honor uf being permitted to kiss his hand.
San Mauro lies (>u miles from Palermo worn in conscious or unconscious recognition of some quaint old superstition or
The latter place i*
and 21 from Cefalu.
reached by a ride of six l ours in a dili- tender sentiment there should be only
The benediction.
gence over rough mountain roads.
Such rings are found upon the finger*
people of Fan Mauro are mostly field la
of women wedded to t lit* church and of
borers and almost 60 o in number.
A
women wedded to the men
band of brigands infested the region from
they love.
1870 to 1876.
They were 15 in number, They shine upon the brawny hand of toil
and glitter upon the rosy digits of the lit
under the leaders Rocca and Rinaldinl.
They were clad in a unif rm of Mue vel- tie child. They sparkle beneath the glow
hat.
boots
and
a
distinctive
ing eyes of radiant maidenhood and reflect
vet, riding
Each wore upon his finger a ring with the before many a sacred shrine the “light
that never was on land or sea.
initial *1?
in honor of tin- leaders. They
They hold
were armed with double barreled carbines,
“gems of purest ray serene” for many fond
revolvers and poniards.
They had line and loving hearts, and while human loves
remain they will continue to !*• among
horses and many masks and other devices
Phila
affection's most sacred symbols.
f the
for disguises, including uniform?.
local gendarmes. It was their pleasant delphiu Times.
way. on meeting the servant of some rich

proprietor,

Utrfjrrtianutnta.

platform, for the president of the I'nited
States, means that there is a party in this
! country in favor of extinction of the
right of private contract; legislation so

COMMENT.

Reading Party Papers Repudiate

of Sentiment With III*torie* Centuries Old-

CirrlM

Old ns sentiment it-elf is tho ring.
Among tho Italians of tho sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries it was customary fur
women to give to their lovers rings which
contained their portrait s These rings were
in the forms uf two clash'd hands. In
whi h a hidden spring concealed tho plc-
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